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Foreword

The eleventh international scientific conference Intelligent Technologies in Logistics and 
Mechatronics Systems is organized in the Forum on Innovative Technologies and Management 
for Sustainability that was an umbrella event for two conferences, i.e., Intelligent Technologies 
in Logistics and Mechatronics Systems (ITELEMS’11) and Changes in Social and Business 
Environment. The main idea of this joint event was to provide a worldwide forum and built 
bridges among international participants working in engineering and social fields and to find 
joint topics for future research as to better suit industry, business and society needs. 

It is evident that a transition to a sustainable society poses a number of serious 
technological and socio-economic challenges. Sustainability involves more than just the 
technical issue of eco-efficiency. Progressive competition, increasing customer demand, 
growing production and consumption scale, as well as environment degradation cause a lot 
of social, environmental, and economic problems. These different issues of sustainability 
require joint efforts of scientists, industry, business, and political leaders and our choice will 
depend on our values and vision of the future. 

Conferences topics included: 
	 Intelligent Logistics Systems;
	 Multi Criteria Decision Making;
	 Composites in Infrastructures;
	 Intelligent Mechatronics Systems;
	 Sensors and sensing phenomena;
	 Mechanisms of Transport;
	 Transport Systems;
	 Modern Building Technologies;
	 Military technologies;
	 Production Engineering.

The conference is the result of a collective effort and we take the opportunity through 
this written welcome to express our recognition of the effort and work put in by all those 
people who have made it possible to organise ITELEMS’11: we pay tribute to the Scientific 
Committee who have assured the quality of the accepted papers, to the members of the 
organising committee for their keen motivation and to all the people who have directly or 
indirectly influenced the smooth progress towards the conference. Finally, we would like to 
express much gratitude to all of the authors for contributing their papers. 

Prof. Laszlo Koczy
Assoc. prof. Dalia Susnienė

Prof. Daiva Žostautienė
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Abstract 

Concept and case study of energetically self-sufficient eco-friendly apartment building is presented in this paper. Topicality 
of the eco-friendly buildings, structure of a microgrid for energy supply to the building’s loads, reasoning of local renewable 
energy sources choice for power and heat energy production in the microgrid are analysed. Findings of the study are 
concluded and possible measures to be taken in order to encourage and accelerate implementation of eco-friendly buildings 
running on the RES-based power and heat supply systems are discussed. 
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Peer-review under responsibility of the Kaunas University of Technology, Panevėžys Faculty of Technologies and Business  

Keywords: Energetically self-sufficient buildings; energy efficiency; renewable energy; microgrid; heat and power. 

1. Introduction 

Presently pollution of atmosphere by the greenhouse gases (GHG) is one of the main problems and reasons of 
destroying ecosystem, climate and infrastructure in the Earth planet. The main sources of GHG emissions are 
heat and power production plants, industry, agriculture, transport, forestry and buildings. Dangerous negative 
impact of the GHG emission to the climate change is disclosed by the climatologists in thousands of scientific 
publications, e.g. [1, 2]. Further unlimited GHG emissions will result in more often natural disasters of increased 
force.  

Direct negative impact of air pollution to the health of people is disclosed by medical scientists. Air pollution 
is already the fourth-highest risk factor for death globally. According to the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science, it led to more than 5.5 million premature deaths in 2013: in China - 1.6, in India - 1.4, 
in the US – 0.3, in the rest of world – 2.2 millions of people [3]. 

It is considered that the main remedy for solving the climate change problem is massive sustainable 
development in all sectors of economy by the decisive, urgent and deep reduction of the GHG emissions into 
Earth atmosphere. Similar recommendations can be found in many scientific papers, documents and reports, 
including the report of international team of scientists The International Panel for Climate Change at the United 
Nations [4]. In general, it is considered that a phenomenon of the global climate change is already proved by 
scientist climatologists and many perceptive people can confirm it on basis of their own experience even without 
knowing discoveries of the climatologists. The main problem now is how to accelerate the transition from fossil 
fuels to the renewable energy. This problem is analysed and discussed in many publications as well, e.g. [5, 6]. It 
is clear that unlimited pollution of environment and the climate change can be stopped or at least substantially 
mitigated only in case of global mobilisation of efforts to eliminate fossil fuels from all sectors of economy. It is 
very important to do it urgently – as soon as possible. 

Usage of energy in the buildings makes up about 40 % of the total energy consumed in Lithuania and about 
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41 % in the EU. Therefore buildings have a high potential for reduction of the GHG. However, a great inertia 
exists in this sector and, unfortunately, the pace of phasing out fossil fuels from the buildings is very slow. 
Concept of the apartment building fed from RES-based microgrid and case study is presented in this paper in 
order to show the promising possibilities of renewable energy systems in buildings sector and to encourage start-
up of their implementation in the nearest future. 

 
Nomenclature 

Eai total power demanded by all electric appliances of the building per month i  
Edi  total demands of power by all loads per month i 
Eevi total power demanded by all electric vehicles per month i  
Ehwi total power demanded for producing of hot water per month i 
Ei total amount of power produced by wind turbines and photovoltaic power plant per month i  
Eshi   total power demanded for space heating in the building per month i 
Esi     amount of power produced by photovoltaic power plant per month i 
Ewi    total amount of power produced by all wind turbines per month i 
Hmo  average perennial monthly sum of global irradiation per m2 on the plane of optimal inclination (35 deg.) 
Hmv  average perennial monthly sum of global irradiation per m2 on the vertical plane  
Tap    average perennial monthly temperature of air in surroundings of the building 
Tal     average monthly temperature of air in loggias of the building 

2. Choice of renewable energy sources for energy production in building’s microgrid 

In general case, energy in buildings is necessary for space heating (cooling), water heating (domestic hot 
water – DHW) and feeding of domestic electric appliances where electric vehicles can be included too. Many 
primary energy sources are available in nowadays for heat and power production in buildings, but taking into 
consideration the climate change and the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) 
carried in Paris in December 2015, the best option would be to use non-polluting energy sources for this 
purpose. First of all wind and solar energy sources can be exploited in many cases for electricity production in 
the buildings or in a close vicinity of the buildings. These energy sources are not only almost universally 
available, smokeless, but also self-delivering and absolutely free from payment: users of these energy sources 
will never have any troubles regarding the orders, supply of energy resources and increase of their prices, 
because it always will be for free independently from the amounts of energy consumption. 

Electricity is universal type of energy, which can be used not only for feeding various electric appliances but 
also for space and water heating and for charging batteries of electric vehicles. Space heating by means of 
electric heaters is quite acceptable and affordable, if building has high energetic class due to the relevant thermal 
insulation. However, better energy efficiency of space and water heating can be achieved when free renewable 
energy sources suitable for heat energy production are used. 

Non-polluting and free renewable energy sources for heat production also exist in a surrounding area of 
buildings. It is renewable heat sources of low temperature – the air, ground and water bodies (if available). Heat 
pumps of various types can be used for heat energy production by exploiting energy of the mentioned above heat 
energy sources of low temperature. 

Resources of renewable energy suitable for power and heat production practically are inexhaustible and they 
newer will come to the end. Their global technical potentials in exajoules per year are presented in Table 1 [7]. 

Table 1. Global technical potential of the main renewable energy sources. 

Global technical potential, EJ/y Renewable energy 
sources Unit 

Min Max 
Total global energy 
demands, EJ 2008 

Electricity production 
Solar energy  60 1200 
Geothermal energy 118 1 109 
Wind energy 85 580 
Ocean energy 7 331 
Hydro energy 

EJ/y 

50 52 

61 

Heat energy production 
Geothermal energy EJ/y 10 312 164 

Primary energy supply 
Direct solar energy 1 575 49 837 
Biomass energy EJ/y 50 500 492 

1EJ = 278 TWh 
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Hydro energy, if it is available in a close vicinity of buildings, is also could be acceptable renewable energy 
source, however, it is not so universally available as solar, wind energy and renewable heat energy sources of 
low temperature and, besides, possibilities to use hydro energy are restricted because of the environmental 
restrictions. Biomass, liquid biofuel and biogas energy sources are renewable as well, but they are not self-
delivering and free from payment. They can be used in some cases too, however they are less attractive. 
Operation and maintenance expenditures of the renewable energy systems running on biofuels in general case 
are higher in comparison with solar and wind energy systems and heat pumps. 

3. Case study 

In general, apartment buildings may be very different in many aspects: as per number of apartments, number 
of floors, type of roofs, styles of architecture and so on. Energetically self-sufficient and efficient buildings have 
to be designed according to the principles of solar architecture. For example, it would be desirable to have a roof 
of building with optimal slope to the horizontal plane, if solar modules of PV power plant are intended to put on 
it. Besides, the best orientation of the roof slope would be southward. Our experimental apartment building with 
a microgrid for feeding domestic electric loads is depicted in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. General view of apartment building running on universally available local renewable energy sources. 

The building has usual electric loads of domestic appliances in all apartments, ten electric vehicles and two 
heat pumps “air to water” for domestic hot water (DHW) and space heating. Electricity generating equipment 
comprises small-scale wind turbines (WT) and rooftop photovoltaic power plant (PVPP). 

3.1. Characteristics of apartment building 

Necessary data for determination of energy demands required for the building itself and the main parameters 
of power and heat generation equipment designed to install in the building’s microgrid are presented in Table 2. 
Capacity and number of necessary wind turbines for covering energy demands of the building together with 
PVPP can be chosen more or less freely, however, capacity of PV array is restricted by the roof area. 

Table 2. Characteristics of apartment building and power and heat generation equipment to be installed. 
 

Characteristics of apartment building Power and heat generation installations 
Number of apartments  10 Wind power plants  Horizontal axes rotor 
Number of inhabitants  40 – capacity of wind turbine 9.5 kW 
Number of electric vehicles 10 – number of wind turbines 3 
Area of one apartment 73 m2 – hub height 24 m 
Total heating area  730 m2 Photovoltaic power plant  Crystalline Silicon  
Temperature of heating space air  18–22 ̊C – number of PV modules 252 
Temperature of DHW 50 ̊C – capacity of one module 300 Wp 
Consumption of DHW per inhabitant 2 m3 – capacity of PV power plant 75.6 kWp 
Consumption of hot water per month 80 m3 Space heating and DHW  Two HP „air to water“ 
Number of glassed-in loggia’s 8 – range of ambient temperature From –15 C to +25 ̊C  
Area of one glassed-in wall of loggia 14 m2 – range of power consumption ~ 5-6 kW 
Total area of all loggias glassed-in walls 112 m2 – range of heat generation capacity ~ 9–28 kW 
Roof area 
Building‘s energetic class   

520 m2 
A+ 

Locality: Taurage region, Lithuania  55˚18’46” North 
22˚01’52” East 

 
Solar energy resources are distributed rather evenly in territory of Lithuania, but wind energy resources 

strongly depend on the region of country. Therefore geographic coordinates of the microgrids locality are 
important for evaluation of available amounts of produced power. 
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3.2. Local renewable energy resources 

Local renewable energy resources are described in Table 3. Solar energy resources are evaluated by the 
average perennial monthly sum of global irradiation per m2 on the plane of roof slope, the average perennial 
monthly sum of global irradiation per m2 on the vertical plane (windows of loggias). Renewable heat energy 
resources of low temperature existing in outdoor air are evaluated by the average perennial monthly temperature 
of air in the locality of building and wind energy resources – by the wind speed, roughness of the locality and 
Weibull parameters. 

Table 3. Resources of renewable energy available in a close vicinity of building. 
 

Months Parameters Conditions 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 
Per 
year 

Average monthly sum of global solar irradiation, kWh/m2 
Hmo Inclination 35˚ 23.9 43.1 112 152 176 168 167 149 113 66.4 27.2 17.2 1120 
Hmv Inclination 90˚ 25.6 42.1 98.1 108 103 90.8 94.2 97.1 91.2 62.5 28.5 18.7 860 

Average perennial outdoor temperature of air, ̊C 
Tap In shadow –4.0 –3.7 –0.4 5.1 11.3 14.9 16.3 15.9 11.9 7.6 2.5 –1.5 6.3 
Tal In loggias To be determined experimentally in future during the implementation of pilot project 

Average annual parameters of wind speed 

Wind speed Hub height 25 
m Mean annual wind speed 5.7 m/s at height 25 m, roughness 0.1 m. Weibull parameters: a = 6.4 m/s; K=2.07 

 
Some simple improvements can be implemented in order to enhance efficiency of heat production when heat 

pump “air to water” is used. As it is known, the heat pump of this type operates more efficiently when temperature 
of air in the environment is higher. Therefore it is expedient to preheat the air before it is percolated through the 
outdoor module of the heat pump. For example, it could be glassed-in loggias of the building or greenhouses added 
on to the building and used as solar collectors for air heating. Simultaneously they could be used as hothouses too. 
The glassed-in loggia collects heat energy of solar radiation and does not allow its dissipation. Preheating of air is 
reducing consumption of electricity by the heat pump in sunny and half-sunny days.  

3.3. Structure of the microgrid 

Power circuits of the apartment building microgrid, which are depicted in Fig. 2, consists of power generation 
system (small wind turbines SWT1–SWT3 and PV array), power conversion system (rectifiers R1–R3, 
converters DC/DC1–DC/DD4, battery chargers Ch1–Ch4 and mutual grid-tied inverter), control system CS 
including switches S, Sc, Si, Sb, S1–S4, power storage battery B and capacitor C. Scheme of DC/DC converters 
is disclosed under the PV array. Similar innovative power conversion systems with mutual inverter are described 
in references [8,9]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. Electrical scheme of the apartment building’s microgrid power circuits with mutual inverter. 
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Usage of mutual inverter allows simplifying of scheme and reducing of investments. Microgrid’s loads are 
not shown in Fig. 2 because it is well known matter. Microgrid’s bus MGB can be connected to the grid of 
power system GPS. Thus, microgrid can function both in grid-connected and stand-alone modes of operation.  

3.4. Power production in the microgrid and demands 

Probable power production in the microgrid (Fig. 2) of the apartment building (Fig. 1) was computed in order 
to determine the limits of locally available power and to compare it with reasonable average power demands. 
Results of computations are presented in Table 4. Analysis of the received data show that power production 
greatly exceeds total power demands of all apartments almost in every month and total overproduction of power 
per year makes up around 53 MWh or about 59 % of total power demands. Surplus of electricity can be sold and 
supplied into GPS or it can be used for charging of batteries of additional electric vehicles. Connection to the 
GPS enhances flexibility and reliability of power supply to electricity users in the apartment building. If the 
microgrid is connected to the GPS, then capacity of the battery for power storage can be significantly reduced. 

     Table 4. Comparison of the possible power production in the building’s microgrid and total power demands. 

POWER PRODUCTION, kWh POWER DEMAND, kWh MONTH 
Ewi Esi Ei Edi Eai Eshi Ehwi Eevi Ei-Edi 

1 7 068 1 889 8 957 8 500 4 000 1 500 800 2 200 +457 
2  6 025 3 175 9 200 8 300 4 000 1 300 800 2 200 +900 
3 6 847 7 560 14 408 7 600 4 000 600 800 2 200 +6 808 
4 5 130 9 224 14 354 7 350 4 000 350 800 2 200 +7 004 
5 4 020 10 312 14 332 7 000 4 000 0 800 2 200 +7 332 
6 3 677 9 737 13 413 7 000 4 000 0 800 2 200 +6 413 
7 3 446 9 555 13 001 7 000 4 000 0 800 2 200 +6 001 
8 4 285 8 831 13 116 7 000 4 000 0 800 2 200 +6 116 
9 5 216 6 985 12 201 7 000 4 000 0 800 2 200 +5 201 

10 6 185 4 446 10 630 7 350 4 000 350 800 2 200 +3 280 
11 6 224 1 826 8 050 7 650 4 000 650 800 2 200 +400 
12 9 630 1 261 10 891 8 000 4 000 1 000 800 2 200 +2 891 

PER YEAR 67 752 74 800 142 552 89 750 48 000 5 750 9 600 26 400 +52 802 

4. Conclusions and discussion 

The main objective of this paper was to disclose possibilities and benefits of microgrids installation in 
apartment buildings and to encourage their implementation. Analysis of the case study results confirmed this 
possibility even in locality with moderate wind and solar energy resources. If it would be necessary, amounts of 
the produced power could be simply increased by installing additional small wind turbines or increasing their 
capacity. Besides, efficiency of solar cells is increasing step by step and amount of power produced from the 
same area of PV array is increasing year-by-year. Installation of microgrids of this type in apartment buildings 
and other buildings [10] has many advantages: bulk of produced intermittent power is not supplied into the grid 
of power system but consumed locally and it allows avoiding of losses due to the power supply over long lines; 
the grid of power system is not burdened by the intermittent power; imported dirty fossil fuels are not consumed; 
emissions of greenhouse gases are avoided; energy independence and reliability of power supply increases and 
etc.  

Promising results and findings of the case study described in this paper allow taking the next steps: designing 
a pilot project of energetically self-sufficient apartment building, its implementation and experimental research 
of the RES-based microgrid operation in natural conditions. Researches of the microgrid of apartment building 
in natural conditions will allow receiving more exact results both in technical and economic aspects and will 
give reliable answers to many questions regarding mass implementation of energetically self-sufficient 
buildings. 
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Abstract 

Earning profits in business requires analysis of binary customer behaviour. The aim of the research is to carry out 
mathematical analysis of gap processes underpinning elaboration of a simulation model of binary customer behaviour in a 
bursty business process. The meaning of such key concepts as bursty business process, binary customer behaviour and gap is 
studied. The novel contribution of the paper is the created model of binary customer behavior in a bursty business process 
based on gap processes. Directions of further research are proposed. 
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1. Introduction 

Business environment has shaped and been shaped by various social and political forces within the couple of 
past decades. Table 1 provides a historical perspective on business development during the past decades. 

Table 1. Business practice in different historical periods of the past decades. 

Phase Historical period Business approach 

1. 1980s De-Industrialization (a process of social and economic change caused by the removal or reduction of 

industrial capacity or activity in a country or region, especially heavy industry or manufacturing industry) 

2. 1980s Deregulation (the process of removing or reducing state regulations) 

3. 1990s Global Business (international trade or a company doing business across the world) 

4. 2000s Hybrid business (enterprise which makes use of traditional methods of distribution and Internet) 

 
Changing business environment promotes the advancement of business. As business is traditionally oriented 

to earning profits via the process of buying and/or selling of goods and/or services, a number of profitable 
business models such as successful business model, sustainable business model, winning business model, dream 
business model and etc. as shown in Figure 1 are demonstrated by the business community.  
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Business models

Fig. 1. Types of profitable business models. 
 
For the purposes of the present contribution, the terms “the process of buying and/or selling of goods and/or 

services” and “the business process” are used synonymously. It should be noted that the business process is the 
fundamental element of a business environment as indicated in Figure 2.  
 

 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 2. The relationship between business environment and business process. 

 
The business process is permanently optimized in order to increase the profit. Optimization of the business 

process implies choices about quantity of goods to be delivered, number of the staff to be employed, etc. 
Additionally, such a result of the business process as purchase and/or sale of a good or service indicates the 
output of this process. 

It should be noted that by model, a pattern of individual’s or individuals’ interpretation of a phenomenon is 
meant [3]. Models can be presented in a variety of forms such as verbal, graphic, computer, etc. A model can be 
characterized or featured as demonstrated in Figure 3 [3].  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. Model elements. 
 

The business models such as successful business model, sustainable business model, winning business model, 
dream business model and etc. are usually featured by such characteristics as competitiveness, efficiency, 
innovation, sustainability, profitability, scalability, flexibility, mobility, etc. as illustrated in Figure 4. It should be 
noted that business models focus on organizing a business process. For the evaluation of the business processes 
as a part of a particular business model, realistic simulation models are an important prerequisite. Such 
simulation models as business planning and economic forecasting [4] have been developed. Analysis of the 
simulation models for business planning and economic forecasting [5] revealed that  

 on the one hand, these simulation models for business planning and economic forecasting focused on 
nonlinear and simultaneous relationships as well as dynamic processes [5], and, 

 on the other hand, these simulation models for business planning and economic forecasting used such 
economic indicators as the gross national product as business planning is closely related with the economic 
system, [5].  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Successful Dream 
Winning Sustainable 
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Characteristics of business models 

Fig. 4. Characteristics of business models. 
 
Analysis of the simulation models for business planning and economic forecasting revealed that these 

simulation models focused on the process dynamism  

 on the one hand, do not take into consideration the bursty nature of phenomenon, and 
 on the other hand, use indicators that show phenomenon’s developmental dynamism rather than criteria that 

serve to structure, assess and evaluate [9].  

For the creation of a new simulation model, such an everyday business situation is considered as potential 
customers have to solve an issue formulated already in 1603 by William Shakespeare in his play Hamlet such as 
"To be, or not to be" [8]. Regarding a modern interpretation of potential customers’ contemporary problems, 
Shakespeare’s words may sound as “to buy, or not to buy”. It should be noted that “to buy, or not to buy” is 
considered as binary customer behavior depicted in Figure 5.  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 5. Elements of customers’ binary option. 
 

Binary customer behavior influences the organization of the business process. Figure 6 shows a typical 
scenario in which a purchase as the output of the process of buying and/or selling of goods and/or services and/or 
the business process is highlighted (represented by “x”) within a sequence of people (represented by “-“) who 
visited a shop.  

 
 

Fig. 6. Highlighting purchases (represented by “x”) within a sequence of shop visitors (represented by “-“). 
 

However, the buyers can be more independently distributed over e.g. a day or they can appear really 
concentrated as highlighted in Figure 7. 
 

Binary customer behaviour 

To buy Not to buy 

Competitiveness 

Sustainability 

Efficiency 
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Fig. 7. Highlighting the bursty nature of purchases (represented by “x”) within a sequence of 
shop visitors (represented by “-“). 

 
In general, the buyers probability can serve as a clear indicator of how often people decide to buy e.g. a 

product. However, the buyers probability does not deliver any information about how concentrated the purchases 
are. 

The research question is as follows: How can binary customer behavior in a bursty business process be 
realistically modeled via gap processes? The aim of the research is to carry out mathematical analysis of gap 
processes underpinning elaboration of a simulation model of binary customer behaviour in a bursty business 
process.  

The meaning of such key concepts as model, simulation model, bursty business process, and gap is studied. 
Moreover, the analysis demonstrates how the key concepts are related to the idea of binary customer behaviour 
and shows a potential model for development, indicating how the steps of the process are related following a 
logical chain: conceptual framework → simulation model development → conclusions.  

The present contribution employs interdisciplinary research as interdisciplinary research assists in 
synthesizing, connecting and blending ideas, data and information, methods, tools, concepts, and/or theories 
from two or more disciplines in order “to make whole” [7]. The process of interdisciplinary research is organized 
as revealed in Figure 8 [2]: 

 In Phase 1 of the interdisciplinary research, an issue is separately explored by two or more scientific 
disciplines.  

 In Phase 2, the same issue is examined by the synergetic point of view of these two or more scientific 
disciplines. 

 In Phase 3, results of the analysis are interpreted. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 8. The interdisciplinary process by Repko [7]. 

For the creation of a model for simulation of binary customer behavior in a bursty business process based on 
gap processes, the synergy between business and telecommunications is promoted as the phenomenon of customers 
in the business process as well as bit-errors in data transmission appear to be of a similar nature, namely, the bursty 
nature. It should be noted that by bursty nature of phenomenon, intervals of high-activity alternating with long low-
activity periods is meant [6]. Such models that describe the bursty nature of bit-errors in data transmission have 
been successfully implemented in telecommunications for optimizing data communication protocols and will be 
adopted in this work to the bursty business process. It should be noted that the present research is not limited to only 
two scientific disciplines, namely, business and telecommunication, but is based on a number of scientific 
disciplines such as education, entrepreneurship, pedagogy, psychology, sociology, etc.  

In this work a realistic simulation model for binary customer behavior within a bursty business process is 
presented.  

2. Gap processes for modeling binary customer behaviour 

2.1. Conceptual framework 

The present part of the contribution delivers a conceptual framework on a model for simulation of binary 
customer behaviour in a bursty business process. It should be noted that simulation model is identified as 

A 

B 

C

Phase 2 Phase 3 

Phase 1 
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patterns of the management of phenomenon change in real-world situations. A simulation model should map the 
characteristic of the real world process with the required precision. The real world process in this work refers to 
the business process that includes any process such as selling or buying where binary decisions are made [3].  

A model being created for simulation of binary customer behavior in a bursty business process is featured by 
burstiness. This model characteristic, namely burstiness, is described by parameters or criteria. By a parameter, 
definable, measurable, and constant or variable characteristic, dimension, property, or value, selected from a set 
of data (or population) to understanding a situation (or in solving a problem) is understood [4]. Criteria serve to 
structure, assess and evaluate [9]. Criteria is identified by analysis of [9]  

 definition of the research object, 
 structure of the research object and  
 factors.  

For determining a criterion, analysis of the bursty nature of the buyers in the business process is considered. 
As buyers’ burstiness shapes the structure of the business process, burstiness is determined to be the criterion. 
The criterion burstiness describes the model for simulation of binary customer behaviour in a bursty business 
process as pointed in Table 2.  

Table 2. Criterion that describes the model for simulation of binary customer behaviour in a bursty business process. 

Model Fundamental element Characteristics Criterion 

Business The business process: the process of buying and/or selling of goods and/or 

services 

Burstiness Burstiness 

 
Further on, description of phenomenon’s developmental dynamism requires indicators [9] to be defined. The 

search for indicators based on taking the bursty nature of the buyers into account reveals that the buyers’ ratio is 
not any longer sufficient to describe the characteristic of the buying process [3]. The buyers ratio (in the 
following referred to the buyers’ probability ) is defined as the number of buyers divided by the number of the 
people entering e.g. a shop. Hence, using a model with only one parameter is difficult to project the real buyers’ 
characteristic onto the parameters of the model. This leads undoubtedly to an inaccuracy between the model 
setup and the real world characteristics. Hence, an additional parameter has to be introduced to describe the 
concentration of purchases in the buying process. 

Within the binary decision paradigm, the business process such as selling or buying is a success if it finishes 
with a deal such as a sale or a purchase. Gap in the present contribution means the buying process which ends 
without a purchase. By a gap process, the buyer’s concentration as well as the buyer’s probability can be taken 
into account in a realistic way. Therein, the gaps between two buyers are assumed to be statistically independent 
from each other. Consequently, the model parameter or, in other words, criterion, namely burstiness, is described 
by such indicators as the buyers’ probability and the buyers’ concentration as delivered in Table 3.  

Table 3. Criterion and indicators that describe the model for simulation of binary customer behaviour in a bursty business process. 

Model Fundamental element Characteristics Criterion Indicators 

buyers’ probability Business The business process: the process of buying and/or 

selling of goods and/or services 

Burstiness Burstiness 

buyers’ concentration 

 
Figure 9 highlights the theoretical basis for the new simulation model, where the business process is 

described by gap-processes and illustrates the process between two buyers. i.e. how often visitors buy a product 
and how concentrated they appear. For the optimization of the business process related parameters e.g. the 
expected time between two buyers, a simulation model such as the proposed one can be helpful.  

 
Fig. 9. Buyer’s gap for describing binary customer behavior. 

 

2.2. Model development for simulation of binary customer behavior in a bursty business process 

Analyzing the buyers’ characteristic, we can define a block interval n (identified as the probability ) 
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where at least one buyer appears. The parameter n refers e.g. to the total number of people entering a shop in a 
given time e.g. a day. Choosing the parameter n = 1 the probability  equals the buyers probability . 

Now we can assume that the probability can be described as a function of the buyers’ probability 
and the block interval length n. Here the following approximation is used [10, 1] 

 

 
 

(1) 

 

The value α denotes the linear dependence between and  and is a measure for the 
buyers’ concentration (also referred to the concentration of buying). The value of  indicates the maximum 
block length to which the linear-dependence can be maintained (see Figure 10). 
 

 

Fig. 10. Relationship between the probability  and the block interval n for different parameters of the  at a 

buyer’s probability of  = 10-2. 

The analysis of concentration parameters  (referred to the concentration of buying) has shown that 
parameters in the range of 0.0 until 0.5 describe realistic scenarios. Thereby, a parameter  describes 
the situation where the potential buyers appear independently distributed from each other. With increasing 
parameter  the buyers appear more and more concentrated and the probability  decreased for a given 
n. With the assumption that the distances (gaps k) between neighboring buyers are statistically independent from 
each other, the buyers’ characteristic, namely the occurrence of bursty buyers, is defined by the buyers’ gap-

distribution function , which describes the probability of a gap larger than k. The setup  
 

 

 

(2) 

 

is used to develop the buyer’s gap distribution function  for the buyers’ gaps step by step. 
Comparing (1) and (2), one gets:  

 

 

 

(3) 

 

and for the searched error-gap distribution  we yield:  
 

 :  =  

 :  =  

  :   =    

  :   =    

  : =    
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The buyer’s-gap distribution function  can be defined as follows: 
 

 
 

(4) 

 

Re-writing of  leads to the buyers-gap density function , which describes the 

probability of a gap  equal to :  
 

 
 

 
 

and by calculating the difference between  and  the buyers-gap density function 

 can be obtained 
 

   .  (5) 

 

Assuming that the buyers are independently distributed, i.e. , and using equation (4) and (5) 

one gets the following result for the buyers-gap density function :  
 

 
. 

(6) 

 
With this result, the disadvantage of the model setup becomes evident. The model setup defined in (1) leads 

to a deterministic buyers-gap process. In situations, where the buyers appear concentrated, i.e. , 

one can also find an enlarged value at . This error leads to engraving inaccuracies in the simulation 

process. The reason is the discontinuity at  in equation (1). A modification of this model setup is 
necessary. The following solution can be assumed: The linear increases of  can only be accepted 

for small parameters of . The value of  has to change steadily into the value  

for larger n. To the minimization of the model inaccuracy at  equation (4) has to be multiplied by the 

value   [7]. For the buyers-gap distribution function  the following expression arises:  
 

 

with  

 

and  

 

 

Figure 11 illustrates the buyers-gap distribution function  for different parameters  assuming a 
buyer’s probability of pe = 10-2. 
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Fig. 11. Buyers-gap distribution function  for different parameters of the  at a buyer’s probability of pe = 10-2. 

 

The resultant buyers-gap density function  is depicted in Figure 12. 

 
Fig. 12. Buyers-gap density function  for different parameters of the  at a buyer’s probability of pe = 10-2. 

 
Finally, the proposed system setup is highlighted in Figure 13.  
Now, the buyers characteristic can be modelled by two parameters (the buyer’s probability  and the 

buyer’s concentration value ).  

 
Fig. 13. Approximated relationship between the probability  and the block interval n for 

different parameters of the . 
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With the assumption that the distances between neighboring buyers are statistically independent from each 

other the model characteristic is described completely by the buyer’s distribution function . For the creation 

of the gap processes a uniformly distributed random number  is identical to the function  and the 
corresponding value of the buyer’s gap is determined. For this, the following equation  
 

  (6) 
 

has to be solved numerically. 

3. Conclusions 

The theoretical findings on the inter-relationship between model, model elements, the business process, the 
process of buying and/or selling of goods and/or services, the bursty nature of buyers and gap processes allow 
determining such 

 a criterion for simulation of binary customer behavior in the business process as burstiness as well as  
 its indicators such as buyers’ probability and buyers’ concentration. 

 
The theoretical analysis of the term simulation model assists in the development of a simulation model of 

binary customer behaviour in a bursty business process.  
The conceptual framework on binary customer behaviour in a bursty business process elaborated within the 

present research serves as the basis for the development of the theoretical framework on the advancement of the 
elaborated model for simulation of binary customer behaviour in a bursty business process.  

The present research has limitations. The inter-connections between model, model elements, simulation model, 
binary customer behaviour, the bursty nature of buyers, the business process, the process of buying and/or selling 
of goods and/or services and gap processes have been set. Another limitation is the theoretical analysis carried out 
only. Therein, the results of the study cannot be representative for the whole area. Nevertheless, the results of the 
research, namely the identified criterion such as burstiness and indicators such as buyers’ probability and buyers’ 
concentration, may be used as a basis of the promotion of the theoretical framework on a model for simulation of 
binary customer behaviour in a bursty business process. If the simulation results had been available for analysis, 
different results could have been attained. There is a possibility to continue the study. 

Further research tends to facilitate the advancement of the theoretical framework on the development of a 
model for simulation of binary customer behaviour in a bursty business process. The search for relevant 
methods, tools and techniques for evaluation of binary customer behaviour in a bursty business process as well 
as the simulation model is proposed. Future research tends to analyse the implementation of the simulation 
model characterized by two indicators such as buyers’ probability and buyers’ concentration. A comparative 
research of simulation models for the analysis of binary customer behaviour in a bursty business process could 
be carried out, too. 
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Abstract 

This paper presents a creation of reliable and cross-selective platform of greenhouse gas sensing based on capacitive 
micromachined ultrasound transducers (CMUT) technology which main focus is in environmental monitoring and safety. We 
emphasize the need of cross-selectivity between different gases such as: CO2, CH4 and H2S, since mixture of these gases is 
very common in various different gas emissions, and their impact to the greenhouse effect remains underexplored. CMUT 
sensors containing five elements with resonance frequencies ranging from 15 to 35 MHz were designed and fabricated by 
surface micromachining technology which is fully CMOS compatible. Two parallel measurement channels, one reference 
and one sensing were arranged to measure the mass loading of the CMUT structure and eliminate the non-informative 
changes of the working environment such as: temperature, pressure and humidity. CO2 sensing experiments show that present 
sensing setup, when CMUT structure is functionalized by thin polyethyleneimine film, has the 4 Hz/ppm sensitivity. 
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1. Introduction 

Gas mixtures of so called “sour gases”, namely carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and hydrogen 
sulfide (H2S) are typically emitted from many anthropogenic and natural sources and have crucial 
impact to the human health and global warming effect. The magnitude of the impact of each of these 
gases to global warming is still underexplored mainly because existing practical gas sensing 
approaches have low cross-sensitivity between CO2, CH4 and H2S. Optical spectroscopy methods not 
always provide significant and distinct absorption, emission or scattering in a convenient region of the 
optical spectrum, and spectral overlap problems complicate direct quantification of the spectra. Also, 
the need for multiple wavelength tunable lasers may raise the cost of the sensor [1]. As alternative to 
spectroscopy, several versions of capacitive micromachined ultrasound transducers (CMUT) were 
demonstrated to be promising gas, chemical and biochemical sensing platforms [2-5]. Therefore in our 
work we address creation of reliable and cross-sensitive platform of greenhouse gas sensing for 
environmental monitoring and safety purposes based on CMUT technology. This approach was 
selected because of ability to sense the very low mass loading of the transducer structure. In this paper 
we report the fabrication and characterization of polyethyleneimine (PEI) functionalized CMUT for 
CO2 gas sensing. 
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2. Device design, fabrication and assembly 

Each CMUT device was designed to contain five different arrays of capacitive cells as shown in 
Fig. 1. The cross-section of a single CMUT cell is shown in Fig. 2. These cells, electrically connected 
in parallel, create arrays with different properties. This design lets us develop a sensor for cross-
sensitivity between CO2, CH4 and H2S on the same chip by functionalizing the surfaces of the 
fabricated arrays with different absorbers, specific for each gas. 

Each of the CMUT arrays have different resonance frequency, starting from 15 MHz to 35 MHz. This was 
achieved by designing and fabricating cells of different diameter. We used fully CMOS compatible surface 
micromachining process, involving low-stress PECVD silicon nitride sacrificial release [6-10]. First, lithography 
on the highly doped silicon substrate was used to create cavities on oxidized silicon wafers by etching them with 
buffered oxide etchant (BOE). Thin sacrificial chromium film was filled in the cavities by physical vapor 
deposition process. Then low-stress PECVD silicon nitride layer of critical thickness was deposited. 
Titanium/aluminum top electrodes were formed by physical vapor deposition and next lithography step. After 
covering these electrodes by protective silicon nitride and opening of the etching vias wafers were submerged 
into highly selective CR-7 etchant for sacrificial release of the CMUT structure. Critical point drying was carried 
out to release the free standing membranes and last PECVD SixNy layer was deposited to cover the etching holes 
and isolate the membranes from environment [6, 7]. 

 

 

Contact 
pads

Electrodes Arrays

 

Fig. 1. CMUT structures of the gas sensor. 

Fabricated sensors then were assembled to specifically designed printed circuit boards for evaluation and 
testing purposes. The contact pads of the top electrodes of the device were wire bonded with 30 µm gold wires 
and protected with epoxy resin. For connecting the device to electronics a special socket was made. Fully 
assembled chip is shown in fig. 3.  

 

Fig. 2. Cross section of a single membrane: SixNy – silicon 
nitride layer; SiO2 – silicon dioxide layer; Al- aluminum;
VAC – vacuum; black lines separate different deposition
stages. 

 

Fig. 3. Sensor chip wire bonded to PCB with the socket.
Dimensions of entire assembly 10x20 mm; dimensions of
the CMUT chip is 3x5 mm. 
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3. Experimental setup 

3.1. Measurement equipment 

The frequency spectra of the real part of the impedance (“resistance”) of the fabricated devices were 
measured by the network analyzer Agilent 4395A equipped with the impedance measurement kit. 
Direct current bias was applied using Agilent N5752A power supply. To reduce the noise of the 
resonance frequency signal and amplify the output data, we developed a Colpitts type oscillator circuit 
for use with the CMUT element as electromechanical resonator [3]. Two of these circuits were 
integrated into the testing equipment and their output were connected to two independent frequency 
meters. These frequency meters were interfaced with STM32F400 microcontroller for real-time data 
acquisition. This arrangement enabled the transfer of the sensing data from two independent sensors to 
a regular personal computer via Universal Serial Bus (USB) with appropriate sampling frequency.  

Fig. 4. Principle diagram of testing and measurement equipment. Fig. 5. Photograph of the testing chamber showing 
oscillators, precision mass flow controller, pressure 
gauges and connections. 

3.2. Testing chamber 

For initial testing with CO2 gases a chamber and gas control hardware was assembled (Fig. 4 shows 
schematic diagram of the assembly). This arrangement assured constant dry nitrogen (N2) flow and 
precise control of CO2 concentration inside of the chamber by precision mass flow controller (MFC 
GFC17). Overall view of the testing chamber and external connections are shown in fig. 5. 

4. Functionalization 

For CO2 sensing we functionalized the surface of the CMUT element with polyethyleneimine (PEI), 
which is known to be excellent for CO2 absorption [11]. Prior to the modification of the device the 
surface of the CMUT was cleaned in isopropanol and dried using nitrogen stream. Then PEI was 
diluted in ethanol to decrease its viscosity and create adequately thin layer on top of the CMUT 
structure. The solution of ethanol and PEI was spin coated at 2000 rpm for 30 seconds. The thin layer 
on top of the device created a shift of the frequency spectra of the resistance and reduced its amplitude 
at the resonance frequency (fig. 6.). To compensate for this, oscillator was adjusted to get the output 
signal with adequately lower noise. Finally, two fully assembled CMUT devices, one with modified 
surface using PEI solution and another with no modification, were placed in a testing chamber. Dry 
nitrogen gas was filled in the chamber and flow of dry nitrogen was kept constant while various 
concentrations of CO2 gases were generated with precision mass flow controller. 

Experimental steps used during the experiments: 
• Two CMUTs, one functionalized with PEI, are placed inside the chamber for parralel real-

time measurements, using non-functionalized CMUT as a reference; 
• Chamber is filled with dry N2 gas and its flow is maintained constant during all the 

measurement process; 
• Waiting for some time while the readings of functionalized CMUT stabilize during desorption 

of CO2 absorbed from the ambient air; 
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• Flow of CO2 gas is introduced into the chamber, absorption starts causing change of the 
resonance frequency; 

• Resonance frequency is recorded in the real time by 5 samples per second rate; 
• Flow of CO2 is stopped, desorption starts; 
• Resonant frequency of the sensor reach initial values. 

Fig. 6. Resonance frequency before and after modification with PEI.  Fig. 7. Resonance frequencies of reference and sensing CMUT. 

5. Results 

Significant frequency shifts after introduction of CO2 to the chamber can be observed only for the 
sensor, which surface was functionalized with PEI. Record of reference (unmodified) and sensing 
channels is shown in fig. 7. This confirms the viability of selected approach and method of detecting 
CO2 gases. By using two of these devices at the same time and calculating the difference of resonant 
frequency shift between modified and unmodified devices we can remove the noise data coming from 
temperature changes, changes in pressure inside the chamber and humidity. Sensor readings during 
different CO2 concentrations in the chamber are shown in fig 8. The concentration of CO2 inside a 
chamber was calculated as a ratio between the CO2 and N2 flows measured at the chamber input. 

 

Fig. 8. Difference in resonant frequency of reference and sensing CMUTs during CO2 gas 
introduction into the chamber with different flow rates [12]. 
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Conclusions 

Results from the experiments show excellent sensitivity of selected CO2 sensing platform, reaching 
4 Hz/ppm (2.5 kHz/600 ppm). This demonstrates that CO2 gases can be detected using mass loading 
when sensor is functionalized by CO2 specific absorber. As expected, absorption of the gas molecules 
reduces device frequency, thus it can be easily explained by the linear model as an impact of increased 
moving mass. In addition, by using two of the devices with the same electromechanical properties, one 
of which is used as a reference, we were able to suppress the noise data coming from changes in 
temperature, pressure and humidity. 
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Abstract 

This paper contains concepts of lightweight unmanned ground vehicle adapted to transport cargoes. It was 
assumed that platform should be able to moving in urbanized area. This type of area doesn't require developed 
low MMP indicators of the platform. It was assumed that the platform should be built from universally and 
commercial available elements. The drive system of the platform is the high efficiency hydrostatic drive system. 
The platform include active slip control which increasing the mobility on low adhesion coefficient areas. 
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1. Introduction 

Unmanned ground vehicles are used everywhere where they can support a man in a variety of activities or 
relieve it. A common type of platform is the logistics platform [4, 6]. Its main task is to transport goods or 
passengers. It was assumed that the proposed platform should be able to transport about 150kg cargo. This is 
equivalent to load which can be transported by 4 men. This payload will also provide the ability to transport 
injured or use platform as manned. 
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Fig. 1. Arrangement of elements in the platform. 

2. Assumptions regarding the model 

It was assumed that a vehicle able to provide support to man is one that can transport up to 150 kg of cargo. 
This is equivalent to the weight of equipment that can be transport by 4 people in rough terrain [8, 11]. A 
preliminary list of vehicle components - engine, hydraulics pumps, hydraulic motors and actuators, gears, frame, 
wheels, battery and oil and fuel tank - used in platforms of this type made it enabled to determine the 
approximate weight of the vehicle as 250 kg. The assumed width was 1 m, ensuing from the width of track 
necessary for two people to move freely when walking side by side. Since the vehicle is designed to move in 
urban, a high degree of maneuverability is required. It was assumed that the platform shout have wheel with 
600mm diameter. It helps to negotiate obstacles which can be in urban areas [1, 5, 13, 14]. The system ensuring 
high maneuverability while featuring low steering resistance is an articulated steering system positioned above 
the front axle. This enables the handling of loads of a relatively large mass while maintaining high 
maneuverability and stability. It was assumed that the platform have elastic suspension. It was assumed that the 
front vehicle part would feature a steering system, fuel tank and the cargo space. Engine with equipment, pumps 
and oil tank would be on the rear platform part. It was assumed that the vehicle would be one with an articulated 
steering system [2, 7, 9, 10]. Their location is illustrated in Figure 1. Turning of the two vehicle part relative to 
one another would be achieved by a turning joint positioned above the front axle. Vertical motion of the front 
part would be provided by a thrust bearing located in rear part of platform.  

Arrangement of component will allow the determination of the center of gravity of both parts. On this basis it 
can be build dynamic model. 

2.1. Ability to move in terrain 

In order to determine the ability to move in urban area a model of vehicle was built using a software 
environment for modelling multibody systems [6, 10, 13]. The model was built in MSC Adams software and it is 
shown in Figure 2. 

Fig. 2. Dynamic model of platform built in MSC Adams software. 
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This model featured a flexible tire model that takes into account shaped engagement with the ground and 
slippage [5, 10, 12]. In was assumed that model waist 250kg without load and 400kg with load. In order to 
simplify the model, it was assumed that the weights ensuing from the weight distribution of the front and rear 
part and the weights of loads would be treated as centred on the local centres of gravity. 

The type of terrain obstacles adopted as representative were a two types of fog (radius 200 and 300mm), 
small curb – height 100mm and curb – height 200mm and 300mm height wall. The model overcame through the 
obstacle after another. The track is shown in figure 3.  

 

Fig. 3. Track with obstacles. 

It was assumed that the model will overcome obstacles when driving straight ahead and at an angle 15 º, 30 º 
and 45º. The platform was running with speed of 1, 2, 5 and 10km/h. This is equivalent to the speed which 
develops man. The objective of research was calculation the load in points of mounting wheels. It helps to 
designed frame and rest of constructive elements in terms of strength. In figure 4 there are example of forces 
exerted on the front left wheel. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Forces exerted on front left wheel during negotiate obstacles with speed of 5km/h. 

Determined values forces allow the verification of the model frames in a later stage of the design 

2.2. Concept of frame design 

Accepted arrangement of the basic elements and the position of the bearings allows to design the shape of 
frame. The steering mechanism was situated in front part. Concept of platform was to build it from commercial 
parts. For this reason parts like wheels, brakes, suspensions, chain transmissions are used in motorcycles or 
quads. This allows to lowering construction costs and increases the availability of spare parts. Using articulated 
steering system positioned above the front axle require to designed high mounted frame.  
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Fig. 5. Visualization of high mobility platform. 

 
Hydrostatic system is built on high speed, axial piston hydraulic motors. These type of motor is characterize 

by higher efficiency than rest of type of hydraulic motors. Due to high speed of motors it is necessary to use 
reduction gear. It was assumed that platform has elastic suspension. For this reason there was used two reduction 
gears. First is planetary gear and second is chain gear. Both of it is mounted in rocket arm – figure 6. 

 

Fig. 6. Components mounted in rocket arm, where: 1 – hydrostatic motor, 2 – planetary gear, 3 – rocket arm, 4 – chain gear. 

Proposed configuration allows to mounted fuel tank between rocket arms. Elastic suspension ensure ±80mm 
stroke.  

Developed frame was strength analyzed in MESS module in MSC Catia software. Force values was 
determinate in chapter 2.1. It was assumed that material of frame is steel 18G2A which characterized yield 
strength about 335MPa. As permissible stresses it was assumed about 220MPa with is 0,65 of Re.  
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Fig. 7. Example of MESS analysis results. 

In the figure 7 there is show example of MESS analysis results. Maximum tension in material is above 
215MPa and it is located in bottom part of frame. It was analyzed several types of frames position include 
position of turning system and longitudinal coupler. In all cases stress do not exceed allowable stress level.  

2.3. Active slip control 

It was assumed that platform will be equipped with active slip control system. It will be composed of speed 
sensors mounted in hydrostatic motors, laser scanner, CPU unit and hydraulic brake system. Available analyzes 
[3, 11, 15, 16, 17,] show that the use of that system significantly improves the ability to overcome obstacles. The 
idea of system operation was shown in figure 8.  

 

Fig. 8. The idea of active slip control system operation (a) scanning road, (b) creating a road profile, (c) determining the 
trajectory and speed of the wheel. 
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Slip control system will operate on the basis of the brake system powered by an electric brake pump. CPU 
unit will compare real platform’s speed to wheel speed. On this basis it determinate slip level. If the slip level 
will be outside the specified range CPU will lunch brake on required wheel. Conducted analysis show that slip 
control system improves capacity to overcome obstacles. Example of system working is show in figure 9 and 10. 
In the first case platform model overcome log 300mm without anti slip system. In that case in 18s front wheel 
start to slip. Finally according to the operation of the parallel hydraulic system (hydraulic differential) front left 
wheel rotates 4x faster than start wheel speed. Result is the immobilization of the model – obstacles was not 
overcome. Figure 10 shows wheel speed of the same mode but with anti slip system. When front wheels starts to 
slip (about 18s) CPU lunch the brakes for front wheels. As a result front wheel speed decreases. Driving torque 
on rear wheel increases and finally model overcome obstacle.  

 

Fig. 9. Wheel speed during overcome log 300mm without anti slip system. 

Fig. 10. Wheel speed and braking torque during overcome log 300mm with anti slip system.  

2.4. Transport capacity  

Designer platform is able to transport up to 150kg of loads. Dimensions of cargo space is 600mm length, 
530mm width and 600mm height.  

Fig. 11. Visualization of platform with cargo. 
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The specified load capacity allows to adapt the platform to transport man. It can be high mobility wheelchair. 

Fig. 12. Visualization of platform as high mobility wheelchair. 

Conclusion 

The proposed concept of lightweight high mobility platform with hydrostatic drive system has been realized. 
The platform is characterized by mas about 250 kg and load capacity of 150 kg. The use of an articulated 
steering system provides high maneuverability and a small turning radius. Conducted analysis and dynamic 
simulation allowed to determine the loads acting on the frame and others elements of the platform. This allowed 
the verification of the frame structure in terms of strength. The use of an active slip control system provides the 
possibility of movement in the area with low coefficients of adhesion. It helps to overcome obstacles that may be 
found in urban areas. The dimensions of the cargo space provides the ability to transport all kinds of boxes, 
backpacks, etc.. Cargo space can be adopted to allow the transport of man co it cause that the platform can be 
used as a wheelchair high mobility. 
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Abstract 

The article deals with up-to-date concept of risk. Its advantages are discussed and perspectives of development of this 
concept are shown. The article presents some examples of its application in mechanics. When the fundamental notion of risk 
is used in engineering applications, it is natural to feel a desire to incorporate this risk indicator into e. g. material losses, 
damage to human health or life loss as a result of an emergency been assessed in a material equivalent.  
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1. Introduction 

The notion is always subjective because the assessment of the identical material losses in different countries 
for instance will undoubtedly be substantially different. However one can risk in life and not only avoid material 
losses but on the contrary obtain significant material profit. Hence, it is clear that an objective risk assessment 
should not include material losses directly. It certainly can and should reveal a certain risk with them. The 
concept of risk disclosed below is a pioneering effort, as far as we know, it attempts to separate the notion of risk 
proper from material losses or benefits it causes. 

2. Approaches and Criterions to Risk 

When the practice of operating technical objects serving essential purposes demanded a quantitative 
assessment of risk, it was proposed to interpret safety as reliability in respect to human life and health and the 
condition of environment [1]. Thus, a real possibility was assured to perform numerical analyses of risk and 
safety using the known methods of the theory of reliability, the theory of probability and mathematical statistics. 
In fact, assume )(tS is a safety function determined as a probability that an emergency does not occur within the 
time t , i. e. no failure of system with severe consequences occurs. Then the function of risk is addition to the 
function of safety to a unity, and the following applies 

)(1)( tStH    (2.1) 

since the condition of safety and risk are treated antagonistic. It is apparent that the function of safety is 
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equivalent to the probability of failure-free operation and the function of risk is identical to a probability of 
failure[2]. Than the rate of risk is determined similarly to the rate of failures andthe following applies 

)«(
))«(1(

)«()( tS
tH

tHth 


    (2.2) 

The advantages and significance of the disclosed approach that have gained wide recognition and achieved 
much progress, specifically when applied to technical systems, are well known and are not discussed here.  The 
basic postulates are: 

1. Risk is a significantly broader and deeper notion than probability. Hence, the idea of risk (2.1) as identical 
to the notion of probability can be considered insufficiently universal. 

2. Since risk is a broader and deeper notion than probability, should it be acknowledged that the range of 
numerical variations of the magnitude is also much broader than the range 

1)()(0 0  ttPtH .   (2.3) 

3. The analysis of probability (2.1) is applicable exclusively to random events; also, if risk calculation is 
some fundamental phenomenon cannot fit into an extremely limited range (2.3), it implies that the risk 
indicator should be a real number. 

4. If the idea of randomness of unfavourable events is entirely excluded from the notion of risk, we will face 
an obvious contradiction with reality. This contradiction is removed easily: we will assume that the risk 
indicator has a causal-consequential relation with the probability of occurrence of same or other random 
event. 

5. The nature of risk in our analysis is double yet integral: though it is due to random events it is described by 
real numbers.  

If the safety analysis assesses a probability that the system fails, the consequences are determined in the sense 
of damage to equipment and the consequences to humans around. In this case Hr (failures/time) is the function of 
risk; rs (losses/time) is the risk and it is calculated as a product of the frequency rv ; and cI  (losses/failures) is 
times the average rate of failures, i. e. 

scr rIH     (2.4) 

The practical significance of the function the risk is in Fig. 1[3] as dependencies of rv on cI for traffic 
accidents per year (region 1 is all vehicles, region 2 is defective vehicles). If vr is measured by the number of 
accidents per year and Ic represents the average number of fatal outcomes per accident, the riskrshas the 
dimensionality of mortality per year. The data in Fig. 1 permits to draw the following conclusions: 

 grave accidents happen rarer than milder accidents; 
 the major share of risk is due to driving a faulty vehicle; 
 in numbers the gravity of accidents distributes irrespectively whether the accidents are due to a faulty 

vehicle or to a driver´s fault. 
 

 
 

a) b) 

Fig. 1 Relation between frequency rv and gravity cI of traffic accidents per year a) and curve of identical risks b). 
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The possibility of obtaining such information is highly important, but it should be remarked that the aftermath 
of the accident is assessable more or less accurately only after it happens. The value rs according to (2.4) is not 
probabilistic, hence the numerical values of risk go far beyond range (2.3), however remaining essentially 
positive. Though the idea of the rs risk has definitely gained broad and useful application, it manifests a number 
of well-known drawbacks that should be analysed in brief: 

1. According to (2.4) the risk due to a great number of minor failures may be equal to the risk of a single 
accident with grave consequences. It means that the case in (2.4) represents a measure of danger rather 
than a measure of risk or if to be more exact some intermingling of these two notions. In fact, danger rated 
subjectively should be ambiguous. 

2. According to (2.4) there is a multitude of identical risks that do not imply identical consequences. The 
multitude of ambiguous assessments of the rs risk hinders extremely the perception of this specific 
phenomenon. 

3. Having assessment of (2.4) it is impossible to rank objectively the risk, at least, for instance, by the extent 
of tolerance. It can of course be done subjectively from this or that view of the danger of this or that risk in 
the sense of damage it entails; yet material losses are calculated my multiple variants. 

4. Note that indicator (2.4) does not permit its improvement or development. The reason is that it is the 
indicator-individualist, it is considered self-sufficient; no relations have been traced with other different 
indicators of a variety of conditions of objects.   

In order to avoid many shortcomings of risk determination, the idea of the risk proper should be separated 
from material aftermath of the accident [4]. Of course, it should be supplemented with a possibility of 
determination of risk relation to material losses when it is necessary and wise. The analysis of strength of 
materials, elements, systems, etc. of structures is based, as a rule, on an accepted criterion of ultimate state. From 
a great number of such known criteria we select just one because it becomes acceptable to describe the 
destruction of very unlike objects under essentially unlike condition. 

3. Foundations of Risk 

In relation to technical objects the idea of risk appears every time when any damage is detected in operation. 
The sooner the damage approaches a critical value the nearer the emergency situation is and correspondingly the 
stronger the riskis. In our view the risk induces the expectation of damage in objects, system processes; in 
generalized sense it is an expectation of any unfavourable phenomena, events or situations, whether social or 
natural. For example, if P(A) is a probability of an unfavourable event A, thenQ(B) is the probability of 
occurrence of an opposite positive event B, then the risk indicator 

)(/)( BQAP    (3.1) 

is determined by a simple relation between the probabilities of the above events and expresses the share of “bad” 
(P(A)) in “good” (Q(A)). Because, according to the theory of probabilities, the sum of probabilities of opposite 
events is equal to a unity, i. e.  

1)()(  BQAP ,   (3.2) 

the risk indicator (3.1) can be determined  with the allowance for (3.2) either only by the probability of 
unfavourable events 

1)1(  Pk and 1))((  APPk ,   (3.3) 

or only by the probability of favourable events 

1 Qk and 1))((  BQQk .    (3.4) 

The risk interpreted in (3.1) implies no material damage. It can relate to one if the probability )( 1AP  of 
occurrence of a concrete unfavourable event 1A . The interpretedequation (3.1) does not contain any threat of life, 
health or the environment. It can relate to such threat if the probability )( 2AP of occurrence of a concrete 
unfavourable situation 2A entails relevant events. When there are no unfavourable events, or situations, or 
phenomena, then 0)( AP and according to (3.1) the risk indicator 0 . On the contrary, if there are no 
favourable events then 0)( BQ  and the risk is  . Hence, the numerical values of the risk indicator can 
vary within the interval 

 0 .   (3.5) 
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4. Operative Risk Characteristic 

The dependence of the risk indicator ρ on the probabilities )(AP and )(BQ  is termed by the operative risk 
characteristic.  The Fig. 2presents it graphically for a limited interval  

10    .   (4.1) 

The theoretical data to plot the operative risk characteristic within interval (4.1) are listed in Tab. 1[3]. The 
lower border of risk 0  corresponds to the case when 0)( AP . The upper analysed risk value in Fig. 2[3]and 

Tab. 1 when 1k  is limited by the condition 5.0)()(  BQAP .  

Table 1 Data for plotting operative risk characteristic. 

)(AP  )(1)( APBQ   )(/)( BQAP  )(AP  )(1)( APBQ   )(/)( BQAP  
0.01 0.99 0.0101 0.60 0.40 0.6666 
0.05 0.95 0.0526 0.70 0.30 0.4286 
0.1 0.90 0.1111 0.80 0.20 0.2500 
0.2 0.80 0.2500 0.90 0.10 0.1111 
0.3 0.70 0.4286 0.95 0.05 0,0526 
0.4 0.60 0.6666 0.99 0.01 0.101 

)(5.0)( BQAP   5.0  1k  )(BQ  )(1)( BQAP   )(/)( BQAP  

 
The value 1k  is considered critical. The numerical value of the risk indicator can change by several 

orders of magnitude; the scale   of the operative characteristics of often assumed logarithmic, see Fig. 2a [4]. 
The current risk value indicates the operative characteristic by a full vertical line AB . The probability of 
favourable and unfavourable events relates to risk as 




1
1)(BQ  and   (4.2) 

/11
1)(


AP .   (4.3) 

In principle, a risk normative value [ρ] can be established. It is justified by the relevant feasibility calculation 
with the account of an aftermath of occurrence of some unfavourable events. The risk normative value [ρ] is 
indicated by a vertical dashed line AB along the risk characteristic, see Fig. 2.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Operative risk characteristic plotted in logarithmic (a) and regular (b) scale. 

Any event or any situation for which 

   ,   (4.4) 

is assumed acceptable or tolerable. The values 

  k     (4.5) 

are assumed unacceptable or intolerable. When it is necessary to perform a comparative analysis of risk in many 
different events, a sector risk diagram is plotted. In the sector diagram: the critical risk 1k corresponds to the 
external circumference and the risk normative value [ρ] is reflected by the internal circumference. 
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5. Risk and Safety 

It is established above the risk in an anticipation of any unfavourable phenomenon, event, or 
situation nAAA ,...,2,1 . If the probability P of such events is   

PnAAAPiAP  ),...,2,1()(    (5.1) 

and the probability Q of the opposite favourable events nBBB ,...,2,1 is 

QnBBBPiBQ  ),...,2,1()(  ,   (5.2) 

the risk determined by the share of a bad in goods is 

 )(
)(
)(

),(0 iA
iBQ
iAP

iBiA  ,   (5.3) 

providing a peculiar law of preservation of oppositions in the form 

1)()(  constiBQiAP  ,   (5.4) 

it applies that neither )( iAP  nor )( iBQ  disappear but interact transforming into one another 

)()( iBPiAP     (5.5) 

It means, for example, that in case the probability )( iAP  grows the probability )( iBQ may not grow or 
remain constant; it diminishes following law (5.4). Thus, formulas (5.3) and (5.4) outline the procedure of risk 
analysis tor the case of a multitude of events iA  and iB  that dictate it in fact. The probabilities )( iAP  and 

)( iBP  are calculated by the methods of the theory of sets. To make the discussion simpler the indexes i are 
omitted from the calculation of the events  iA and iB . Graphically interlinked variations of the 
probabilities )( iAP  and )( iBP  caused by ),( BA are depicted by the full operative risk characteristic. Unlike 
(3.2), the formula (5.3) contains a function )1(A  of function jAiA   of events iA and jA , the numerical 
values can be  

1or)(  jAiA .   (5.6) 

If 1 , the events jAiA  interact so that the risk (5.3) diminishes. If 1 ,the events  BA   interact 

according to the equation (5.3), and conversely the risk increases. If 1 , it means that the risk is independent 
of the processes of interaction between events A and B; formula (5.3) in this case transforms into (2.1). Assume 
that safety is an opposition to risk. Then 

1 S ,   (5.7) 

where S  is the indicator of safety liking to the idea of risk in this relation (3.2) [5]. Considering that the idea of 
risk in (5.3) is broader than in (3.2), obtain 

1)(
)(
)(

 iA
BQ
APS .  (5.8) 

Tab. 2 [4] shows us the lists of quantitative parameters of risk prediction, hence the analysis of the conditions 
of safety, because the relation (5.7) combines the indicators of risk and safety together.  

 Table 2.  Risk and safety analysis. 
Risk condition   )( iAP  )( iBQ  pS  Safety situations 

Zero risk 0 0 1 1 Absolute safety 
Scantly risk 10    5.00  P  15.0  Q  01  ps  Scanty safety 

Critical risk 
k1  0.5 0.5 0 Zero safety 

Transcritical risk  1  15.0  P  5.00  Q   pS0  Negative safety 

Infinite risk   1 0   Absolute danger 
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Fig. 3. Diagram of risk and safety.  

According to this relation, if the risk diminishes, the safety augments correspondingly and vice versa. Yet, 
during any variations of the values S and  , their sum remains unchanged and equal to a utility [6]. Assuming 

for analysis of the interval specified in (5.3), it is established from (5.7) that the safety indicator can have both 
positive (at 1 ) and negative ( 1 ) values [7]. According to the data in Tab. 2 and Fig.3[3]: 

1. the absolute safety  is identical to the zero risk; the safety is zero when the risk reaches a critical value 
1k ; 

2. if the risk 1k , the safety becomes negative, i.e. a situation emerges that can be characterized as 
dangerous; the danger grows because the transcritical risk value augments;  

3. the danger  is absolute when the risk becomes infinitely large that corresponds to the safety S . 

Thus the risk manifests two oppositions, they are safety and danger[7]; the danger being interpreted as 
negative because the safety proper is positive; hence, in our view, danger is a peculiar opposition to safety; it is a 
negative form of safety[8]. The main conclusions are as follows: 

1. Only undamaged objects (ω∑ = 0) are absolutely safe, naturally there is no risk operating them, it means 
1S and 0 . Damaged objects (ω∑< 1) have typically a scanty safety, their risk of operation is 

within the interval 10   ; any higher risk reduces their safety correspondingly )01(  s .  
2. When the risk is critical )1( k an object enters into the limiting state characterized by the limiting 

damage level )1( c ; it is a break-down situation with a typically zero safety; negative safety is the 
danger without any guaranteed safety. A catastrophe is possible when a system reaches a relevant 
translimiting state (ω∑>> 1) for which the risk is transcriticaltoo )1(  [9]. 

3. Absolute danger )( S  is identical to the infinite risk )(  [10]; apparently cataclysms occur in 
such conditions when objects are decomposed. 

Conclusion  

This article discloses just basic relation to risk and safety concept being developed. Both the risk indicator 
 and the interrelated safety indicator S  do not include directly the material losses, they are alienated. Yet, an 
analytical procedure is advanced how the  and material losses interrelate. Finally, basic principles of designing 
of active systems of modern machinery and equipment have been recently using the criteria of risk and safety. In 
our view, it is specifically important to be able to analyze risk in translimiting or transcritical states of systems. 
From the available information the concept of risk and safety pose a now problem in the first approximation. 
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Abstract 

This article is about the research of the robotic motion platform to be used for composing and experiencing 
kinetic journeys engaging the whole body. The motion platform must move the seats mounted on the platform in 
six degrees of freedom (6-DOF) that can be experienced by anybody free to move in space. These are three 
rotations Pitch, Roll and Yaw, and three linear movements Heave (up and down), Sway (side to side) and Surge 
(fore and aft). The jack layout used is generally that of the so-called Stewart platform. The analysis of parallel 
robot design and kinematics parameters will be presented in this paper in order to create the best option for such 
platform. The originality of this research is in floating tool centre point (TCP) of the platform. Calculating the 
kinematics parameters of the platform its location and orientation depends on the person sitting on the platform. 
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Keywords: parallel robot; robotic platform; kinematics; floating tool center point (TCP); Stewart platform. 

1. Introduction 

The research key element, a motion platform, will be applied on an interdisciplinary performance involving 
dance, music and robotics. It is similar to the one used in advanced vehicle simulators, is capable of simulating 
wide range of movements: both found in real vehicles such as aircraft, ship or military tank and those produced 
by some  
Nomenclature 

aA (i) linear acceleration of point A with respect to reference frame (i) 
H0 the minimal distance between base and platform when they are parallel 
lj ) jth robot leg position vector with respect to reference frame (i)  (i

jl&  jth robot leg linear velocity 

jl&&  jth robot leg acceleration 
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rAB (i) position vector AB with respect to reference frame (i) 
R(i, j) rotation matrix from reference frame (i) to reference frame (j) 
R( j (i)) rotation matrix when rotation angles vector  j (i) is given 
vA (i) linear velocity of point A with respect to reference frame (i) 
 j (i) angular acceleration of jth frame (body) with respect to reference frame (i) 
j (i) jth frame (body) Euler rotation angles x , y , and z vector with respect to reference frame (i) 
 j (i) angular velocity of jth frame (body) with respect to reference frame (i) 

 
sort of fictitious vehicles from computer games or movies. But this platforms not concerned with the simulation 
of ‘real’ movements, it shifts its creative attention to rather the ‘unreal’, the hybrid or the imagined. In the 
performance, the public will be invited to sit strapped to the device, and ride it, while experiencing 
‘choreographed’ multi-sensorial compositions of movements, sounds and dance imagery (Fig. 1). Part a kinetic 
sculpture, part an amusement ride, part a vehicle simulator, and even part a medical disorientation device, this 
platform will employ the experiences of dancers, acrobats, pilots, astronauts, transporting the ‘riders’ to unique 
aesthetic realms where dance and music penetrates the innards, and spectators are confused with performers. 
Thus the motion base will also serve as a collaborative discursive platform for contemplating and sharing diverse 
knowledge from a wide field of subjects such as motion aesthetics, spectatorship, technologies and arts, and 
bodily knowledge. 

There are two main robot constructions: serial and parallel robots. The first one is modelled as a sequence of 
links connected by either sliding or hinged joints forming a serial chain, while the second is a closed-loop 
kinematics chain mechanism made up of a moving platform and a fixed base, linked together by several 
independent kinematics chains. For realization of this project a parallel robot was selected. The selection was 
conditioned by requirements for the platform and better characteristics of parallel robots in comparison to serial 
robots. 

Dr. E. Gough established the priciples of a mechanism with a closed-loop kinematic chains in 1947 [1] and 
D. Stewart suggested the use of such structure for flight simulator in 1965 [2]. However, the first parallel robot 
was invented by James E. Gwinnett, who applied for a patent in 1928 [3]. J. E. Gwinnett suggested a platform 
for use in movie theaters. 

The advantages of parallel robots [4]: high load-carrying capacity; the ratio of the mass of the payload over 
the mass of the robot can be larger than 10; very good positioning accuracy; low inertia; higher structural 
stiffness; they are almost insensitive to scaling; can be built using almost any type of actuator or transmission, 
for example, wire transmissions can be used. The drawbacks of parallel robots: small workspace; the 
singularities that can appear within the latter. 

Today there are many application fields of parallel robots [4], such as medicine, industry, motion simulators, 
space exploration, vibration suppression or generation and also the art. For instance, the Pendulum Choir [5] 
shown in Fig. 2. This is a nine-person choir, where each singer stands on a tilting platform. The aim of the 
project was the research of the relationship between music and motion. 

In comparison with platforms used for Pendulum Choir this project requires platform which can possess 
general spatial motions, i.e. three translation motions (Heave (up and down), Sway (side to side) and Surge (fore 
and aft)) and three rotation motions (Pitch, Roll and Yaw), plus additional continuous rotation around axis 
perpendicular to moving platform. In pursuance of generation of new emotional senses it is important to have the 
platform which could be programmed to rotate around any axis of rotation, i.e. the TCP of the platform should 
be easily relocated as it is done, for example, in human balance and postural researches [6, 7]. 

 

 

Fig. 1. The idea of the project. 

 

Fig. 2. Pendulum Choir [5]. 
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2. Requirements for the robot platform 

The motion platform will be moved by six hydraulic jacks (as the majority of advanced motion platforms) 
that can move the seats mounted on the platform in any of the six degrees of freedom (6-DOF) that can be 
experienced by anybody free to move in space. Each leg is connected to the base and to the moving platform 
with universal joints at both ends, referred to 6-UPU. The letters U and P refer to type of joints or type of 
kinematics pairs [8]. U means universal joint and P means prismatic joint. The jack layout used is generally that 
of the so-called Stewart platform and on which the seats are mounted. The linear actuators will be used for the 
robot control. Other requirements for the platform are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Requirements for the robot platform. 

Parameter Value 

Lifting power 150 kg 

Base / platform diameters 1500 / 1000 mm 

Linear displacements: vertical (have) / horizontally (surge, sway) + 400 mm /  250 mm 

Angular displacements: around a vertical Z-axis (yaw) / longitudinal turn around Y-
axis (pitch) / lateral turn around X-axis (roll) 

 45 /  30 /  30 

Vertical (have) linear speed / Angular speed 0.005 – 0.6 m/s / 0.5 – 40 /s 

Maximum linear acceleration / Angular acceleration 9.8 m/s2 (≥ 1g) / 250 °/s2 

 

3. Inverse kinematics of parallel robot with floating tool centre point 

Solving the inverse kinematics of the parallel robot the linear actuators displacements (robot legs lengths), 
velocities and accelerations will be determined. The analysis of works, related with inverse kinematics of parallel 
robots showed that TCP usually is attached to moving platform origin, i.e. points T and P are coincident (Fig. 3b) 
as well as axes of coordinate systems attached to these two points. There is impossible directly apply such 
solution if we want to get rotation around the free selected axis. Therefore, application the solutions of other 
authors is limited. The solving of inverse kinematics problem, when TCP could take any position and 
orientation, is presented in this work. 

The solution can be found when rBT (B), θT (B), vT (B), ωT (B), aT (B),  T (B), rBBi (B), rPPi (P), rPT (P) and θ T (P) are 
known; here i = 1, 2, …, 6 is the number of robot leg. 

Rotation matrix from reference frame P to reference frame B is expressed as: 

R(T,B) = R(P,B) R(T,P)R(T,B) inv(R(T,P)) = R(P,B) R(T,P) inv(R(T,P))   R(T,B) inv(R(T,P)) = R(P,B); (1) 

here inv(R(T,P)) – inverse matrix of R(T,P). 
Eq. (1) can be expressed as: 

R(P,B) = R( θT (B) ) inv( R(θT (P)) ) = R( θT (B) ) R( θT (P) ); (2) 

here ; c ≡ cos; s ≡ sin.  
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Location of TCP (point T) may be expressed as follows (Fig. 3b): 
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 (3) 

The length of each leg in reference frame B could be computed using Eq. (3): 

                        BTPBBBBBTBTPBBBBBTPPPPPTBP,BBBBBTB iiiiiii rrrrrrrrRrrl  . (4) 
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a 

 

            b 

 

Fig. 3. Parallel robot: a – general view of robot with numbered legs; b –calculation scheme of the robot’s ith leg parameters. 

To calculate the linear velocity and acceleration of the robot's legs first necessary to find the points Pi 
velocities and accelerations. Therefore, the velocity of the point Pi is: 

                  
           ;PPTPPPBP,BTBT

PTPBP,BTBTBBTPBTBTBP

rrR v

rR vvr vv





i

iiii relativeP
 (5) 

here vPi relative = 0, because it is considered that points T and Pi don't move according to each other. Then linear 
velocities of robot legs are: 

 
 

 B

B
BP

i

i
i i

l
l

l
v o&  ;  (6) 

here the symbol “ ◦ ” means vectors dot product. 
The acceleration of the point Pi is: 

                    BBTBBTPBTBTBTPBTBTBP 2 relativePrelativeP iiiii
vùarùùråaa  . (7) 

Taking into account that vPi relative = 0 and aPi relative = 0, we obtain: 

                          PPTPPPBP,BTBTPPTPPPBP,BTBTBP rrRùùrrRåaa 
iii

. (8) 

Then linear accelerations of robot legs are: 

 
 

 B

B
BP

i

i
i i
l

l

l
a o&&  .  (9) 

The geometric parameters of robot model, listed in Table 2, were used for validation of given method. Let say 
that TCP moves from point {0, 0, 1100} T to point {100, 180, 1350} T. It takes 0.6 seconds. Motion is linear and 
vectors of velocity and acceleration are parallel to trajectory of TCP. Platform rotates around all axes. First, 
using inverse kinematics solving method described above, linear velocity of all robot legs are calculated. The 
latter data are used for solving the direct displacement, velocity and acceleration kinematics problem using 
SolidWorks Motion programme. The comparison of calculations are displayed in Fig. 4. The TCP displacements 
(rotation) vary less than 14 %, velocities – less than 8 % and accelerations – less than 12 % (Fig. 4). 

Table 2. Geometric parameters of robot (rounded up to 1 mm accuracy), mm. 

rBB1 (B) rBB2 (B) rBB3 (B) rBB4 (B) rBB5 (B) rBB6 (B) rPP1 (P) rPP2 (P) rPP3 (P) rPP4 (P) rPP5 (P) rPP6 (P) rPT (P) 
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a 

 

    b     c

     
d 

 

e 

 

f

Fig. 4. Kinematics parameters of TCP, when it moves from point {0, 0, 1100} T to point {100, 180, 1350} T in 0.6 seconds: 
( ─── )  original values; ( ● ● ● )   values calculated solving direct kinematics problem with SolidWorks Motion, 
when linear velocities of robot legs are calculated using method presented in this section; a  displacements; b  linear 

velocities; c  linear accelerations; d  angles of rotation; e  angular velocities; f  angular accelerations. 

4. Research of robot legs parameters 

For the purpose of kinematics analysis, the strokes of hydraulic cylinders should be known. We do premise 
that one leg of the robot is loaded with 1500 N force; the length of retracted hydraulic cylinder is 
 Stroke + (200 … 350) mm; a step of stroke variation is 50 mm; base and platform are parallel when TCP 
moves in effective workspace (Table 1); rPT (P) = {0, 0, 0} T;  T (P) = {0, 0, 0} T. Fig. 5 shows dependency of robot 
leg length and hydraulic cylinder stroke upon minimum distance between robot base and platform H0. Hydraulic 
cylinder should satisfy these conditions: 

Length of retracted cylinderCalculated minimal length of robot leg 

Maximum length of hydraulic cylinderCalculated maximumlength of robot leg 

The parameters of hydraulic cylinders suitable for robot with chosen configuration should be selected from 
the green zone (Fig. 5). As we can see the stroke of hydraulic cylinder should be 650 mm and minimal distance 
H0 between base and platform when they are parallel can vary from  1080 mm to  1130 mm. For further 
research the following parameters were chosen: minimum distance between base and platform – 1100 mm; 
length of retracted cylinder– 950 mm. The TCP, when base and platform are parallel, will reach any point of 
workspace (Table 1) if leg length vary from 950 mm to 1600 mm. Increasing of robot legs is not rational 
decision because it leads to increase of robot mass and height and decrease of legs stiffness. 

 

Fig. 5. Dependency of robot leg length and hydraulic cylinder stroke upon minimum distance between robot base and 
platform when base and platform are parallel. 
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Fig. 6 shows the workspaces of robot when platform rotates around different axes of TCP. The results of 
calculations shows that simultaneous rotation of platform around all three axes is impossible. There are two 
possible solutions for this problem: selection of new cylinders with longer strokes or additional degree of 
freedom –continuous rotation around zT axis. 

 
a  b  c  d

Fig. 6. Workspaces of robot when: a – platform rotates 30° only around xT axis of TCP; b – platform rotates 30° only 
around yT axis of TCP; c – platform rotates 45° only around zT axis of TCP; d – platform rotates 30° simultaneously 

around xT and yT axes of TCP. 

 
a 

 

   b    c

      
d 

 

   e    f

      
g 

 

   h    i

Fig. 7. Maximum velocities of the legs: a – platform moves with 0.6 m/s velocity along xT axis without rotation; b – platform moves with 0.6 
m/s velocity along zT axis without rotation; c – platform rotates 30° with 40°/s angular velocity around xT axis of TCP; d – platform rotates 
30° with 40°/s angular velocity around yT axis of TCP; e – platform rotates45° with 40°/s angular velocity around zT axis of TCP; f – 

platform moves with 0.6 m/s velocity along zT axis and rotates 30° with 40°/s angular velocity around xT axis of TCP; g – platform moves 
with 0.6 m/s velocity along zT axis and rotates 30° with 40°/s angular velocity around yT axis of TCP; h – platform moves with 0.6 m/s 

velocity along zT axis and rotates 45° with 40°/s angular velocity around zT axis of TCP; i –platform moves with 0,6 m/s velocity along zT 
axis and rotates 30° with 40°/s angular velocity around xT and yT axes of TCP. 
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The analysis of velocities presented in Fig. 7 showed that the maximum linear velocity of robot leg is reached 
when platform moves along zt axis which is almost twice larger than linear velocity of robot leg when platform 
only rotates and velocity exceeds 1 m/s in case of synchronous rotation and linear movement along zt axis. 

 

Conclusions 

 The minimal required stroke of hydraulic cylinder taking into account the workspace of TCP and considering 
that movement of the platform is linear and axes of base and platform coordinate systems are parallel is equal 
to 650 mm. 

 The workspace of robot, when stroke of hydraulic cylinder is equal to 650 mm, decreases in case of platform 
rotation. Taking into account the selected lengths and strokes of hydraulic cylinders the simultaneous rotation 
of platform with maximum angular displacements around all three TCP axes is impossible. Therefore, 
additional degree of freedom – continuous rotation around zt axis is required. 

 The maximum linear velocity of robot leg when platform moves without rotation is equal to 0.6 m/s and in 
case of synchronous rotation and linear movement of platform the velocity exceeds 1 m/s. 
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Abstract 

Strain field evolution on the surface of stainless sheet steel 12Cr17 has been analyzed during static deformation and during a 
specific high-speed and oscillation loading-dynamical non-equilibrium process. Experiments have been conducted by using 
an original mechanical testing technique and specially developed software solution for non-contact study of strain field, using 
digital image correlation fitted with a high-speed camera. It has been established that deformation process kinetics for tested 
stainless sheet steel after a dynamical non-equilibrium process during further static deformation changes as compared with a 
process of static deformation mainly manifests itself in significant delay in process “neck formation”. It was found that 
relaxation processes do make influence on kinetics of process deformation steel after dynamic non-equilibrium process. 
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1. Introduction 

In our previous works it has been shown that shock-vibration load of plastic materials in various stages prior 
to static tension, which the authors call a dynamic non-equilibrium process (DNP) that leads to a significant 
changes in the materials structure and in turn leads to changes of mechanical properties with a further static 
tension [1-4]. 

The primary question is, what triggers a new deformation mechanism associated with the structural change? It 
is impossible to answer this question without additional detailed physical tests. On the other hand, another 
prospective research line aimed at understanding the physical processes, that take place in material during DNP 
may be connected with the evolution of strain field, evolution on the surface of ductile sheet materials. 

It has been established that deformation process evolution for aluminum alloys D16ChATV and 2024-T3 
after DNP changes significantly as compared with a standard process of static tension. This phenomenon refers 
to the formation of a new specific structure as a result of DNP effect [5]. 

Under the static loading on stainless steels usually as a rule the uniform, monotonous process of static 
deformation is being registered, which is not accompanied by wave-like change in shape of the strain field. This 
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deformation behavior of stainless steels differs significantly from that of the aluminum alloys. Therefore is 
would be a very interesting to investigate deformation of the material features of this class directly at the 
realization of DNP and also the effect of this short-term process on a repeated static tension of the steel.  

The aim of this study is the investigation of strain field evolution on the surface of stainless sheet 
12Cr17 during DNP by using digital image correlation (DIC) to follow the dynamic strain distributions with a 
high-speed Phantom v711 camera (frame rate up to 1,400,000). 

2. Test procedure and material 

A new type of mechanical testing for DNP implementation was developed by Professor M. Chausov et al. and 
has been applied in this study and described in various works [6, 7]. 

The study was conducted on a modified hydraulic installation for static tests ZD-100Pu. Modification of this 
installation was carried out to obtain a complex mode loading type of static tension-high-frequency, high-
oscillatory process (dynamic non-equilibrium process).  

A modified version of the installation consists of two circuits-external (load frame of the testing 
machine) and internal see Fig. 1. The internal circuit is a simple statically indeterminate mechanical system in 
the form of three parallel elements, that are loaded simultaneously-the central specimen and two symmetrical 
specimens satellite ("brittle samples") of a different cross-section, made of hardened steel 65G or U8-U12. When 
implementing the loading of this installation the satellites specimens are destroyed (under given loads or 
deformation) and impulse input of load energy into the material sample is being performed. 

 

 

Fig. 1. A test installation with equipment to determine the kinetic field deformation at DNP: 1 – high speed camera Phantom 
v711; 2 – highly stable halogen source of light; 3 – bars with tension meters; 4 – testing specimen. 

As it has been already noted, the essence of DNP is in a high-speed tensile material with overlay onto it of 
oscillatory process with a high frequency (several kilohertz). This mode of loading is achieved due to free 
vibrations of mechanical system and excess of pressure in the hydraulic system. Thus, this process can be 
controlled by changing the ratio of stiffness/mass of outer contour system and size inertia displacement of servo 
hydro cylinder, which is defined by failure loading of brittle specimens. 

During the experiments effort on the specimen and brittle samples is registered by the independent 
extensometers. 

During the process of static tensile strain and realization of DNP deformation on the specimens flat surfaces 
deformation recorded by the standard extensometer based on 11 mm, and by the correlation method of digital 
images over all working field of specimens by using specially developed software system and high-speed cameras. 

However, when testing specimens with high speed deformation (DNP realization in steel) registration of the 
deformation field carried out by high-speed camera Phantom v711 with registering a speed of 15,000 f/s to 
680 000 f/s. (Maximum registration speed 1400000 f/s), Fig. 1. 

At the time of static tests of specimens a registration of deformation field was carried out with assistance of 
Casio Exilim Pro EX-F1 camera (maximum speed registration 1200 f/s). 

Table. 1 shows the mechanical properties of the investigated steel. 

Table 1. Mechanical properties of stainless steel 12Cr17 

Material Yield stress, MPa Ultimate stress, MPa  *,% 

12Cr17 280 455 60 31 

* based on of cross deformation on the surface while maintaining the volume 
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Samples of stainless steel 12Cr17 were made by laser cutting. 
The flat form of specimens was specially selected for the testing, since it allows to capture deformation field 

by using only one camera, in this case the resulting deformation field can be considered two-dimensional. The 
form of a sample for the experiments is shown on Fig. 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Specimen for testing. 

In all testing after realization of DNP fracture efforts of brittle samples were within: -60...160 kN. Impulse 
uploading at the static tensile of stainless steel was superimposed at deformation of 0,05 ... 8 %. A total of 
18 specimens with thickness of 3 mm were tested. 

In testing and the implementation of DNP captured the whole working part of the specimen, with the camera 
mounted at a distance of 2 m, thus giving an error of 0,05% value of longitudinal deformation at the value of the 
transverse deformation of 30%. This accuracy is more than sufficient to analyze the kinetics of deformation 
field. 

Since all impulse uploading in this testing was performed on the ascending section of deformation diagram, 
then it is important that the residual strain after a difficult load mode "static stretching-DNP" did not exceed the 
deformation of neck forming steel 12Cr17 with standard static tension (20 %). 

In this testing realization of DNP in steel 12Cr17 carried out at various levels of the previous static 
deformation. Realization of DNP at low initial static strain was specifically chosen to reduce the impact of 
material damage on the character of the process. For example, the Fig. 3 presents the experimental results in the 
case of when uploading impulse Fimp = 94,1 kN carried almost on elastic deformation area. For clarity, the same 
figure shows the curve of deformation under a static strain (curve 2). 

 

 

Fig. 3. A process of static strain and DNP of stainless steel 12Cr17 (value of impulse uploading 94,1 kN): 
1 – DNP curve; 2 – static strain curve. 

It is noted that strain curves under static and DNP are largely the same, and a significant deviation is observed 
only in the late implementation of DNP. This may indicate the fact that the dissipative structure is formed mainly 
at the final stage of the specific speed oscillating deformation. One should also pay attention to the fact that the 
implementation DNP does not make steel practically strengthened on macro level. 

Unlike from the previously tested aluminum alloys [5] graphs of local deformation of steel at DNP showing 
evidence of significant deformation field uniformity (in points) (Figure 4). Due to such homogeneity of 
deformation field it is possible to reliably measure a high-frequency vibrations of steel at DNP (1,2 ... 2,4 kHz), 
which depends on random factors associated with fluctuations in the spatial frame testing machine and the rate of 
deformation of steel during the process of DNP realization (2…10 s-1). 

The character of minimum main strain virtually unchanged, when compared to static tension. 
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When analyzing Fig. 4 one should pay attention to the kind of wave that is on the surface of the specimen at 
DNP, which illustrating the field of maximum main deformation. The front of this "wave" is moving at a low 
speed of 0.3-0.7 m / s. Such difference between the field maximum and minimum deformation leads to the 
conclusion, that structural changes may be coefficient of transverse strain, but to verify it, a detailed study of 
metal-physical research in real time DNP (10-20 ms) required, which unfortunately at present is not possible. 
Also Fig. 4 clearly shows oscillatory loading process, especially in the initial part of the process. These 
fluctuations are 1,2-2 kHz frequency caused by external circuit loading machines, since this frequency range 
corresponds to its own frequency. Their spatial variation caused by fluctuations frames, which are the main 
element of randomness at these trials. During the DNP maximum deformation is sent to the central part of the 
specimen, but after unloading and subsequent deformation it is shifted to the periphery. Its movement is not 
homogeneous and trajectory usually has a crescent shape. Except for these mentioned features a process of 
deformation during the DNP especially no is different from the static deformation process. 
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Fig. 4. A typical deformation kinetics of stainless steel under DNP, at a base of zero frame. 

This paper evaluated the impact of DNP at the beginning of neck formation and overall ductility of steel 
12Cr17. The beginning moment of neck was rated by a classic method-determined maximum deformation on the 
diagram deformation-effort, and by a specific method of digital image correlation, which used the whole strains 
field. Between the values obtained by different methods, it was found a clear correspondence that proved the 
effectiveness of the use of information about the field of deformation. 

Figure 5 shows the dependence of neck beginning from local fracture deformation, this graph clearly shows 
the delay in process of the neck formation caused by the action of DNP. 

Such delay may be caused by accumulation of dislocations in the band structure, so that one band passes 
dislocation (band corridor) and the other resists their motion (barrier band). The resistance of this structure 
dislocation motion during the subsequent deformation after DNP is likely to lead to reduction of their 
concentration in the band-corridors. At the same time, band barriers are saturating with dislocations, which 
provides the time delay in neck creation to the moment of penetration of barrier bands by dislocations. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Dependence of early neck creation in percentage to the local fracture deformation in regards to of strain values 

obtained as a result of DNP (the difference between the initial and final values) as compared to static. 

On Figure 6 it is clearly shown decrease in plasticity after of DNP for this material. 
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Fig. 6. Dependence of fracture strain on a virtual basis of 2 mm deformation values obtained as a result of DNP (the 

difference between the initial and final values) as compared to static. 

This phenomenon can have such explanation-in the corridors bands a process of porosity formation is 
occurring much more intense than in the base material, which is caused by the reduced density of dislocations, 
because formed pores are larger and their fusion processes are accelerated. 

Preliminary tests showed a significant sensitivity of the effects caused by DNP to a time elapsed since its 
realization. In order to assess this initial effect, DNP was implemented on 3 pairs of specimens with endurance        
0-7 days and 3 months. A pair of test specimens were subjected to the same deformation prior to DNP, the blow 
was inflicted with effort within 123...147 kN. 

Overall during the short exposure growth of 5-11 % recorded in strength and significant drop in ductility                  
of 20-30%. With a long exposure a significant increase in strength is not recorded, only drop inductility of 15-35 
% was noted. This fact indirectly indicates the presence of relaxation processes at the macro level, the effects of 
which should be considered when constructing material behaviors models under these complex load modes and 
strength factor coefficient estimates. 

3. Conclusions 

 Patterns of field deformation kinetics steel 12Cr17 at DNP are not significantly different from the kinetics 
fields of deformation of steel at static tensile. There was shown a typical kinetics of deformation field and the 
presence of "wave" that moves on the specimen at a speed of 0,3-0,7 m/s. 

 The movement was found of a most intensely deformed part of the strain field in the12Cr17 steel to the center 
after DNP - the appearance of clearly pronounced kinetics in the deformation process. 

 The effect of DNP on the kinetics of the field strain of steel 12 Cr17 during the subsequent static deformation. 
In particular, it was found the cause of the delay in neck creation associated with the movement of the most 
intensely deformed part of a specimen to the center. 

 The influence of relaxation processes on the process of steel 12Cr17 deformation after DNP has been 
determined. Their influence leads to changes in the kinetics of deformation. 
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Abstract 

In this paper was presented how to determine the stiffness of flexible hydraulic hoses. The stiffness of the hoses 
was determined based on a research changes of the pressure of oil in the hydraulic hoses. There was presented 
the measuring station used for this, and described the method to realization of this research. In the research the 
hydraulic hoses worked in the system with the hydraulic actuator. The obtained results of measurements of the 
pressure changes relate to the actuator and the hydraulic hoses together. The research was made for the hydraulic 
hoses of the inter diameter 5 and 6 mm. The length of the hoses was 1, 3 and 6 m. Moreover, the investigated 
hydraulic hoses were different material which it was made and the number and type of the reinforcement. 
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1. Introduction 

The stiffness of the hydraulic elements is a very important parameter in the modeling and designing of the 
manipulators with hydrostatic drive system [1, 2, 3]. The working tools of the manipulators was moved with 
different velocity. The time needed to stop the working tool of the manipulator in a specific position is different.  
Moreover, the precision of the motion of the manipulator is different for different speeds of movement it. On the 
precession and time of this movement was affected by many factors [4]. One of them is a stiffness of the 
hydraulic hoses. In the modeling of steel structures using the hydrostatic drive system usually skips the stiffness 
of steel and focusing on the stiffness of the hydraulic fluid (oil).  

The elasticity module of steel with a value 220 x E9 N/m2 is nearly 200 times larger than the elasticity of oil. 
Therefore, the omission the elasticity module of steel in the modeling is not introduce a big error.  

In the literature can be found many item about how to appoint a bulk module of hydraulic oil and how equal to 
its value for the deferent pressures. The value of the bulk module of hydraulic oil is between 1 and 2.1E9 N/m2. 
The value of the bulk module depends on the percent of the air – containing and it is less for the oil with a higher 
air content [5, 6, 7]. In the literature there are very few items about the stiffness of the flexible hydraulic hoses 
connected with hydraulic actuator or only about the hoses or the actuator [8, 9]. Based on the literature there was 
determined the formula which allowing of the analytical calculation of the stiffness of the hydraulic hoses with 
oil - kpp [1, 2].  

   (1) 
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where: dp – hydraulic hose inside diameter, Lp – hydraulic hose length, Esc – reduced bulk module of elasticity of 
the hydraulic fluid.  

The reduced bulk module of elasticity of the hydraulic fluid – Esc was determined from formula [2]: 

   (2) 

where: Eoc – bulk module of the hydraulic fluid, δp – thickness of the wall of hydraulic hose, Ec - module of 
elasticity of the material which a hydraulic hose was made. 

On the market there are many kind of hydraulic hoses made with different materials. Calculation the stiffness 
of the hydraulic hoses with oil on a base of formula 1 and 2 is very difficult. The Ec parameter is different for 
every type of the hydraulic hoses. Determined of the Ec parameter requires a research on a testing machines for 
every kind of the hoses.  

The stiffness of hydraulic hoses has determined on the basis of analysis of the oil pressure changes in time. 
The change can be caused by oscillate mass, which indirectly influences on the oil in hoses. The intermediate 
element can be hydraulic actuator. The oscillate mass	 influences on the actuator, it is compresses the oil in an 
actuator and in the connected hoses to it. Exemplary chart of change pressure in the hose was presented on figure 
1. 

 
 

Fig. 1. Exemplary chart of change pressure in the hose. 

One a base of the graph (fig. 1) can calculate the stiffness of hydraulic hoses connected with hydraulic 
actuator by formula [1, 2]: 

   (3) 

where: ω0
2 – natural frequency, mL – oscillate mass. 

The natural frequency given by formula [1, 2]: 

   (4) 

where: T - the oscillation period. 

Because the hoses were connected with hydraulic actuators the stiffness calculate on base of the formula 3 
concern stiffness of this elements together. Assumed that the hoses and the actuator was serial connected, so: 

   (5) 

where: kH - the stiffness of the hydraulic hoses, kA – the stiffness of the hydraulic actuator. 
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On the stiffness of the hydraulic actuator consist three kind of elements. On a figure 2 was presented the 
scheme of the hydraulic actuator and the physical model of it. In model on the figure 2 the stiffness of the steel 
was omitted.  

a) 
 

b) 
 

Fig. 2. Scheme of the hydraulic actuator (a); physical model the hydraulic actuator (b); kPS – stiffness of the piston seals, kO – 
stiffness of the hydraulic oil, kRS – stiffness of the road seals, m – piston and piston road mass. 

On a basis of figure 2 the equation was given: 

   (6) 

The formula (6) shows that the elasticity of seals of the actuator have a large part of the total stiffness of this 
hydraulic component.  

One a basis a graph on figure 1 can calculate also two parameters which are useful to compare hydraulic hoses 
and actuator with another.  The parameters are the damping coefficient and logarithmic damping decrement. The 
logarithmic damping decrement is defined by [1, 2]: 

   (7) 

where: An – the amplitude at time t, An+1 – the amplitude of the peak 1 period away. 

The logarithmic decrement δ is used to find the damping ratio of an under damped system in the time 
domain. The damping coefficient is defined by [1, 2]:  

   (8) 

where: ζ – the dimensionless damping coefficient. 

The dimensionless damping coefficient is given by the equation [10, 11]: 

   (9) 

All of presented equation was used to description researched hydraulic hoses and actuator. 
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2. Research of stiffness of the hydraulic hoses 

2.1. Methodology 

Objective of the research was determined the stiffness of the hydraulic hoses with connected actuator to it. 
The research was carried for two types of hoses and for differed length of it.  The research relied on the 
registration of the pressure change in hydraulic actuator and in connected hoses to it. The hoses were connected 
to both of flow port of the actuator, in order to remapped the real operating conditions. The pressure was 
measured in both of hoses connected to the actuator.  Moreover, the displacement of the piston road of the 
actuator was measured. It was changed when the actuator was loaded. The value of the displacement was helped 
to calculated the bulk module of elasticity for the actuator, oil and hoses.  The bulk module was given by 
equation [6]:  

   (10) 

where: Δp – pressure increase, ΔV – change in volume, V – original volume. 

The research related on loaded the hydraulic actuator with connected one type and length hose on a special 
measure station. The piston road displacement and the pressure change was registration. The next step was set in 
motion the load and saved the data. This action was repeated when the structure stopped oscillate. The study was 
carried out for three different strokes of the piston road, therefore the compressed volume of hydraulic oil was 
differed. During the research the actuator was tensile, the volume on the piston road area was compressed. Obtained 
with the research graph was used to calculate the summary stiffness of the hydraulic hose, actuators and oil, bulk 
module of it, damping coefficient and logarithmic damping decrement for every with investigated hoses.  

2.2. The measure station and elements 

To carried out the research the measure station was made. The scheme of it was presented on figure 3.  

 

Fig. 3. The scheme of the measure station 

Basic data of the measuring devices used in a measure station was presented in table 1. The mass - m (fig. 3) 
which was set in motion had 180 kg. 

Table 1. The basic data of the measuring devices. 

O.N. Name of element Basic data 

1 Pressure sensor 
Measurement Range 0 – 600 bar 
Accuracy 0,5% 

2 Draw wire encoder 
Measurement Range 0 – 1250 mm 
Accuracy 0,05% 

3 Measuring card 
Gantner q.brixx station 
Module: 3xA101, 4xA107, 2xD101 

4 Data acquisition device Durabook DPS-U12Ci 

The basic data of the hydraulic actuator which was used in the research was presented in table 2.  
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Table 2. The basic date of the hydraulic actuator.  

Piston Diameter, mm 
Piston road diameter, 

mm 
Stroke, mm Type of seals 

Working pressure, 
bar 

40 22 150 Heavy duty seals  250 

The basic data of the hydraulic hose was presented in table 3. 

Table 3. The basic date of the hydraulic hose.  

Image of the hydraulic hose     

Hose type KP206 EN857 2SC 06 NY104 DN5 

Inside diameter, mm 6 5 

Working pressure, bar 400 300 

Inner layer Oil resistant synthetic rubber Polyester elastomer 

Insert Two high tensile steel wire braided inserts One high tensile steel wire braided insert 

Outer layer Oil resistant and weatherproof synthetic rubber Polyurethane 

2.3. The results of the research 

The first of the research was concern of the single actuator without the hoses. The research was made for 
three piston position: 10 mm higher of the minimum limit stroke, a half of the stroke and 10 mm less than the 
maximum stork is. Then to the actuator was connected hoses and the research was made again. The time 
function of the pressure change for two position of the actuator and connected to it different length a type hose 
was presented in Figure 4.  

a) b) 

   

Fig. 4. The time function of pressure change of the actuator with hoses; (a) pressure change for a minimum stroke of the 
actuator; (b) pressure change for a maximum stroke of the actuator. 
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The pressure change in time function (figure 4a, b) was present only for the piston rod side because the actuator 
was tensile. Pressure on the piston side was value close 0, so was omitted. 

On a base the research results the stiffness of the hydraulic hose connected with actuator was calculate. The 
results of it was presented in table 4. In a table also given a period, damping coefficient and logarithmic damping 
decrement for every time function which was realized. The reduced mass which acted on the actuator was 
calculate on a basis the piston road side pressure. The mass was change because the stroke of the actuator was 
change. The mas was 839 kg to minim stork and 853 for maximum stroke of the actuator. 

Table 4. The research results. 

Parameter name 
Actuator 

stroke 
Only actuator 

Actuator with 

hose NY104 1m 

Actuator with 

hose KP206 1m 

Actuator with 

hose NY104 

3m 

Actuator with 

hose NY104 6m 

Period, s 0,27 0,29 0,3 0,33 0,36 

Damping coefficient, Ns/m 626 820 892 919 1086 

Logarithmic damping 

decrement 
0,1006 0,1260 0,1541 0,1806 0,2330 

Stiffness, N/m 

min 

454826 394255 368408 304470 255839 

Period, s 0,24 0,26 0,27 0,31 0,34 

Damping coefficient, Ns/m 795 891 1189 1016 1300 

Logarithmic damping 

decrement 
0,1124 0,1319 0,1823 0,1857 0,2607 

Stiffness, N/m 

half 

581763 495704 459664 348694 289874 

Period, s 0,21 0,23 0,24 0,28 0,41 

Damping coefficient, Ns/m 1072 1245 1357 1312 1783 

Logarithmic damping 

decrement 
0,1320 0,2155 0,1830 0,2258 0,3244 

Stiffness, N/m 

max 

763853 636785 584845 429667 350530 

Presented in table 4 stiffness was concerned actuator with hydraulic hoses. On a base a formula (6) can calculate 
the stiffness of hoses and actuator with seals separately. But in modeling of the hydraulic drive system usually 
the actuators occurred with hoses, so volume of stiffness concerned such type system. During of the investigate 
the air content in oil did not exceed 5%.  

3. Conclusions 

Investigated stiffness of two type of the hydraulic hoses KP206 and NY105. The hoses were connected to 
hydraulic actuator. The value of stiffness concerned summary stiffness of oil, actuator seals and hoses. The 
stiffness of hoses was depended of the period of the investigated system. The period value was increased when 
the length of the hoses also did it. The compress volume of the hydraulic fluid and pressure also affected on 
period value. For increased volume value the period also increased. Observed that when the length of the hose 
increased the time of the oscillation was decreased. For single actuator the oscillation time was 6.2 s and for the 
actuator which 6 m hoses was 3.1s. It was indicated that the length of the hoses has large influence on increased 
a dumping coefficient. Difference of the period value for hoses KP206 and NY105 was 0.1 s. Structural 
difference of those hoses was significant, but large stiffness almost 10% has hose NY105, which has less 
reinforcement number. The research was indicated that the actuator seals was significant part with summary 
stiffness of investigated elements.  The stiffness of the hoses should be taken into modeling hydrostatic drive 
systems. It not included the results of the simulation research are inconsistent with reality. 
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Abstract 

Article authors deal with an issue of ultimate strength changes of ARMOX 500T passive armor in dependence on a 
temperature. As an introduction there is the issue analysis. In further parts of the paper a mathematical model of dependence 
between a strength of passive armor and a temperature is suggested. The paper is complemented by results of numerical 
simulations in ANSYS AUTODYN software and results of shooting experiment. The results have confirmed an original 
hypothesis that a strength decreases with rising temperature. 
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1. Introduction 

The issue of a ballistic resistance assessment of military vehicles has outstanding areas of interests nowadays, 
when a very accurate dimension of a ballistic protection is needed [2] [5]. One of these areas is a temperature 
effect on basic material properties of a passive armor, especially strength, hardness and toughness. Researches 
were interested in these effects in a past, but it has never been formed any mathematical descriptions of 
dependences between listed material properties and a temperature. The paper is going to solve an issue of 
strength of an armor material.  

One of the current trends of a military vehicles design is low-weight vehicles with a high mobility. A 
conclusion can be made that temperature differences affect listed material properties and a ballistic resistance in 
association with various operating conditions (Iraq, Afghanistan, etc.). An accurate suggestion and verification 
by fast empiric method should be applied during the design of military vehicles, instead of using difficult systems 
and expensive tests, only. 

All armies are affected by a current trend of budgets reductions, therefore simulations by a finite element 
method (FEM) have increasing role during the ballistic protection research and practically in every technical 
discipline. The method can substitute expensive shooting tests and allows obtaining much data, which cannot be 
measured in experiments. 
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2. Model of the Problem and Basic Derivation 

The problem is simplified for the need of a mathematical description derivation, FEM simulations and 
experiments.  

A steel ball impacts an armor target. The projectile is the bearing ball made of a STANDARD 14109 material 
and the cartridge of the ball was created especially for the experiment (figure 1). A material of the target is 
ARMOX 500T, which is the basic material of a ballistic protection of the Czech army’s PANDUR II 8x8 vehicle. 
Detected values are a depth of penetration H and an impact velocity of a projectile vproof.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. Cartridge with steel ball (diameter 4.5 mm). 

The hypothesis, that tensile test is standard static test to obtain an ultimate tensile strength Rm, was chosen as a 
basic starting point. The relation for determination of an ultimate tensile strength is [3]: 

0S
F

R m
m     (1) 

where Fm is a maximal force, which is achieved by a tensile test and S0 is an original cross-section of a test 
specimen. 

The premise that kinetic energy Ek changes completely on a work W, is a basic assumption of a force Fm 
determination. The complete derivation of this relation was published in [1]. The relation of Rm after the 
preliminary derivation is: 
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where mp is a mass of projectile, vproof is an impact velocity, H is a depth of a penetration and r is a radius of a 
projectile (ball). 

3. Shooting Experiment 

Shooting experiment was performed to verify of modelled results. There were compiled the measuring chain, 
which consists of a gun, optical gates (for an impact velocity measuring) and holder with a target. Sheets from 
the ARMOX 500T material were used as targets (figure 2). Widths of sheets were 5 mm (real width 5,4 mm) and 
7 mm (real width 7,6 mm) [1]. Shootings were performed in two regimes: 

 Constant (laboratory) temperature T = 17.1 °C; 
 After heating of material in a converter (interval of a temperature ranging from 100 °C to 17.1 °C). 
A constant temperature experiment was conducted by v50 method. First, an impact velocity vproof was step by 

step increased and then the mean value of the armor penetration was determined. Next, the target was heated up 
to 100 °C and placed to a holder. Than the decreasing temperature in a relation with time was monitored by a 
thermal camera and during the measuring were projectiles (balls) fired. Following, times of impacts were 
recorded. An accurate time of impact was necessary for the assignment of an actual temperature. 

Results of shooting experiment are the bases for finding the relation between static and dynamic (terminal 
ballistic) tests for a determination of basic properties of an armor material. 
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Fig. 2. Target (Sample of ARMOX 500T material) with detail of impacting ball. 

4. FEM Simulation 

Simulations by software, which are based on the solving of construction problem by finite element method 
(FEM), divide the continuous model by the mesh into the finite number of elements. Elements are joined by 
nodes. Every node has 3 degrees of freedom (DoF), which are described by 3 equations. The equations are 
included in a matrix and solved using the basic equation of motion [4]: 

        )t(FUKUCUM      (3) 

where [M] is a matrix of mass, [C] is a matrix of damping, [K] is a matrix of toughness, {U} is a column vector 
of model transposition and {F(t)} is a column vector of external loads. 

The bases for correct results are especially appropriately created mesh and accurate definition of marginal 
conditions. In case of a terminal ballistic task is the mesh creation quite simple. A major part of an armor target is 
created by a basic mesh. More quality mesh is used for the projectile and near the impact side, where is need for 
exact results. An example of a mesh is in a figure 3. 

In case of a simplified terminal ballistic model, the definition of marginal conditions is restricted to a 
boundary of target edges and an entering of impact velocity of a ball. The results of FEM simulations are the 
depth of penetrations and deformed shapes of targets. 

The FEM simulation is used to verify model accuracy for its other use with more widths of targets. More data 
for derivation of the most accurate mathematical description are going to be obtained by this way.  

 

Fig. 3. (left) Simplified model pro problem with mesh; (right) finally deformation. 

5. Evaluation and Final Mathematical Model 

Shooting experiments and FEM simulations in Ansys Autodyn software were performed by the description in 
chapter 3 and 4. In the figure 3, there is seen the crater (imprint) with a depth H created by the ball in the target. 
Impact velocities (kinetic energies) of the projectile were randomly chosen in the experiment. A measurement of 
a depth of penetrations was performed using a SOMET XYZ 643C machine with a measurement accuracy of 
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thousandths of millimeter. FEM simulations with the same impact velocities were performed afterwards. 
Differences between experimental results and FEM simulations results were in hundredths of millimeters. These 
differences can be explain such as deflection of a projectile during firing. The ball impacts the target exactly 
perpendicular to its surface in FEM simulations. The results are shown in the table 1. 

Table 1. Depth of penetration in dependence on impact velocity and temperature of armor target. 

w T vproof HEXP HMKP ΔH 

17.1 1379.3 1.772 1.657 0.115 

54.5 926.8 0.858 0.769 0.089 

67.5 1087.2 1.174 1.092 0.082 

69.4 1099.2 1.158 1.213 0.055 

74.5 1312.1 1.196 1.196 0.495 

78.8 1389.4 1.843 1.791 0.052 

7,6 

90.5 1273.4 1.695 1.613 0.082 

17.1 1326.0 2.125 2.026 0.098 

60.5 1203.9 1.679 1.636 0.043 

65.1 1201.5 1.686 1.855 0.168 

70.1 1071.6 1.324 1.371 0.047 

75.7 1096.5 1.574 1.552 0.022 

85.2 914.9 0.917 0.869 0.067 

5,4  

95.6 918.7 0.976 0.781 0.195 

 
Table legend: w [mm] is a real width of the armor target, T [°C] is an actual temperature, vproof [m·s-1] is an 

impact velocity, HEXP [mm] is a depth of the imprint obtained from the experiment, HFEM [mm] is a depth of the 
imprint obtained from FEM simulations and ΔH = |HEXP - HFEM| is the deference between obtained depths. 

The equation, which describes changes of an ultimate tensile strength in dependence on a temperature of an 
armor and a kinetic energy of a ball, was derived based on the obtained data: 
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where mp is a mass of a projectile, vproof is an impact velocity of a projectile, H is a depth of an imprint in a target, 
ρ is a radius of an imprint, Vv is a volume of an imprint and Vz is a volume of a plug in a target. A lower index 
REF indicates values, which were measured at a reference (laboratory) temperature. A function ψ describes a 
relation between a static and dynamic (terminal ballistic) test of an ultimate tensile strength and α is a function, 
which includes an effect of temperature difference between a laboratory temperature and an actual testing 
temperature. Functions ψ and α are expressed as follow: 
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Values of an ultimate tensile strength of an ARMOX 500T material in dependence on a temperature were 
calculated based on equations (4), (5) and (6). Results are shown in a figure 4. 

Fig. 4. Values of ultimate tensile strength of ARMOX 500T material with widths 5.4 mm and 7.6 mm, dependence on 
temperature changes. 

Conclusion 

A strength of a material is one of basic properties, which are provided for a passive armor. An evaluation and 
descriptions of temperature effects, which offers this paper, are based on results of shooting experiments and 
FEM simulations. Differences between data values from experiments and simulations are only in hundredths of 
millimeters, so differences could be considered insignificant and both methods may be considered applicable for 
solving the problem. 

Useful data were selected after an evaluation of measured and simulated values. Marginal conditions were 
defined for the most accurate evaluation of an armor strength. The measuring must be performed with a steel 
hardened ball with the diameter 4.5 mm, in the interval of impact velocities from 950 m·s-1 to 1300 m·s-1. The 
best results are obtained in impact velocities around 1200 m·s-1. An important condition is the depth of 
penetration H, it has not to be higher than a radius of a ball r. Results are going to be incorrect, if the conditions 
are not comply. 

Results of measurements and simulations confirm the hypothesis that a strength of passive armor decreases 
with an increasing temperature. In case of evaluated ARMOX 500T material the decrease of the strength is ΔRm 
≈ 35 MPa in maximal temperature difference ΔTmax = 73.4 °C. 

The measurement dealt with the specific material; therefore derived mathematical descriptions are limited to 
described case. In case of using different materials further experiments and simulations have to be performed. 
We can presume different course of ψ and α functions here, in connection with the specific materials and 
therefore different temperature effects. 
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Abstract 

The main purpose of this paper was to present problems connected with designing of hydrostatic drive system applied in 
Unmanned Ground Vehicles in order to increase its total efficiency. The introduction describes the advantages, the 
disadvantages and the development trends of the hydraulic systems. Then, the hydrostatic drive, the principle of its operation 
and the basic group of its components were briefly characterized. In order to determine the efficiency of the entire system, 
power and pressure losses for its individual components, such as the main pump, installation, charge pump and motor were 
defined. The great variability of the efficiency of the individual components depends on their operating conditions. Its 
influence on the total efficiency of hydrostatic drive system used in Unmanned Ground Vehicles was described based on 
example of pump and motor. 
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1. Introduction 

The robotization is one of the main directions of development of today's technology. Its aim is to replace the 
man in different situations. One of them is to support him during performing many dirty and dangerous missions 
– from unmanned explorers of the moon and ocean floor, to industry applications in difficult and dangerous for 
human operator tasks, to transport of materials and equipment, to terrain reconnaissance in remote control mode, 
the importance of Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGV) is bigger and bigger. It is especially significant in military 
applications where new dangers such as chemical and biological warfare or mine traps pose a serious threat to 
soldiers’ health or life. Unmanned systems enhance the soldiers’ protection considerably by enabling them to 
operate at a safe distance from a threat. Such support can provide only the UGV able to follow the man and to 
recognize the potential hazards on the explored area [1, 2, 3, 4].  

The possibility of widespread use of the UGVs as a direct human support in areas difficult to access or 
affected by natural disasters, require from them the ability to: 

 recognize such an area from the human’s security point of view, 
 support man in situations when he is not able to complete the mission alone, 
 reduce the risk of secondary damages and losses, 
 accelerate the pace of operations in order to minimize the number of victims, 
 perform technological actions (collecting samples, manipulating of lying objects, etc.).  
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The proper execution of these tasks requires from the UGV the ability to quick access, return or change the 
area of action. The specificity of the tasks expected to be accomplished by these vehicles, necessary mobility 
level, aforementioned requirements and the specifics of the area put very high demands on their drive system. 

Increasingly often, in this type of vehicle the hydrostatic drive systems are used, mainly because of their 
advantages: 

 easy transfer of energy and its distribution to several receivers, 
 ease of operation and high susceptibility to automation, 
 low inertia and high precision of operation, 
 low weight per unit of transmitted power, 
 reliability 

and progressive development of hydraulic components – development trends concern the minimizing of the 
dimensions and acoustic emission, easy operation and above all, energy efficiency. The last aspect is 
significantly important because the principal disadvantage of this type of drive systems is not very high efficient 
– less than a mechanical drive [5, 6, 7].  

Despite the growing popularity of hydrostatic drive systems there are still relatively not many research papers 
concerning modelling them from increasing their efficiency point of view. In literature one can find examples of 
modelling different power transmission systems [8, 9, 10] – a few of them relate to hydrostatic drive systems 
[11, 12], and even fewer are those that are dedicated to Unmanned Ground Vehicles with high mobility [13]. 
 
Nomenclature 

d diameter of pipe 
EM mechanical energy  
ENM non-mechanical energy  
EP pressurized hydraulic fluid energy 
FD driving force 
l length of pipe 
P1 input power 
P2 output power 
p1 linear pressure losses in pipeline 

p2 local pressure losses in pipeline 

pCHP charge pump pressure 

pINST pressure losses in installation 

pM motor pressure drop 

pP pump pressure rise 

PCHP power losses of charge pump 

PINST power losses in installation 
PM motor power losses 

PP pump power losses 

qM motor displacement per revolution 
qP pump displacement per revolution  
Q volumetric flow rate 
QCHP displacement of charge pump 
RW wheel radius 
TM torque on the shaft of the hydraulic motor 
TP torque on the shaft of the pump 
v velocity of flow 
vD velocity of drive 
M motor efficiency 
MHM motor mechanical-hydraulic efficiency
VM motor volumetric efficiency 
P pump efficiency 
 linear losses coefficient 
 local losses coefficient 
 fluid density 
M angular speed of the hydraulic motor shaft
P angular speed of the pump shaft 
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2. Characteristic of hydrostatic drive system 

The main task of the drive system is the distribution of the mechanical power generated at the transmission 
shaft of the engine to all operating mechanisms (energy receivers) according to their current needs. This can be 
done with or without the participation of an intermediate form of energy (Fig. 1). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 1. Scheme of non-mechanical drive system [6]. 

The hydrostatic drive system operates according to the above scheme using the pressurized hydraulic fluid 
energy as an intermediate form of energy ENM = EP. The mechanical energy from the main engine is 
transferred through the transmission shaft to the positive displacement pump and consumed to perform 
mechanical work to trap a certain volume of fluid – pump displacement per revolution qP – and to displace it 
into the discharge pipe. The pump forces the hydraulic fluid into the system with actual displacement QP 
resulting from theoretical displacement QPT and volumetric losses QP. Then, the pressurized hydraulic fluid 
stream is supplied to energy receiver in form of rotary or linear hydraulic motor (hydraulic cylinder). The 
pressurized hydraulic fluid flows through the hydraulic motor and its pressure and volumetric flow are converted 
into torque TM and angular speed of motor shaft M or force FC and linear velocity of cylinder piston vC [6, 14].  

In the general case, the hydrostatic drive consists of three main groups of components [6]: 

 components converting one form of energy into another one (hydraulic pumps, motors and cylinders), 
 components controlling the flow of energy from hydraulic fluid stream (valves), 
 components gathering and conducting hydraulic fluid (tanks and hydraulic pipelines) as well as components 

allowing to maintain and control the hydraulic fluid properties (filters, coolers, manometers, thermometers). 

An exemplary diagram of a closed hydrostatic drive system is shown in Figure 2. 

Fig. 2. Diagram of a closed hydrostatic drive system. 

3. The efficiency of hydrostatic drive system 

In order to estimate the total efficiency of the hydrostatic drive system, the power and the losses for individual 
components should be determined. The input power for pump can be described as: 

PP1  TP    (1) 

Then, the pump power losses can be expressed as: 

  QpTPP  PPPP1P   1    (2) 

where: Q = QP = QM – flow rate in system is equal to pump and motor displacement [l/min].  
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The efficiency P has no constant value but depends on the operating parameters such as pump pressure 
risepP, pump displacement QP and angular speed of the pump driving shaft P. It is illustrated in efficiency 
map from Figure 3, which presents the overall pump efficiency depending on working pressure and varying 
rotational speed in percents of rated continuous speed. 

 

Fig. 3. The overall efficiency map for variable displacement pump (Sauer Danfoss)  
depending on system pressure and varying speed corresponding to rated continuous speed [15]. 

It is noteworthy that operating with nominal values of parameters do not guarantee the highest efficiency 
because the chart area with highest efficiency is achieved for speed range of 25-75 % of rated continuous speed 
and for operating pressure range of 7-23 MPa (at the nominal pressure equal 42 MPa). 

Moreover, the pump pressure rise pP should be enough to cover the motor pressure drop pM and pressure 
losses in installation pINST: 

INSTMP ppp     (3) 

The power losses in installation can be expressed as: 

QpP  INSTINST    (4) 

where pressure losses in installation pINST result from linear and local losses in pipeline what can be described 
as: 
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      (5) 

The pressure drop in pipeline and components controlling the energy flow of fluid stream in correctly 
designed hydrostatic drive system should not exceed 0,5 MPa. Therefore its importance for the total system 
efficiency is marginal. 

The similar situation is with charge pump. It is responsible for exchange of working fluid (filtration and 
cooling) and secures from cavity in low-pressure part of the system. The power losses of charge pump are 
following: 

CHPCHPCHP QpP     (6) 

The charge pump pressure pCHP equals usually about 2,5 MPa and its displacement QCHP is about 10 % of 
the main pump displacement. Hence, when working pressure is 25 MPa the power losses of charge pump equals 
about 1-2 % of input power. That makes it has no significant influence on total efficiency of hydrostatic drive 
system. 

The component of hydrostatic drive system that is very important from total system efficiency point of view 
is hydraulic motor. Its output power can be represented by following equation: 
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MM2  TP    (7) 

The motor power losses can be described as: 

  MMMMMM   1  TQpQpP   (8) 

It is worth to emphasize that hydraulic motors have similar changeability of efficiency characteristics as 
pumps. The motor efficiency has no constant value but depends on operating conditions. If the device driven by 
hydrostatic drive system is the UGV very important are terrain conditions where such a vehicle operates – type 
of ground, slope, terrain irregularities and different obstacles – they determine the operating parameters of 
hydraulic motor and the whole hydraulic drive system as well. It results from bellowed equations: 
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In order to estimate how important is to know the operational parameters of hydraulic motor, from achieved 
efficiency and correct selection of particular component point of view, an example of torque TM and rotational 
speed nM for the moving UGV were generated (Figure 4). Red-coloured was marked the medium values of 
torque and rotational speed in particular time intervals, thereby forming a spectrum of load. 

 
 

Fig. 4. The example example of torque T  and rotational speed n  for the moving UGV. 

ent lengths of time intervals in Figure 4) and in consequence the time of operating with 
sp

icular element with required operating parameters in order to perform with the highest 
achievable efficiency. 

 

M M

In the next step of analysis, estimated values of the load spectrum were placed in efficiency map of two 
different motor models from Sauer Danfoss Company – OMT 200 and OMT 400. For the motor OMT 400 
efficiency range is about 87-89 % (Figure 5b) and for the motor OMT 200 is about 5-10 % lower (Figure 5a). 
Very important is as well the time duration of operating with particular values of torque and rotational speed 
(illustrated by differ

ecific efficiency. 
The conducted analysis shows how significant in process of components selection is to compare the 

efficiency map of part
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Fig. 5. The efficiency maps of two hydrostatic motors from Sauer Danfoss Company  
with exemplary efficiency: a) motor OMT 200, b) OMT 400 [15]. 

The total efficiency of hydrostatic drive system HDS can be expressed by following equation: 

1

CHPMINSTP1

1

2
HDS 

P

PPPPP

P

P 
  (10) 

Making an assumption that PINST and PCHP represent together less than 5 % of input power shows that the 
biggest influence on total system efficiency have the power losses in pump and motor. Hence, in the process of 
designing the hydrostatic drive system the special attention should be paid on these components selection. The 
crucial issue is to analyse the pump and motor efficiency maps in comparison to changing performance 
parameters during whole operating cycle. 
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Conclusion 

Physical quantities necessary to determine the power of hydrostatic pump and motor are quite easy to define. 
The difficulty with designing of hydrostatic drive system concerns their changeability when system operates and 
that they depend on each other. The change of operating conditions and occurring loads result in significant 
change of pump, motor and whole installation efficiency. Therefore, the total system efficiency also has no 
constant value and it is strictly connected with operating parameters of individual components and the load of 
device it drives. 

The conducted analysis shows that selection of hydrostatic components has extremely essential influence on 
transmission efficiency in hydraulic drive systems applied in UGV. The transmission efficiency depends on 
power losses in pump, installation and motor. The power losses in correctly designed installation should not 
exceed 3-5 % of input power. Therefore so important for the total system efficiency is the correct selection of 
hydrostatic components. Depending on the operating load (pressure and rotational speed) they operate with 
efficiency range from 60 to 90 % (piston units) or from 50 to 83 % (gear and vane units). The disadvantageous 
selection of hydrostatic components may result in total system efficiency at the level of 30-40 %. Whereas, 
carrying out the selection taking into consideration the characteristics of the operating load can allow to raise the 
average efficiency in operating cycle to 70-80 % for piston components and 60-70 % for gear and vane 
components. The efficiency increase reduces power requirement, heat dissipation and intensity of aging process, 
what results in decreasing of operating costs. Hence, the fundamental during selection of hydrostatic units is to 
rely on load characteristics and not on the nominal values of parameters characterising each component – 
especially when we want to raise the efficiency of the UGV drive system. 

Moreover, carried out analysis identified a need to develop efficiency models of components of hydrostatic 
drive system applied in the UGV. Existing models are not sufficiently precise and do not take into consideration 
the variability of the operating parameters during the working cycle. 
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Abstract 

This paper focuses mainly on the vibrodiagnostics of rolling bearings and the specification of their damage, and illustrates 
how to determine specific failure frequencies. Following the analysis of the measured signals we try to find causes of the 
damage occurrence. For the analysis the methods of a Fast Fourier Transform and envelope detection have been chosen. The 
paper addresses the aspect of the effective root-mean-square value of a signal (RMS) which might be used for evaluating the 
state of a bearing during longer-term observation. The practical part of the research was carried out in a laboratory where a 
place for measuring vibrations including relevant software equipment had been established for this purpose.  Vibration 
sensors are one of the main components of a measuring device which has been described in the paper and modelled in 
Autodesk Inventor to have a better idea of it. For the measuring itself the equipment DEWE 50-USB-8 of the DEWETRON 
company as well as DEWEsoft were used. 
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1. Introduction 

Vibrodiagnostics is one among many methods of technical diagnostics which has been continuously 
monitoring a technical state of a device by observing the level of a mechanical oscillation in a real time. The 
mechanical oscillation is the manifestation of a device during its operation. Certain parts become vibration 
exciters, others, depending on excitation, react specifically. Vibrations on machines are in general periodic in 
nature, although some unsteadiness in the signal is to be expected. This means that the signal repeats itself after a 
definite time interval.  

The level of a device mechanical oscillation can be described by a bathtub curve. The bathtub curve describes 
single operating states in which a device can be during its technical life. These states correlate with arising 
vibration strokes which cause oscillations of different amplitude, velocity and acceleration. 

Therefore the vibrodiagnostics is one of the most important methods used in technical diagnostics for 
identifying a technical state. With the use of vibration diagnostics we are able to detect an incipient failure, 
locate the place of an incipient failure and predict the length of time during which a device is going to work 
before a failure occurs or a preventive action is performed.  The proper application of vibrodiagnostics can 
prevent from undesirable damaging machines, thereby saving money spent on a repair and a device in a disabled 
state. 
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Experimental vibrodiagnostics measurements have been performed while obtaining primary signals. Primary 
results of measurement are systematized and its analysis is done. Dependence of work characteristics between 
rotary systems with bearings of sliding friction and of roll is ascertained. Generalization of research results is 
done and conclusions are formulated [1], [2], [3]. A lot of companies spend a big amount of money on the 
preventive maintenance of machines and technical equipment despite the fact that at that particular moment there 
is no need to perform a preventive action. This leads to big financial losses mainly during the machine 
unavailability. Therefore it is desirable to perform preventive maintenance at the time when it is really necessary. 
Determining a preventive action or replacing a part based on a real technical state with the use of a mathematical 
model describing a machine technical state during its life leads to proactive maintenance [4], [5]. The aim of our 
article is to describe the technical state of a vehicle bearing box using vibrodiagnostics.   

2. Description of frequencies typical bearing fault 

Due to the surface fatigue of the material of antifriction bearing elements different kinds of damage occur, 
e.g. surface layer material pitting, abrasion resulting in play increase, corrosion, grooving, the snap ring cavities 
and failures.  In bearings the damage of single elements can be localized on the basis of typical bearing 
frequencies. For the kinematic frequencies of impulses, providing that there is a regular rolling motion, the 
following equations apply [6], [7]: 
a) BPFO - Ball Pass Frequency – Outer Race (outer ring defect) 
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b) BPFI - Ball Passing Frequency Inner Race (inner ring defect) 
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c) BSF - Ball Spin Frequency (bearing defect – of a bearing ball or a bearing roller) 
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d) FTF - Fundamental Train Frequency (snap ring defect) 
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where n is the number of bearing balls or rollers, fr frequency given by the relative revolution (speed) of an inner 
and outer ring, BP the diameter of a bearing ball or roller, PD pitch diameter, β contact angle [7]. 

Bearing wear might be generally divided into four basic stages. At the first stage initial bearing wear occurs. 
During the contact of a bearing with single rings acoustic emission spreads at the frequencies of up to a few 
MHz. At the second stage of bearing wear single elements are damaged.  Diagnosing the bearing at this damage 
stage is performed in a frequency supersonic range from 20 kHz to 60 kHz. For measuring there are used special 
acceleration meters with a high value of their resonance frequency. During the third stage of the damage of 
bearing elements conventional acceleration meters might be used. A damaged element when touching another 
element causes mechanical impact during which kinetic energy is transferred into a bearing body.  After the 
impact the bearing body is vibrated with its own frequency ranged from 5 kHz to 20 kHz, the vibrations are 
damped and linger quickly. During the last stage rapid wear occurs resulting in critical damage of bearing 
elements. Vibration spectral elements might be noticed directly in the area of low frequencies. Moreover, there is 
an increase in revolution spectral components. The wear stages introduced above are described in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Time course of bearing damage and possibility of identification [8]. 

The International Standards Organization (ISO), who establishes internationally acceptable units for 
measurement of machinery vibration, suggested the velocity – root mean square (RMS) as the standard unit of 
measurement. This was decided in an attempt to derive criteria that would determine an effective value for the 
varying function of velocity. Velocity RMS tends to provide the energy content in the vibration signal, whereas 
the velocity peak correlated better with the intensity of vibration. Higher velocity RMS is generally more 
damaging than a similar magnitude of velocity peak [6]. 

We calculated the root mean square (RMS) acceleration, so the root mean square indicates gRMS. For the 
calculation used the following relations. The mean absolute value Aave can be expressed as follows 

dta
T

A
T

ave 
0

1   (5) 

where T – a period expressed by the formula. 
The root of mean square can be calculated by the equation below [3] 


T

dta
T

gRMS
0

21 .  (6) 

3. Measuring workplace 

The practical part was performed in a laboratory where a location for measuring vibrations was set. In order 
to measure vibrations the diagnosed object should be set into operation with the help of an outer source which is 
in our case a three-phase asynchronous electromotor. It is possible to regulate continuously engine revolutions 
and monitor their magnitude which is a lot easier with a display located inside a control box.  We have made a 
simplified model of the working site using Autodesk Inventor 2012 program to have an idea what it looks like.  

Fig. 2. Model of a measuring workplace [8], [9]. 
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The measurement was carried out by the measuring device DEWE-50-USB-8 from DEWETRON company 
complemented by six pieces of accelerometers. These were in our case two triaxial accelerometers KS943B.100 
which enabled us to measure two objects at the same time. This device also consists of software DEWEsoft 
including variance analysis. The software is used for processing data.  

The sensors were located on the body of the bearing box directly above the bearings. The surfaces for 
accelerometers fixation were adapted to be fastened according to the set requirements. The fastening of sensors 
was performed in two ways. First, it was done with a precious rock magnet and then with bolts. 

4. Measurement 

For the evaluation of vibrations we used the root mean square for detection. This method is based on the Fast 
Fourier Transform. The following measurements were made to determine the technical condition of rolling 
bearings. 

4.1. Long-term measurement 

The observation described below was not based on a one-time measurement. This time we performed several 
measurements during long operation. Measurements were carried out during the operational period of 3168 
hours, which it corresponds to the distance travelled 122500 km. For the analysis we could make a selection out 
of three possible axes which recorded vibrations in the bearing. We have chosen the axis “Z” on the bearing 
number 2.  

The RMS measurements are very stable and therefore reproducible very well, the time trends are easy to read. 
In case this method is used, it is not necessary to know the design of a measured object and no considerable 
demands are made on the operating staff handling measuring devices.  The disadvantage of this method is the 
impossibility of identifying a failure location. When having the increase in bearing wear, the values go up slower 
than during the PEAK measurement.   

To put it simply, the RMS is an averaged value of all the obtained vibrations values during a certain period of 
time. If in this period of time a single maximum value occurs being even a few times higher than all the others, it 
will be lost in the final recalculation of all values. In practice it means that when the bearing defect increases 
causing a shock, the effective RMS value will grow only slowly.  

The following figure 3 are presented the results of measurements that indicate the RMS value in the Z2 axis at 
1600 RPM at the different times in the life of the rolling bearing. In Graph 1 we present the results of RMS axis 
Z2, when the bearing is in perfect operating condition. This means that the bearing clearance had an initial 0.2 
mm, was lubricated and it was after running up, which was 20000 km. 

Fig. 3. Root mean square for a bearing in an ideal operating condition (clearance 0.3 mm) - after running up. 

In figure 4 shows the results RMS for the same bearing which was operated 122500 km. The bearing was 
lubricated regularly, including his replacement at prescribed intervals. In the above bearing increased the 
operational clearance to 0.4 mm during operation. This over-limit clearance has probably result reduction RMS 
in the frequency range 3.5 kHz to 5 kHz. This result corresponds well with the measured values, which are 
shown in figure 6. 
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Fig. 4 Root mean square for a bearing lifetime 122 5000 km 

In figure 5 are presented the results of RMS for the same bearing which was artificially damaged outer ring. 

Fig. 5. Root mean square for bearing with damaged outer ring.  

RMS curve fig. 6 grows not only in the range 3.5 kHz to 5 kHz, but also increasing the RMS throughout the 
illustrated frequency range. 

During all this experiment we took 24 measurements which we had to evaluate. The records of the selected 
measurements were processed in DIAdem 2014 software from the company National Instruments. We selected 
only 5 measurements to make the experiment easy to follow and make clear what happened with the bearing 
during the experiment. 

For the analysis we could make a selection out of three possible axes which recorded vibrations in the 
bearing. We have chosen the axis “Z” on the bearing number 2. After going over all the records this one seemed 
to be the most interesting.   
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Fig. 6. Record of five frequency spectra processed with DIAdem 2014 program. 

For the analysis we selected the range from 3.5 kHz to 5 kHz where we can see the effects of the bearing 
frequency.  The graphs show how the values of amplitudes were gradually decreasing right in the spectrum of 
the bearing frequency due to running-in after disassembly. However, in no graph there were any of the specific 
failure frequencies. So we could make an obvious conclusion that although the bearing was in continuous 
operation for a long time, its operation life did not seem to go to an end.  

After the bearing was disassembled, single components were degreased and put under the microscope where 
we performed a visual examination of their state. On the outer ring there was a visible trace left after the 
circulation of bearing elements which was, however, evenly coloured. After the examination of the outer ring we 
found also a few scratches which could be a result of disassembly and then assembly. 

We checked the bearing elements too which also showed the signs of wear. However, there was no need to 
worry about it even if this damage might seem to be very serious at first sight. It is nothing more than local 
damage which appeared only at the edge of some bearing elements. On the other side, it is necessary to focus on 
the groove in the middle along the perimeter of all the rollers which could cause the increase in friction in this 
area. 

4.2. Artificially created defect - Defect in an outer ring 

In order to verify whether it is possible to use frequency values for specific failures calculated in advance, we 
gradually created defect in the second bearing.   

As for the first mechanical damage to the bearing, we chose an outer ring in which a groove parallel with a 
rotation axis and perpendicular to the route of rolling elements was cut. This ensured that the rollers would be 
made to roll over the groove.   

Table 1. The values calculated for bearing fault frequencies labelled FAG 31308A. 

Designations of fault frequency fr frequency 20 [Hz] fr frequency 26,66 [Hz] fr frequency 36,66 [Hz] fr frequency 50 [Hz] 

Snap ring defect - FTF 8.42 11.22 15.43 21.05 

Bearing defect - BPF 107.22 143.72 194.63 269.55 

Outer race - BPFO 134.64 179.48 246.80 336.6 

Inner race - BPFI 185.36 247.08 339.76 463.4 
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For the analysis we selected the measurement 1600 RPM on a shaft and the axis “Z2” record, but also the 
same can be observed in the other axes. In the right upper corner we can see that these values are really within a 
given range (fig. 7). Minimum deviations can be caused by the inaccurate measurement of bearing parameters. 

 
Fig. 7. Frequency spectrum record of the damaged outer ring.  

In order to illustrate the frequencies of our interest better, we used a broadband filter where the lower filter 
limit was six times the amount of rotation frequency which was in our case 160 Hz, and also we applied the 
envelope. After the application of the filter and envelope we achieved a clear spectrum with the required 
frequencies. 

5. Conclusion 

The aim of the experiment was to verify whether the vibrodiagnostics is the right method of determining the 
technical condition of rotating elements. The attention was paid to the roller bearings since they are one of the 
most important parts of a machine transmission device.   

Based on the performed measurements we can state that the vibration signal is a key signal when it comes to 
determining the technical condition of a rotating part of a vehicle. When processing the signal, it is necessary to 
take into account aspects which may create certain difficulties, e.g. determining a proper place for putting 
sensors, selecting right sensors, proper setting of software used for the evaluation, presenting the measurement 
results correctly, etc. The tools we selected for the measurement and the analysis were the Dewesoft company´s 
software and hardware which we considered to be very suitable. Along with the DEWEsoftX2 software we also 
used the DIAdem software product which enabled us to put the results in graphs (see fig. 6). 

In the next step we verified the theoretically calculated value of damage to the outer ring, see Table 1 and 
performed the experiment. The results which are shown in figure 7 were obtained by using the envelope 
detection.   
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Abstract 

The importance of using proper oil analysis is not always entirely clear to all users. There is a strategy that shows  when it is 
necessary to change the oil. The oil might be used to indicate when and where the failure occurs in a  vehicle. In other words, 
an oil analysis can reduce the severity of failures. Most often, oil analysis program combines the continuous attention to oil 
and  the vehicles condition. By combining the instrumental methods of tribotechnical diagnostics (FTIR spectrometry, atomic 
emission spectrometry, particles analysis with the use of a laser analyzer) it was found that engine oil change intervals should 
be optimized to maximize the efficiency of engines and extend their lifetime. Changing the engine oil specified by the 
manufacturer of the buses is relatively conservative, does not reflect the operating motor conditions, fuel quality and 
individual driving habits and ambient conditions.  
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1. Introduction 

Ideally, modern maintenance would be based on the real condition of machines. The condition monitoring of 
machinery can be anything from simple visual inspection to continuously functioning real-time condition 
monitoring systems.  
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Oil analysis is a significant part of a condition-based maintenance, because the oil tells us about the history of 
the machine since the last oil change. 

Lubrication oils are during their operation in the lubrication system of an engine exposed to high 
temperatures, pressures and contamination by undesired materials from outside. These factors cause troubles 
with the operational  quality of oils and materials of mechanical components of a lubrication system. The origin 
of degradation products and the contamination of oil from outside cause the additives to decrease [1, 2]. The 
resilience of oil to these processes defines its degree of life-cycle. 

One of the methods of the non-dismantling technical diagnostics which uses the lubrication oil as a source 
of information about the processes and the mechanical changes in machinery mechanisms, is a tribotechnical 
diagnostics (TTD). Its function is to discover, evaluate and identify the occurrence of foreign substances in the 
lubricant and further monitor the effects and the results of lubricant degradation process during the operation. For 
the TTD to be valid, it is essential to perform the lubricant analysis fast, correctly and accurately [3, 4, 5, 6]. 

The tribotechnical diagnostics fulfils the following objectives: 
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 to observe conditions and wornness of machines and equipment  in order to determine 
the occurrence of  metal particles in lubricants where the magnitude  of measured values is 
important, 
 to determine lubricants useful lifetime by specifying the level of their devaluation, the 
products of thermal and oxidation processes as well as external contaminants. The increased 
amount of contaminants in oil not only means that the lubricated parts are worn off more, but 
also that the sediments which may clog oil holes and grooves of the machines have been 
formed, 
 to determine optimum regular intervals for oil exchange [7]. 

An efficient oil analysis programme is often based on an off-line oil analysis, performed in laboratories where 
all oil properties are analyzed. However, there are more and more requirements for real-time oil analysis data to 
support the maintenance decisions. Numerous continuously measuring on-line/in-line oil analysis sensors are 
commercially available. Conductometric sensors have been fabricated by applying imprinted polymers as 
receptors for monitoring engine oil quality in [8]. When evaluating the condition of automotive engine oil, the 
oil’s viscosity is one of the most important parameters. Using microacoustic viscosity sensors, an oil-viscosity 
measurement can be performed on-board [9]. Wang [10] examined road tests of an oil condition sensor and 
sensing technique. The newly designed sensors were installed in three vehicles and tested on the road. The test 
results indicated that the degradation of engine oil could be divided into three stages: (1) good, (2) rapid increase 
in the total acid number (TAN), and (3) rapid increase in  viscosity [11]. Various sensor principles of the on-line 
monitoring of thermal aging of engine oils are considered in Agoston et al [12]. Capone et al [13] deal with the 
application of a gas sensors array to detect defects in fuel system  and  contamination in engine oil. Zhan et al 
[14] made the operational approach  to a bar-type engine oil cooler. However, these sensors often measure one 
property only. 

Physico-chemical instrumental control methods have been developed extensively in recent years. These 
methods enable us to determine  not only the actual state of an operated oil charge, but also determine the type of 
friction and wear of machinery lubricated by oil. This is performed on the basis of abrasion particle 
characteristics (the number, chemical composition, a structure, surface texture, morphological characteristics and 
so on). The methods used for this purpose are  the infrared spectroscopy with Fourier transform (FTIR 
spectroscopy) [15-18] and electrochemical methods [19]. 

With the development of the FTIR spectrometry, software equipment of spectrometers got improved by 
adding highly demanding mathematic-statistical (chemo-metric) methods that allow to compress the extensive 
matrix of spectral data, to create regression calibration models for predicting the quality parameters of lubricants 
and fuel and, as the case may be, to classify the petrochemical samples into one of several (two or more) groups 
based on the similarity of their variables. A lot of consideration is given to the possibility of using the FTIR 
spectrometry as an alternative method for checking the oils and fuel in literature [20-23]. 

Another group of methods allows us to monitor the process and the amount of wear of components that are 
lubricated by the appropriate lubricant. These methods are suitable for determining the concentration of abrasion 
metals, describing their morphology and dividing into classification classes according to size, and also for 
determining e.g. contaminants from filtration materials (they are namely emission spectrometry, analyzer of 
particles and ferrography) [3, 4, 5, 24-30]. The obtained analytical data provide both the diagnostic information 
and the prognostic information – i.e. they allow us to predict disrepair situations and prevent their occurrence.  

Kumbár et al say [2] that the current evaluation of the quality of automotive engine oil can be sufficiently 
expressed by dynamic viscosity oils, the analysis of wear metals by emission spectrometry and detection and 
monitoring of the quantity, type and size of wear debris by analyzer of particles. Similar conclusions may be 
found in [31] and [32]. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Diagnosed objects 

The samples of engine lubrication oil were continuously collected from various types of buses which vary 
according to a type and a model year (Table 1). New engine oil was added when necessary to the original charge 
during the operation of the buses. Sampling intervals ranged from about 5 000 to 10 000 km. Elementary 
operating methods were performed in the  laboratory of a transport company to determine the presence of water, 
dirt and relative dynamic viscosity. 
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Table 1. The technical specification of the buses and the operated oil chargers. 

Bus marking SOR B 9,5 IrisBus CityBus 
18M 

Karosa Axer 

Type of engine diesel - supercharged 

The number of cylinders 6 6 26 

Year of manufacture 2000 2002 2003 

Oil charger volume [l] 12 25 38 

Recommended interval of oil change [km] 15 40 40 

Mileage of engine with oil charge [Mth] 14 50 50 

Engine oil marking OMW Truck LD 
SAE 15W/40 

OMW Truck FE 
Plus SAE 10W/40 

OMW Truck FE 
Plus SAE 10W/40 

 
By combining the instrumental methods of tribotechnical diagnostics (FTIR spectrometry, atomic emission 

spectrometry, analysing the particles using a laser analyzer), we analysed the relations between the degradation 
processes which occur during the motor oil operation and the characteristics of the process of operational wear of 
engine parts where this oil is applied. 

2.2. Experimental methods used 

FTIR spectrometry 
The infra-red spectrometry is one of the optical methods of molecular spectrometry that uses the spectral 

range delimited by wavelengths of 0.78–1,000 µm, i.e. wavenumbers from 12,800 to 10 cm-1. The most 
commonly used one is the middle infra-red (MIR) area of 4,000–400 cm-1. The principle of the method is the 
absorption of infra-red radiation when passing through a sample where the vibration or vibration-rotation energy 
states of a molecule change depending on changes of its dipole moment. The analytical output is the band 
absorption spectrum which is a graphical representation of a functional dependency of energy, usually expressed 
in percent of transmittance or in units of absorbance.  

The level of the engine oils wear can be determined using the differential spectroscopy for the spectra of the 
original oil and the degraded one. Therefore, it is possible to determine the relative content of oxidizing, nitrating 
and sulphatising products, the content of water, fuel and cooling liquid, the level of anti-oxidizing additives 
reduction, and so on [16]. 

Infrared spectra were recorded on a Nicolet IS10 spectrometer (Thermo Scientific) in the spectral range of 
650–4000 cm-1, with the resolution of 4 cm-1 and with the scan number 32 by means of the ATR technique (ZnSe 
crystal). 

 
Atomic Emission Spectrometry 
The emission spectrometry is one of the optical methods of atomic spectrometry. It uses the radiation emitted 

by free excitated atoms or by elements in gaseous state for determining the element composition of samples in 
solutions as well as solid samples. The principle of the atomic emission spectrometry (AES) is to register photons 
that come into existence due to passes of valency electrons from higher energy levels to lower ones. 

Tribotechnical diagnostics use the methods of AES to determine the degree of wear of friction pairs, the 
concentration of additives in a lubricant and the concentration of contaminants [5, 25, 26, 29]. By regular 
monitoring the concentration of abrasion metals in the oil, optimum preventive maintenance processes can be set 
and, hence, the reliability of the device can be increased. 

Chosen abrasion metals and contaminants were evaluated on spectrometer Spectroil Q100 (Spectro Inc., 
USA). 

 
Analysis on Particle Counters 
The device that works on the principle of counting the particles in conjunction with the analysis of their shape 

is LaserNet Fines (LNF). The LNF detects particles larger than 5 μm using laser and advanced software for an 
image analysis. The outlines of images of the analysed particles in the 20–100 μm range are based on the 
algorithms of neural network methods.  

The information about the captured particles is used for evaluating the current state of wear of the given 
system and can be observed directly on the screen of the LNF control computer. 
The evaluation of the wear mode of the most exposed friction surfaces of the engine was realized by the particle 
analyzer LNF Q200 Laser Net Fines (Spectro Inc., USA) 
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2.3. Experimental results 

The aim of the analysis of the engine oils from the buses was to consider whether the change in setting 
replacement intervals (in two buses the replacement interval was prolonged by 10 000 km, in one case it was 
shortened by 10 000 km) made on the basis of the results of elementary operating methods is optimal. Due to the 
limited size of the paper the analysis results are processed in detail only for the bus IrisBus CityBus 18 M. The 
results for other buses are shown in [4]. 

The first sample was taken when the mileage of the bus was 423 963 km. This articulated bus had been ridden 
on suburban routes. It had been used almost daily. 

The spectral record in Fig. 1 demonstrates the penetrative decrease in antiwear and antioxidation additive 
based on ZnDDP (zone area 1050950 cm-1 and 690cm-1) after the mileage 23 828 km. This corresponds to a 
half replacement interval contrary to the interval given by the producer of the bus. The depletion of additives of 
this type can affect significantly the occurrence of increased wear of engine parts. The replacement of oil is 
recommended every time the decrease in anti-wear and antioxidant additives is about 80 %. 

The quality of oils after a certain mileage was mainly marked by soot particles and aging products which is 
accompanied by oil darkening (the shift of the base line of the spectrum to higher values of absorbance in 2000 
cm-1). Some authors state [33] that higher temperature causes the formation of insoluble particles and  more 
intensive oil carbonisation. .  

Soot is formed by almost pure carbon and in some cases it is hard with sharp edges. That is why its  higher 
concentration in engine oil causes increasing viscosity which later results in the increased wear of the engine. 
During pumping and circulation the polluted oil may occur (due to the flow of soot particles) and can cause 
abrasive wear on the metal surfaces. . 

The limit concentration of soot in oil of 3 % wt. is used for older types of engines [34]. But modern engine 
oils replaced after longer intervals are made from hydrocracked based oil. These oils withstand higher load by 
soot without significant influence on the properties of the engine oil compared to a conventional solvent-refined 
base oils group I [34]. Of course this  also very much depends on the used additive of the base oil and the 
dispersant effectiveness. 

The fuel contaminates the oil charge (Fig. 1 zone with the peak of 816 cm-1). Since the presence of fuel 
decreases oil viscosity and soot increases it, significant change in relative viscosity was not detected by a 
rotational viscometer. 

 
___ new engine oil OMW Truck FE Plus SAE 10W/40  ___ worn-out oil - sample no. 3 (mileage 43 043 km) 
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Fig. 1. The spectra of the operated oil charges in the bus after separate samplings. 

The oil has a very good oxidation resistance, because the absorbance related to the oxidation of hydrocarbons 
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did not  increase in the range of 1710 cm-1, i.e. the content of oxidation products containing the C=O bond in a 
carbonyl group did not  increase.  

The interval of 16101630 cm-1 which occurred in the samples is without operational risk. This area is associated 
with oil nitration which occurs due to the reaction of oil with nitrogen oxides from combustible gases. The increased 
content of nitrogen oxides may be caused by improper fuel/air mixture ratio in the combustion chamber. The range 
of nitrides in the FTIR spectrum indicates excessive wear of piston group, namely the leaks of piston rings. 

The concentration of the elemental composition of wear metals and contaminants was monitored by AES with 
a rotating disk electrode. As shown in Fig. 2, in almost all oil charges the concentration of wear metals and 
contaminants changed when compared to the original values in the new oil. 

It is apparent from Fig. 2 that  the increased growth of the content of wear metals Fe and Pb was identified in 
all oil charges. At the third sample the concentration of Fe=50 mg.kg-1 reached  the threshold of increased wear. 
The boundaries of increased wear were also reached by the concentration of Pb=15 mg.kg-1 for the sample no. 4. 
The concentration of Cu, which may indicate wear of bearings, did not acquire the values higher than 30 mg.kg-1 

in any analysed oil sample. This limit is given as the lower limit on increased wear. The concentration of Al (the 
source may be bearing or cylinder head wear, for example) did not reach the value of 25 mg.kg-1 which is the 
limit on the increased wear. Fig. 2 shows that a sudden increase in the concentration of wear metals occurred at 
sample no. 2 (about in the mid of a replacement interval). This shows that the result is consistent with the 
conclusions of FTIR spectrometry - in this sample a marked decrease in antiabrasion additive was found. 

Dust silicate particles did not get into the oil charge. Increase in Na could signalize the penetration of cooling 
liquid (coolant containing various sodium salts as an inhibitor of corrosion) into the oil charge. But this was 
excluded by performing FTIR spectrometry and simple operational test detecting the presence of water. Given 
that the sampling no. 2 and 3 was conducted during a winter season, it can be concluded that Na comes from the 
road salt which was used for treating winter roads. 

 
Fig. 2. The concentration of wear metals and contaminants in the oil of the operated bus.  

When performing the analysis of the particle counter LNF it was found that although additional oil of 5.4l was 
put into the engine, this action did not provide significant increase in oil lubrication quality. Some parts of the 
engine showed signs of fatigue processes and increased wear processes which portend a possible accident (Table 2). 

Table 2. Results of the particle counter analysis LNF Q200. 

THE NUMBER OF PERTICLES  

THE SAMPLE 
NUMBER 

cutting wear damage wear fatigue wear non-metalic 
particle 

unclassified 
particle 

1 6,2 15,4 52,3 18,5 0 

2 1,5 6,2 33,9 12,3 0 

3 1,6 0 25,6 6,4 1,5 

4 69,4 35,5 673,3 313,3 3,2 
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Adhesive wear particles which range from 15 to 50 μm (the particles of cutting and damage wear - Table 2, 
3) were produced significantly since the manufacturer of the bus recommended the extension a replacement 
interval. 

Table 3. The results of classification of particles according to size. 

THE NUMBER OF PARTICLES ACCORDING TO SIZE  

THE SAMPLE 
NUMBER 

5–15 

[µm] 

15–25 

[µm] 

25–50 

[µm] 

50 and more 

[µm] 

The total number 
of particles 

1 8 894 168 48 3 9 113 

2 8 637 68 37 6 8 748 

3 16 686 77 6 3 16 772 

4 26 386 1 718 589 42 28 735 

 
There was a damage to the engine of the bus IrisBus CityBus 18 M; right in this case  the replacement interval 

was prolonged by about 7500 km. Step increase in large particles (mainly those of the size ranging from 15 to 50 
µm) might be considered to be  a portent of unfavourable friction conditions. These particles were identified as 
particles connected with fatigue (fatigue wear often occurs at valve tappets [33]) and abrasive processes 
depending on their shape characteristics. Damage particles were also identified (Table 3). 

3. Conclusion 

The practical application of the TTD instrumental methods to oil samples taken from the buses proved that the 
generally recommended boundary values of abrasion metal concentration are not always sufficient when it comes 
to judging the course of wear of the engine since each engine is specific and is operated in different conditions. 
Another reason is that the AES is not sensitive enough to r detect the particles larger than 5 μm. In order to 
judge the course of wear of the engine, it is necessary to have the data about the size-related composition and 
distribution of abrasion particles available; this can be achieved by analysing the particles using a laser analyser.  

However, when interpreting the results of particle analysis it is also necessary to take into consideration the 
time intervals of sampling, re-filling the oil during operation and the efficiency of its filtering. The presence of 
oil ageing products (sludge and sediments) and the products of imperfect combustion of fuel and mechanical 
impurities (especially the abrasion from the wear of metal materials and dust particles from outside) is 
undesirable because it increases the wear and failure rate of the engine. Most often, oil analysis program 
combines the continuous attention to oil and disruptions groups of vehicles. The required contribution is indeed 
useful, but should not be considered significant in comparison with other objectives. Maintenance strategy based 
on the state defines the philosophy of a proactive maintenance which should be the real basis for the oil analysis 
program. 
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Abstract 

This paper provides a comparison of three structures articulated unmanned ground vehicles. The compared 
parameters were the maximum value of speed, and lateral acceleration while driving on prepared trajectories. The 
comparison was made on the results of simulation research of dynamic stability. The analyzed structures different 
from each other in: numbers of wheels, location of oscillation and turn joint, distribution of basic components and 
cargo space. Moreover, in this paper as compared of influence location of cargo on dynamic stability. Simulation 
tests were performed using the MSC. Adams software for modelling multibody systems. The paper also describes 
the simplifying assumptions and parameters used in the construction of the numerical models for the created 
platforms structures. In addition, the paper includes the methodology adopted to carry out simulation tests, together 
with the criterion for dynamic stability assessment. On the basis of simulation research specified which of the 
created structures of unmanned ground vehicle characterized by the most advantageous dynamic stability. 
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1. Introduction 

In the last years increasing use of unmanned ground vehicle (platform). The increase in use caused by better 
operating parameters compared with other construction solutions such as skid steer system. Details on research of 
basic systems in platforms with skid steer system are described in [5, 6, 7]. The advantages of platforms with 
articulated steering system are simple construction, high ability to copy terrain, high maneuverability, low 
turning resistance and low power consumption. However, a significant drawback of these platforms is their 
stability. Comparison of stability platform with articulated steering system and skid steer system are described in 
the [3, 4]. Moreover, there are lots of publications [1, 2] a defining influence of parameters such as the position 
of turn joint and oscillation joint or cargo placement on the stability of platforms with articulated steering system. 
However, these studies refer only to the static stability. This means that these studies did not indicate the impact 
of these parameters on the stability of the platform when moving. A similar problem also concerns articulated 
building machines such as loaders and dumpers. For these machines also mainly performed are static tests more 
fully described in [11] Moreover, in [11] it was attempt to develop a method for research of dynamic stability 
these type machine. Nevertheless, due to significant differences in both the structure, overall dimensions as well 
as operating conditions causing that they cannot directly implement these methods for research of dynamic 
stability articulated platforms. Is required that make attempt to identify the research method of dynamic stability 
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articulated platforms. The developed method should allow to define influence of parameters such as mass 
distribution or position of the basic elements and cargos on the dynamic stability. 

2. Structures of articulated platforms 

In order to determine the effect of referred parameters on dynamic stability created three structures platforms 
articulated. It was assumed that each of created structure must consist of the same basic elements and cargo. As 
basic elements adopted: power unit, drive system, fuel tank and hydraulic oil, tires and wheels, and elements of 
the steering system. Moreover, cargo takes the form of equipment for eight persons and his maximal weight is 
equal 240 kg. Furthermore, been assumed that the weight of the cargo can be split into parts with a mass of 20 kg 
with dimensions 450 mm x 360 mm x 160 mm. 

First from created structures reminds own construction solution applied in the scrapers. It equipped with a 
joint turn located directly on the front axle at a height of 600 mm above the ground, which provides a maximum 
turn angle of the frame equal to 90°. In addition to this front and rear section of platform are interconnected by an 
oscillation joint. This allows to unlimited oscillation section of platform to each other. Moreover, this structure is 
equipped with a drive system consisting of the four wheels independently driven. Except that, in front section is 
placed drive unit while in rear section is located cargo space. Adopted the distribution of the basic components 
results that mass of the front section is equal 220 kg. The combined center of gravity front section is located at a 
height of 500 mm above the ground at a distance of 80 mm behind the front axle. The mass of the rear section is 
equal 100 kg and its combined center of gravity is located at a height of 470 mm above the ground at a distance 
of 240 mm before of rear axle. however, the center of gravity cargo is located at a height of about 510 mm above 
the ground at a distance of 370 mm before rear axle (Fig. 1). This means that the total weight of the platform 
without load is equal to about 320 kg, and with a cargo of 560 kg. 

 
a) b)  

 

Fig. 1. Scheme of structures four-wheeled platform a) view from top, b) view from side: Gc –center of gravity front section of 
platform, Gr – center of gravity rear section of platform, Gc – center of gravity cargo, kri – radial stiffness coefficient of tires, 

cri – radial damping coefficient of tires, kli – lateral stiffness coefficient of tires, cli – lateral damping coefficient of tires,  
1 – locations of basic components, 2 – location of space cargo. 

The second structure is six wheels. Compared to the first structure in the position of the rear axle inserted 
bogie. Furthermore, it has changed the distribution of mass. Adopted that the drive unit is placed in rear section 
and a cargo space was split between front and rear section. Such a distribution of basic elements causes that the 
mass of the front section is equal 130 kg. the Combined center of gravity front section is 150 mm behind the 
front axle at a height of 340 mm above ground. However, mass of rear section is equal 230kg and his combined 
center of gravity is 60 mm before the rotation axis of bogie at a height of 450 mm above ground. In addition, the 
mass of the cargo attributable to a front section is equal 80 kg and his combined center of gravity is located in 
distance of 130 mm before of front axle at a height of 550 mm above ground. Whereas weight of cargo 
attributable to the rear section is equal 160 kg and its center of gravity is positioned at a distance of 420 mm 
behind the rotation axis of bogie at a height of 760 mm above the ground (Fig. 2). Mass this structure of platform 
is 360 kg without cargo and 600 kg with cargo. 
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a)  

 

b)   
 
 
 

 

Fig. 2. Scheme of structures six-wheeled platform a) view from top, b) view from side: Gc –center of gravity front section of 
platform, Gr – center of gravity rear section of platform, Gc – center of gravity cargo, Gfc – center of gravity cargo in front 

section, Grc – center of gravity cargo in rear section kri – radial stiffness coefficient of tires, cri – radial damping coefficient of 
tires, kli – lateral stiffness coefficient of tires n, cli – lateral damping coefficient of tires, 1 – locations of basic components,  

2 – locations of space cargo  

The last third structure of platform is significantly different from the others. First substantial change is 
increasing the number of wheels in the front section. In addition, couples of wheels in side connected in boogie. 
Another important change is the position of the joint turn with integrated oscillation joint. The joint turn is 
located  
700 mm behind the axle rotation of front bogie at a height of 400 mm above the ground. Furthermore, was 
lowered to 45 ° a maximum value of turn angle for this structure. Moreover, an oscillation joint is integrated 
with a turn joint and a front section. The third significant change is the weight distribution. These mean that 
position of base elements and their local centers of gravity also will change. It has been assumed so that in the 
front section is located, the drive unit and the hydraulic oil tank, while in the back section is positioned fuel tank. 
In addition, it is assumed that the cargo space is split between the front and rear section of platform (Fig. 3).  

In created structure the weight of front section is equal 260 kg. Moreover, the combined center of gravity 
front section is located at a height of 680 mm above the ground at a distance of 290 mm behind the rotation axis 
of front bogie. In additional, weight of rear section of created structure is equal 140 kg. The combined center of 
gravity rear section is 40 mm behind the rotation axis of rear bogie and at a height of 470 mm above the ground. 
In created structure the weight of cargo on a front section is 60 kg. Its center of gravity is located at a distance of 
490 mm in front of the rotation axis of front bogie at a height of 600 mm above the ground. 
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b)  

 

Fig. 3. Scheme of structures eight-wheeled platform a) view from top, b) view from side: Gc –center of gravity front section of 
platform, Gr – center of gravity rear section of platform, Gc – center of gravity cargo, Gfc – center of gravity cargo in front 

section, Grc – center of gravity cargo in reart section kri – radial stiffness coefficient of tires, cri – radial damping coefficient 
of tires, kli – lateral stiffness coefficient of tires n, cli – lateral damping coefficient of tires, 1 – locations of basic components, 

2 – locations of space cargo. 

Furthermore, weight of the cargo on the rear section is equal to 180 kg. the center of gravity cargo on the rear 
section is located at a height of 600 mm at a distance of 130 mm before the rotation axis of rear bogie. Weight of 
created platform structure is 400 kg without cargo and 600 kg with cargo. 

3. Simulation models created structures of articulated platforms 

In the order perform models of created structures platforms articulated was used software for modelling 
multibody systems MSC. Adams. Performed models of structures started off create a model of pneumatic 
wheels. Model pneumatic wheels are made on the basis of the existing literature [8, 9]. Created model is 
comprised of a finite number of spheres with an adopted diameter. The spheres are connected with the wheel rim 
by using stiffness-damping elements in the radial and transverse. The coefficients of the radial and transverse 
elasticity were determined on the basis of data given by the tire manufacturer, and from the relation described in 
[10]: 

 
 (1) 

where: kr - radial stiffness coefficient of tires, Po - nominal load of tire, fn - nominal deflection of the tire 
expressed in equation: 

 
 

(2) 

where: P - the maximum permissible load on the tire, po - nominal pressure in the tire, r - radius of curvature of 
the tread, D - diameter of the outer tire. 

In the next step based on [1], estimated value of the lateral stiffness coefficient: 

 
 (3) 

Where: kl - lateral stiffness coefficient of tires, k - coefficient of resistance tires to drift side equal to:  = 
5.7· , 
 rD - radius of deformation tire. 

Then based on [10] was determined value of radial and lateral damping coefficient tire according to the 
formula: 

  (4) 

where: cr,l - radial and lateral damping coefficient of tires, ξ - dimensionless damping coefficient, T - time 
constant defined relationship: 
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where: cp - radial and lateral damping coefficient of tires, ξ - dimensionless damping coefficient, T - time 
constant defined relationship: 

 
 

(6) 

where: m - load on single wheel of the platform structure. 
In addition, to the model it was assumed that the weight of the basic elements and cargo would be treated as 

concentrated points, whose position is dependent on the structure of the platform. Moreover, was assumed that 
the combined centres of gravity basic elements and cargo are rigidly connected to the main frame of the model. 
Furthermore, was assumed that the turn joint and oscillation joint are position is dependent on the structure of the 
platform. The ground on which the model moves is non-deformable. Created in MSC. Adams model of eight -
wheels platform is presented on figure 4. 
 

Fig. 4. Model of eight-wheels structures of articulated platform created in MSC. Adams. 

4. Methodology of research dynamic stability 

Development of research methodology of dynamic stability began with an analysis of existing tests. For the 
analysis adopted tests of dynamic stability of the cars and trucks, construction machines with articulated steering 
system and military vehicles [11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. Following this analysis assumes that the most effective method 
for determining the dynamic stability is a test of constant velocity. This test are subjected cars and trucks, some 
construction machines and military vehicles. In this test measured is value of lateral acceleration. According to 
the standards of a car should be stable with the lateral acceleration equal to 0.2g. Whereas for trucks the value of 
this parameter cannot be less than 0.4g. The discussed test can be performed in two ways. In the first of test the 
examine object accelerates to a certain speed and then gradually reduces turning radius until it reaches the limit 
values of lateral acceleration. While in the second test the examined object moving on a trajectory in the shape of 
a circle with a diameter of 30m. When driving gradually increased the speed until the limit values of lateral 
acceleration. However, a significant disadvantage of this test is the possibility of falling of the object to slide 
before reaching required value of lateral acceleration. In view of significant differences in the construction, 
character of work and achieve speeds between platforms and the cars, decided to modernize the methodology of 
the test of constant speed. Modernization started by identifying the type of test. To the research adopted a second 
type of test. However, in this test was changed trajectory shape on which examined object are moving. In order 
to accurately determine the influence of selected parameters on dynamic stability adopted two trajectories. 
Adopted trajectories different from each minimum value of the turning radius. In the first trajectory the 
minimum value of turning radius is equal 5 m which corresponds to the radius turning in cars of middle class. 
However, due to requirements of platforms for high maneuverability assumed that in the second trajectory value 
of turning radius is equal 2.5 m which is about half less than in the first trajectory. In order to ensure of 
examined object, the gradual acceleration it assumed that the first part of the trajectory must be a straight line 
with a length of not less than 50m. Moreover, in order to reduce influence of a violent changes in steering angle 
in both trajectories adopted segments in the shape of a spiral of decreasing radius. The final stage of both 
trajectory is a circle with an adopted value of turning radius. An exemplary trajectory is shown in Figure 5.  
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Fig. 5. Basic dimensions of first trajectory. 

Moreover, due to the unavailability of information on required values of lateral acceleration relating to the 
platform articulated, developed own guidelines. Assume that during the study will be determined maximum 
value of speed and lateral acceleration at which the examined object is not lost stability. Loss of stability is 
related to the against removing wheels from ground examined object. This is equivalent to the decrease the value 
of reactions 0kN on wheels. This means that it is necessary to measure the response of the individual wheels. 
Additionally, in order to determine the effect of the position of cargo on dynamic stability research will be 
conducted for the platform with cargo and without cargo. 

In summary prepared research method of dynamic stability is based on movement of the created structures of 
articulated platforms the defined trajectory at a constant speed. In the case of crossing platform for the entire 
trajectory the research must be repeated by increasing the value of speed by 1 km/h. However, in the event of 
rollover platform during the research assumed that the maximum value of speed should be lower about 1 km/h 
than the currently accepted. For maximum speed you should read the obtained values of lateral acceleration and 
reaction on wheels. 

5. Simulations research of dynamic stability articulated platforms 

Simulation research of dynamic stability platform articulated conducted according to the established 
methodology. However, the study also adopted the following guidelines. In order to eliminate the possibility of 
wheel slip under study assumed that the coefficient of traction to the ground is equal to 1. Moreover, it was 
assumed that drive is transmitted simultaneously on all wheels which is consistent with character of the work of 
the hydraulic drive system. Acceleration time has been adjusted so that the test platform has reached a 
predetermined speed before starting the process turning. Sample waveforms of the lateral acceleration and 
reaction to wheels shown in figures 7 and 8. 

  

Fig. 6. Lateral acceleration in rear section of four wheeled articulated platforms while driving on the first trajectory,  
1 - stage of moving straight ahead – acceleration, 2 - stage of increasing steering angle - constant driving speed, 3 - stage of 

maintaining constant steering angle - constant driving speed. 
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a) 

b)  

Fig. 7. Value of reaction on wheels of four wheeled articulated UGV while driving on the first trajectory, a) reaction of front 
section, b) reaction of rear section, 1 - stage of moving straight ahead – acceleration, 2 - stage of increasing steering angle 

- constant driving speed, 3 - stage of maintaining constant steering angle - constant driving speed. 

On the presented diagrams marked the three stages of the performed research. In the first stage of examined 
object moves along a straight line gradually increasing its speed. This can be seen on the graphs presented as the 
values of the measured variables are subject to minor changes. The occurrence of a change of reaction to wheels 
it exerted by start of acceleration process. In the second stage, after reached a required value of speed platform, 
is gradually increase of angle of turn. In the chart lateral acceleration is shown by the gradual increase in the 
value. While the graphs of reaction on wheels this is shown through a gradual increase the load of outer wheel 
and reducing load of the inner wheel. The last third step of maintaining a constant angle of turn is shown by 
stabilizing the measured variables. On the received waveform depicted in the charts also shows influence of 
cargo on values measured variables. The value of lateral acceleration is greater than the value obtained for the 
platform unloaded in second and third stage of research. Also shows a differential in value of reaction on the 
wheels in all stages. Moreover, it can be seen that the value of the reaction the inner wheel is reduced to nearly 
the same level as the platform without cargo. This value of the reaction on wheel say about the fact that a further 
increase in speed can result in detachment of the wheel from the ground which is equivalent to the loss of 
stability. n the figures 8 and 9 show the obtained values of the maximum speed and the lateral acceleration 
created structures. 

 

1 2 

3 

1 2 3 
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Fig. 8. Maximum value of speed created structures of platforms a) driving on first trajectory, 
 b) driving on second trajectory. 

   

Fig. 8. Maximum value of lateral acceleration created structures of platforms a) driving on first trajectory,  
b) driving on second trajectory. 

When comparing the values obtained for each trajectory it is evident that the values obtained from research 
performed on the second trajectory are much lower. This is due to higher value of turn angle in the second 
trajectory. Furthermore, the results show that the location of cargo has a significant influence on the dynamic 
stability. However, the impact is different for each of the structures. In the four- wheeled structure adding cargo 
increases the measured variables in the structure of their reduction six- wheeled. However, in the structure eight-
wheeled not affect the resulting value. This means that the location of the load is one of the decisive parameters 
determining the dynamic stability. From the obtained value of the lateral acceleration it is apparent that each of 
the structures reaches a value higher than 0.4 g. Assuming that 10% slope of the land is tantamount to forcing the 
lateral reaching 0.1g. It was found that the created structures should be able to move around the 30% slopes of 
the stability reserve equal to at least 0.1 g. Furthermore, the results show that the highest vehicle speed and the 
lateral acceleration is characterized by a six-wheeled structure. 

Conclusion 

Based on results made simulation research it was found that the weight distribution and the structure types of 
articulated platforms has a significant influence on the dynamic stability. This is particularly noticeable through a 
variable value of maximum speed and lateral acceleration for each of created structures. The differences between 
the values obtained may also derive from different levels of maneuverability determined by the position of 
steering system components. Each of created structures was characterized by a different value of turn angle when 
moving along the same trajectory. Through that appears is the relationship that the higher value turning angle the 
lower value speed and lateral acceleration. Moreover, the made research shows that the location of cargo also 
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influences the dynamic stability. Location of cargo may improve, worsen or have no effect on the value of 
parameters analyzed.  

In summary described research method enables to define influence of parameters such as the position of the 
steering system components, weight distribution and location of cargo on the dynamic stability of the articulated 
platform. Moreover, from made simulation research the most favorable dynamic stability characterized by a four-
wheeled structure. This structure is characterized by the highest values of speed and lateral acceleration when 
moving along trajectories. It should be noted that the described method does not take into account the effect of 
the slope of the terrain which significantly can affect the results. This means that further research should be 
developed a method of determining dynamic stability in areas of different slope. 
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Abstract 

Continuous aspiration to improve the intuitive control of manipulators with hydrostatic drive systems has become the basis 
for researches of many authors. In most cases this type of control is being accomplished thanks to the usage of specially 
shaped lever mechanism which are capable of copying and tracking the operator’s hand movements. The following article 
present one such system based on recreating the scaled version of the controlled manipulator. During the development of the 
intuitive control system, there has been a number of issues which needed to be resolved in order to achieve a desired control 
accuracy. The following paper present selected issues and steps taken in order to address them.  
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1. Introduction 

The diversity of currently emerging structures of manipulators are a result of ever newer challenges posed by 
man. Apart from the industrial manipulators performing strictly programmed tasks, the remaining structures are 
controlled directly by the operator. Taking into account the complexity of current manipulator structures, the 
conventional manner of their control becomes very unintuitive, especially for inexperienced operators. Therefore, 
there is a lot of stress being put on improving control efficiency by utilizing dedicated controllers making use of 
the natural psycho-physical abilities of the human body. Most of the currently available solutions are based on 
lever mechanisms which aim to project the operator’s hand position onto controlled machine’s sections 
[1,2,3,4,5,6]. With this approach, the operator’s task is reduced to positioning and orientating the tip of the 
manipulator which greatly relieves him mentally and physically and also improves the accuracy and speed of the 
conducted  task. Such solutions are being introduced in backhoe excavators, medical robots, casting 
manipulators, mobile robots and anthropomorphic manipulators. One of the fastest growing areas of application 
for these control systems are the hydraulically driven manipulators [7,8]. Their significant load capacity which 
can exceed 100 kg and their reach of more than 4 m make them hard to control using traditional means. 
Additionally, they are most often teleoperated as part of high mobility unmanned ground platforms 
[9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16]. Within those systems, the hydraulically driven manipulators may serve additional 
purposes. For example, because of an unknown terrain structure [17,18,19], they sometimes may be used  as 
means of improving platform’s stability [20,21]. In such a scenario the intuitive control system’s task is to 
translate slight operator’s hand movements onto significant translations of the manipulator’s actuators. To date 
there has been a number of scientific papers describing different kinematic structures of intuitive controllers in 
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terms of their ergonomics and hand copying capabilities. Unfortunately, there is no data regarding the accuracy 
they provide when interacting with manipulation, real world objects and the issues needed to be addressed in 
order to increase it. The following paper identifies and addresses several of the issues face when trying to 
develop an intuitive control system for a hydrostatically driven manipulator.  

2. Selected issues 

In order to achieve a properly functioning intuitive control system, it’s crucial to accurately follow the control 
signals by the controlled machine. In order to generate said signals, a series of linkage mechanisms need to be 
carefully configured in order to achieve the highest position accuracy within the special ranges achieved by the 
operator’s hand. Most often they take form of scaled down kinematics of the controlled manipulator. In such 
a scenario, the changes in the measured angles between the various controller’s sections are converted into 
control signals for the hydraulic cylinders. The omission of a nonlinear relationship between the movement of 
the actuators and the change in the rotation angles occurring in this case, leads to a decrease of movement 
accuracy of the working tool manipulator. Another problem which must be tackled is the time delay between the 
control signal generation and controlled manipulator’s response. Controlling the movements of these types of 
manipulators involves the movement of large masses. This in turn results in the formation of significant dynamic 
loads in the initial and final phases of movement. Therefore, high copying speeds of the operator’s movements 
are not desirable and careful tuning of this parameter should be made based on a compromise between the speed 
and movement stability. Frequently, during the implementation of intuitive control systems it’s desired to 
eliminate the displacement error. This, however may lead to constant movements of the hydraulic cylinders 
around the target value. This phenomena may also be a result of tremors of the human hand, which indirectly 
generates a control signal, or the accuracy of displacement sensors. All of said error sources will cause actuator’s 
displacement fluctuations because of a zero deadband. The amplitude of these fluctuations is further increased 
because of the fact, that slight movements of the linkage mechanism generate significant movements commands 
for hydraulic cylinders, which in turn limit the control capabilities of the manipulator.  

3. Tested manipulator 

The study was conducted using a manipulator from the EOD / IED support robot [22]. It has a serial-parallel 
kinematic structure with 6 degrees of freedom and a hydrostatic drive system (Figure 1). The manipulator 
consists of: a turntable, boom, the long and the short arm and a rotating gripper. The ability to simultaneously 
control multiple actuators was carried out using load sensing principle. In the examined solution, the control of 
hydraulic oil flow volume and direction, is being achieved using a Danfoss PVG32 hydraulic distributor with 
proportional PVED-CC electromagnetic valves using CAN bus for communication. In order to measure the 
displacement of individual pistons inside hydraulic cylinders, analog distance measuring sensors had been used. 
Their accuracy is of 0.1% of the 1250 mm measuring range. 

 
a) b) 

 

 

Fig. 1. (a) tested manipulator; (b) kinematic structure of the tested manipulator. 
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4. Controller’s structure 

The controller’s structure is lever based, which allows to copy and track each individual manipulator section. 
It has been designed and developed using Catia V5 development software. The structure of the mechanism 
reflects the scaled kinematics of the controlled manipulator (fig. 3). The controller’s size has been scaled down 
tenfold in relation to the controlled object. This value has been chosen for ergonomic reasons, allowing the 
controller to remain inside the operational area of a human hand (fig. 4). During the development of the 
controller’s structure a special handle has been created which not only allows the operator to easily drive the 
work tools into a desired position but additionally, he’s give the ability to set the desired kinematic configuration 
using that same hand, if needed. The entire structure of the model has been implemented using 3D printing with 
an ABS material. This approach has made it possible to reduce the costs associated with the construction of this 
mechanism. Rotation sensors user for the controller consisted of single turn 14 bit absolute encoders using CAN 
bus and a single analog length sensor with a measurement range of 1250 mm, used to register the position of the 
long arm. 
 
a) b) 

  

Fig. 3. (a) controller’s mechanism’s 3D model; (b) finial controller’s mechanism. 

a) b) 

  

Fig. 4. (a) 3D model of the controller’s manipulation area; (b) controller’s manipulation in progress. 

5. Control system 

The developed intuitive control system consists of two main components: the hardware platform and the 
software control algorithms. It’s crucial to provide enough computing power and appropriate communication 
interfaces for the software side to be able to run smoothly while maintaining minimal costs so that using the 
developed solution may be economically justifiable. From the software side however, it’s important to make use 
of specific functions and resources made available by selected hardware. Thus, creating a control system capable 
of computing “real time” control signals for intuitive control of a hydraulically driven manipulator has to take 
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both elements into account. The developed solutions runs in an industrial PLC which accepts a wide range of 
power voltages (9-36V), utilizes two independent CAN bused for communication and has an IP54 casing. All of 
the mentioned characteristics make it an appropriate choice for industrial applications. Additionally, it’s 
equipped with 16MB of flash memory which was used for event logging purposes and storing position maps for 
the manipulator’s sections. The control system consists of smaller sub system for managing CAN 
communication, reading input data both locally and from the network, conversion of acquired data into human-
friendly format, controlling the deviation regulators and encapsulation of control data into a J1939 protocol for 
hydraulic control of PVG valves. The available 16bit ADC and configurable measuring ranges allow to register 
local input data with the same accuracy as the sensors provide, thus taking full advantage of the hardware 
configuration of the intuitive control system. Stress test have shown that the developed control system is capable 
of calculating speed data at the time of 2ms. Additional delay from CAN based sensor communication increases 
it to 7ms.  

6. Results 

To assess the impact each of the defined issues has on the accuracy of controlling a hydrostatically driven 
manipulator, a series of tests has been carried out. First one tackled the error value resulting from a 
simplification of the control systems software algorithms, which were linearizing the relation between angles of 
rotation of manipulator’s sections and their corresponding hydraulic actuators translations. Research has shown 
that, in the example of the tested manipulator, the maximum difference between the required angle and that set 
by the control system was approx. 80 for the boom section (fig. 5). This deviation alone was able to offset the 
horizontal component of the work tool’s position by approx. 200 mm. Additionally; this error has not created 
major deviations for the vertical component of the work tools position. When analyzing the linearization impact 
on the position of the short arm it has been calculated, that the difference of angles desired and achieved was 
approx. 50 (fig. 6), which was generating the horizontal deviation of 30 mm and vertical deviation of 50 mm. The 
last section tackled was that of the work tool’s rotation. In this case, di difference was approx. 90 (fig. 7), which 
was not only marginally influencing the work tool’s position in an absolute coordinate system, when compared 
to other sections. During testing, there had been voltage fluctuation registered for the analog position sensors. 
While these were not influencing the calculation of the actual manipulator’s configuration, they were 
problematic for the controller, as were generating tenfold fluctuations of the control system (the initial phase of 
movement registered in fig. 8).   

 

Fig. 5. The characteristic of the boom cylinder’s piston displacement in relation to its desired angle. 
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Fig. 6. The characteristic of the short arm cylinder’s piston displacement in relation to its desired angle. 

 

Fig. 7. The characteristic of the toll rotation cylinder’s piston displacement in relation to its desired angle. 
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Fig. 8. Time function of vertical displacement of manipulator’s tool position and pressure of hydraulic cylinders.  

Further studies were aimed at tackling the issue of time delay between the operator’s hand movement and the 
manipulator’s section movement. Figure 9 illustrates the transition of the long arm actuator’s piston in response 
to a corresponding movement of the lever mechanism. Data shows that the delay in manipulator’s movement is 
approx. 1 s. The designated value of the delay is mainly the result of a subjective assessment of the motion’s 
stability as well as the fluctuations of the measured values. They were the main reason for the introduction of 
deadzones for each of the section. On one hand, this procedure has helped to mitigate or eliminate completely 
(depending on the deadzone’s value) the desired position’s oscillations. On the other hand, it resulted in an 
increase in time delay which was affecting the initial phase of movement, leading to an increased time delay.  

After conducting preliminary research and analysis which helped to choose the most appropriate deadzone 
values, final tests had been conducted. Their initial stage focused on registering a selected movement of the 
controller which was later on recreated numerous times by the control system with the manipulator’s response 
and actuator’s pressure values being measured every time (fig. 8). The recorded movement involved controlling 
the boom and the long arm with the rest of the sections being locked at a set position (fig. 10). Research has 
shown that the work tool’s position during movement is oscillating around the designated position with an 
acceptable amplitude. The difference in position values during the initial movement phase are the result of the 
boom’s deadzone values. However, after the manipulator starts moving, the maximum vertical deviations from 
the desired path are approx. 80 mm with the designated position being missed by an average of approx. 60 mm. 
The registered oscillations during movement were a result of different reaction times of the hydraulic cylinders 
due to the load sensing method of control of the PVG32.  
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Fig. 9. Time function of the long arm cylinder’s piston displacement and the overdrive of its corresponding spool valve.  

 

Fig. 10. The characteristic of the manipulator’s tool vertical displacement in relation to its horizontal displacement.  

7. Conclusions 

The study presented in this paper showcases an intuitive control system for hydrostatically driven 
manipulators.  On its basis, a selected set of issues has been described which influence the manipulator’s effector 
control accuracy. First one has shown, that using linearization od relations between angles and actuator 
translation may lead to significant deviations of the outputted effector’s position. In the example presented here, 
these errors were reaching levels of approx. 200 mm in offshoot from the desired vertical position. Another 
aspect which needs to be taken into account is the time delay value of the entire control and drive system. It has 
been assumed that a stable and thus safe effector’s trajectory is more important than the system’s reaction time. 
That is why, on the basis of research carried out it has been proposed that the acceptable level of delay between 
the controller’s and the manipulator’s movements may be up to 1 s. This value incorporates both the inertia of the 
hydraulic system as well as the time it takes to calculate control command for the PVG32. When developing a 
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controller for a hydrostatically driven manipulator, especially that of an industrial kind, one should take into 
account the possibility of sensor data fluctuations which may influence the output signal quite a bit. Introducing 
deadzones for sensor data may mitigate this problem but it increases the time delay of the entire system and in 
extreme cases may lead to control accuracy degradation. The presented control method allows reaching an 
acceptable level of control accuracy of a hydrostatically driven manipulator and time delay of the control system. 
However, further work on introducing additional subsystems and sub routines on the control system’s software 
side will improve both of these parameters. As of the time of writing, the achieved error in vertical displacement 
of a 4m long, hydrostatically driven manipulator was approx. 80 mm.  

Further work on the presented intuitive control system include modifications to the controller’s structure to 
increase its stiffness and incorporate damping nodes. This will help to mitigate fluctuations of registered data and 
make movements easier to repeat. It will also allow to filter out operator’s hand shaking during the tasks of 
minting the desired position. Additionally, a series of software tweaks will be introduced to increase system’s 
response time and achieve higher travel speed while maintaining the same level of control and safety.    
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Abstract 

During exploitation period concrete is affected by many conditions. They have negative effect on material’s durability. 
Gradual decay of constructions and materials depends on moisture affection and temperature variation. This paper analyzes 
how concrete’s structure affects it’s durability.  
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1. Introduction 

Here Experience of building construction and exploitation, field and laboratory tests shows that gradual 
decay of constructions and materials depends on moisture affection and temperature variation [1] Because of 
capillaries, cracks and pores that appear because of improper consolidation, fluids leak through concrete. 
Because of freeze-thaw cycles that take place during exploitation period, conduction channels may appear. 
During these cycles fluids in concrete become solids, change their volume and appear forces, damaging concrete 
from the inside. Concrete’s durability depends on how much aggressive material’s can penetrate into it and how 
much damage they can do. Permeability depends on porosity and pore connections. The more open pores are, the 
more vulnerable to environmental conditions material is.  

Concrete bridge pavements, if they are in cold regions, are affected not only by freeze, but also by sea or 
ocean tides, which water contains chlorides, sulphates and other aggressive materials. On winter, in order to have 
functional and safe pavement, they are sprinkled with de-icing salts which also have negative effects.  

2. Investigation of concrete structure  

Concrete’s structural characteristics can be seen from its structural indicators. The main structural 
characteristic is porosity. Concrete’s structural characteristics are: effective porosity, total porosity, porous space 
reserve, relative pore and capillary wall thickness, structural singleness distortion rate. Effective porosity 
describes the pore cavity, which during the test is filled with water. Total porosity describes the pore and 
capillary cavity in specimen. Porous space reserve is the space, which is not filled with water in the beginning, 
but during the test slowly fills in. Compositions of concrete cubes [3] tested in laboratory, are presented in 
Table.1. [1] 
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     Table 1. Composition of investigated concrete cubes 

 
 

Concrete cubes were hardened in accordance with the requirements, specified in LST EN 12390-2:2003. 28 
days cubes were kept in water in constant temperature.  

For measuring water penetration into concrete cubes a following system was constructed. There was a vessel, 
where dry and weighed before cubes were placed in. After that, the vessel was closed, air from it was taken out 
and vacuum created. Cubes were left in vacuum for an hour and then water was made to flow into the vessel, 
until it reached concrete surface from the below or until cubes were all in the water, that depended on the test, 
that was made. After some time vessel was opened and cubes weighed in the moist state. Also there were made 
similar tests, just not in the vacuum, but in the natural conditions.  

After tests concrete’s structural indicators were calculated according to the following formulas. [2] 
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where: WE – effective porosity, %; m0 – weight of dry specimen, g; m1 – weight of moist specimen, soaked in 
natural conditions, g; V – volume of specimen, determined after test of absorption in vacuum, cm3; WR – total 
porosity %; m4 – weight of moist specimen, soaked in vacuum, g; R – porous space reserve, %; D – relative pore 
and capillary wall thickness, %; hmax – maximum value of moisture capillary rise, mm; hmin – minimum value of 
moisture capillary rise, mm; N – degree of structural heterogeneity, units. 

Calculated values of structural indicators are shown in Fig.1. [1] 
 

 

Fig.1. Values of structural indicators of investigated concrete cubes 
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Test results showed that structural specimen indicators depend on concrete’s composition. The more 
composition contains large aggregates and water, and the less small aggregates and cement, the bigger concrete’s 
porosity and absorption is.  

Since tests showed that water absorption by immersion is not trustworthy parameter to evaluate concrete’s 
durability issues such as carbonization and chloride migration, and the immersion test shows total porosity, but 
not permeability, which is more important in these cases [5], only concrete’s resistance to freeze-thaw cycles 
will be reviewed. 

3. Forecasted freeze resistance 

In order to evaluate forecasted freeze resistance, capillary mass speed is calculated. 

         (6) 

where: g1 – capillary mass speed in normal conditions, g/cm2·h; m2 – mass of the specimen, after 30 minutes 
capillary immersion in normal conditions parallel to freezing direction, g; S1 – beneficial specimen’ surface area 
parallel to freezing direction, cm2. 

          (7) 

where: G1 – capillary mass speed in vacuum, g/cm2·h; m3 – mass of the specimen, after 30 minutes capillary 
immersion in vacuum parallel to freezing direction g; S2 – beneficial specimen’ surface area parallel to freezing 
direction, cm2. 

          (8) 

where: G2 – capillary mass speed in vacuum perpendicular to freezing direction, g/cm2 ·h; m5 – mass of the 
specimen, after 30 minutes capillary immersion in vacuum perpendicular to freezing direction, g; S3 – beneficial 
specimen’ surface area perpendicular to freezing direction, cm2. 

The smaller capillary mass speeds are, the less specimens soaks in with water. That means that operational 
freeze resistance should be bigger.  [6]  

       (9) 

where: FRE – forecasted operational freeze resistance, cycle quantity. 
Since in this work capillary mass speed were not tested and calculated, in following calculations would be 

agreed that they are equal to one. 

         (10) 

Calculated forecasted operational freeze resistance values (FRE) are shown in Fig.2: 
 

 

Fig.2. average forecasted operational freeze resistance values 
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From diagram and calculations it is seen that, while not evaluating capillary mass speed, concrete’s resistance 
to freeze depends directly on its capillary and pore wall thickness and porous space reserve. The bigger these 
indicators are, the more resistant to freeze concrete is.  

Other studies have proved that plasticizers have positive effects on concrete’s durability. [4] Although in this 
paper calculated average forecasted operational freeze resistance for D3 specimens is shorter than for analogical 
D2 specimens with plasticizers, as long as capillary mass speeds were not calculated and only their comparative 
values were used, it would be inaccurate to make conclusions about influence of plasticizers for concrete’s 
durability.  

Conclusions 

1.  Concrete resistance to freeze depends directly on its capillary and pore wall thickness and porous space 
reserve. When porous space reserve increased by app. 16% and capillary and pore wall thickness increased 
by app. 25%, quantity of freeze cycles that concrete resists to increased by app. 109%. 

2. Usage of plasticizers affects moisture motion in concretes with the same composition, comparing with 
concrete without them.  
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Abstract 

Fire power, protection and mobility are the main capabilities of the military vehicles. Fire power and protection 
improvements during a process of a vehicle modernization are current trends in construction of the military vehicles. All this 
improvements bring a weight increasing and negatively influence vehicle mobility. Vehicle capability of movement 
influences the vehicle survivability in the battle field, too. From this point of view, an analysis of a vehicle mobility, load of 
the main vehicle undercarriage parts and influence on the crew should be a part of the vehicle modernization process. 
Simulating technologies are suitable manner for mentioned purpose. The paper is focus on the modelling and simulation of 
the steering axle of a military truck. The analysis is focus on the load of the main parts and mechanism behavior during the 
vehicle movement. A multibody software MSC Adams was used for the model development and simulations. 
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1. Introduction 

Fire power, protection and mobility are the main capabilities of the military vehicles. Weight reserve and 
modernization capability are the next requirements typical for military vehicles. Military expects life cycle of 
military vehicles about 20 – 30 years. It means that the vehicles have to enable vehicle updates and technology 
exchange. Protection improvements against mines and IEDs (improvise explosive device) during a process of a 
vehicle modernization are current trends in construction of the military vehicles. Utilization of the additive armor 
and slat armor are nowadays trends in vehicle protection. All improvements of the vehicle protection bring a vehicle 
weight increasing. Weight increasing negatively influences vehicle maneuverability, tactical and strategical mobility 
and a load of main parts of a vehicle (body, undercarriage, suspension, steering mechanism, axles, gearbox, wheels). 
Improvements of the vehicle protection must follow an analysis of a vehicle mobility change, because vehicle 
movement capability influences the it´s survivability in the battle field, too. Analysis of the vehicle maneuvering 
should be included in a development process of a new vehicle and in a modernization process, too. 

Utilization of high performance computers with special simulating software support (simulating technologies) 
is current trend in construction of mechanical parts, mechanical groups, various mechanisms and vehicles, too. 
Simulating technologies can be effectively utilized in assessing, evaluating and comparison of basic vehicle 
capabilities, too. The main general advantage of simulation technologies are: 

 Time reduction – design, development and testing processes, 
 Optimization of vehicle manufacturing – précising of manufacturing technology and material saving, 
 Analysis and testing of various variants of product, 
 Expenses saving. 
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From military point of view we can find next main advantages of this manner: 

 Testing area and conditions are the same for all tested vehicles – analysis is not fixed on the particular place, 
 Possibility of various operational vehicle conditions and it´s in-service behavior – movement of overloaded 

vehicle, drive with damaged wheel, 
 Analysis of maneuvering of different vehicle modifications – movement with different weapon station, 

vehicle behavior with additive armour – beneficial during the vehicle modernization, 
 Development of vehicle mobility, survivability and reliability capabilities. 

FEM (Finite Element Method) was in the beginnings of the utilization of the CAD (Computer Aided Design) 
technologies. Huge computational time and hardware requirements were the main drawbacks of this tool. 
Utilization of the MBD (MultiBody Dynamics) software enabled to shorten the computational time and bring 
another more effective computational solution. 

On the other side simulating technologies have some disadvantages, too. Credibility of this manner can be one 
of the first drawback. No one believes outputs from simulations without experimental verification, yet every one 
believe experimental data without it´s validation. Input data is the next main drawback of this tool. The core of 
this key point is insufficient data or lack of them. During the model creation are taking into account some 
simplification, which can influence the overall outcomes of the simulations. 

Simulation technologies are highly utilized for several years. People who work with this tool are more 
experienced and softwares are more sophisticated than in the beginning. The mass utilization of simulating 
technologies and experience improvement gradually decrease mentioned the main drawbacks. 

Demonstration of the utilization of simulating technologies (mathematic model development) for the analysis 
of the military truck steering axle is a purpose of this paper. A multibody dynamics software MSC. Adams was 
utilized for model of the steering axle development, for simulation and analysis. 

As the world's most famous and widely used Multibody Dynamics (MBD) software, Adams improves 
engineering efficiency and reduces product development costs by enabling early system-level design validation. 
Engineers can evaluate and manage the complex interactions between disciplines including motion, structures, 
actuation, and controls to better optimize product designs for performance, safety, and comfort. Along with 
extensive analysis capabilities, Adams is optimized for large-scale problems, taking advantage of high 
performance computing environments. [1] 

For dynamics vehicle development and testing MSC offers module ADAMS/Car. With Adams/Car 
engineering teams can build and test functional virtual prototypes of complete vehicles and vehicle subsystems. 
Working in the Adams vehicle environment, automotive engineering teams can exercise their vehicle designs 
under various road conditions, performing the same tests they normally run in a test lab or on a test track, but in a 
fraction of time. [2] 

2. Mathematics model of the selected vehicle 

I have selected Czech military off-road truck Tatra T-810 for application of simulating technology on the 
analysis of the steering mechanism. The vehicle Tatra T-810 you can see in the Figure 1. 

 

  

Fig. 1. Tatra T-810 truck – left basic version [3], right armoured version [4]. 
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2.1. Basic vehicle description 

Acquisition the vehicles Tatra T-810 was approved by the Czech government in 2005. The first vehicles of 
Tatra T-810 were delivered to the Army in 2008. This vehicle meets the specific, nowadays requirements 
(constructional and operational) of the Army and the Czech legislature for a period of at least 20 years. Truck 
Tatra T-810 replaced the old legendary Czech Praga V3S truck. The Tatra T-810 is the medium off-road truck 
which meets requirements of high terrain passability, endurance and transportability (airway, seaway and 
railway). [5] 

In the Figure 2 there is shown a front steering axle of the truck Tatra T-810. 
 
 

   

Fig. 2. Front steering axle of the truck Tatra T-810 – left from the front side, right from the back side. 

Basic tactical-technical data of the vehicle are presented in the Table 1. 

         Table 1. Basic tactical technical data of the Tarta T-810 [1, 2]. 

Quantity Value 

Engine Renault DXi7 240 EC-01 

6 cylinders diesel, water cooled 

177 kW 

Gearbox ZF 6S 1000 T0 

12+2 

Maximal speed 106 km/h 

Minimal speed 3,2 km/h 

Tank range 800 km 

Maximal weight 13 t 

Unladen weight 8,5 t 

     - basic version 8,5 t 

     - armoured modification 9,85 t 

Vehicle length 7 365 mm 

Vehicle height 3 300 mm 

Vehicle width 2 550 mm 

Clearance 430 mm 

Fording 120 mm 

Wheels 14,5 R20 

Front suspension wound springs 

Rear suspension leaf springs 

2.2. Model description 

Model development in Adams Car is divided into three stages: template builder, subsystem, assembly. 
Template is determined for the more experienced users. User in this stage can develop whole part or completely 
change the already created template. Template builder serves only for development of the templates, it does not 
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enable running of simulations. Subsystem stage enables creation and editing of the vehicle systems, for example 
suspension system, steering system, chassis, wheels…. Assembly environment enables vehicle completion and 
running of simulations. Subsystem and assembly modes are the standard user interfaces which are determined 
for the basic user. User in this level works with the predefined templates of the basic vehicle parts, he can 
modify them and he can create individual subsystems. Each subsystem is defined by role, which determines its 
function in the vehicle (chassis, propulsion mechanism, track element, sprocket wheel…). Positions and 
dimension can be defined by the hardpoints (which can be edited in standard interface) or by construction frames 
(which ca be edited only in Template builder). Standard user can change position of the hardpoints, he can 
change unlock dimensions and he can change general physical characteristics of the body (weight, moments of 
inertia, central mass point position…). 

Created assembly of the front steering axle consists of the three subsystems: axle with a suspension 
mechanism, steering mechanisms and tires with test rigs. 

Picture of the axle subsystem you can see in the Fig. 3 - left. Axle subsystem consists of next main parts: 
Propelling shaft (1), tube (2), V rod (3), leading rods (4), king bolts (5), springs (6), dampers (7), steering linkage 
(8), steering arm (9), steering swivel arms (10), steering bar (11), hook joints, bumpstops and bushings (bushing 
are used in joints of the main axle hitches). 

 

         

Fig. 3. Subsystems – left front axle subsystem, right steering subsystem. 

The steering subsystem (Fig. 3 - right) consists of next main parts: steering wheel (1), shafts (2), hook joints 
(3), steering box (4) and joint. Gear ratio of the steering box was set up to 18,5. 

Testing rids and tires are the next subsystem and they are one of the main part of the assembly, too. 
Characteristics of the tires, parameters of the other parts and joints and their position are editable – can be 
modified. Parameters of the utilized tires are presented in the Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. Parameters of the tires. 

                      

Fig. 5. Final model of the front steering axle. 

3. Analysis 

Created model and next simulations were used for comparison of the steering load of the standard and 
armoured vehicle. Both models were the same (tires, suspension mechanism, construction) except the initial 
static load of the axle. The parameters of the wound springs and dampers are presented in the Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6. Suspension characteristics. 

3.1. Proceeded simulations 

Maximal vertical movement of the wheels was set up to 75 mm, maximal rotation of the steering wheel was 7 
RAD (in both directions). Simulation process was divided into basic 6 parts: 

 A – left and right wheel are in steady position, steering wheel rotation is defined by curve (Fig. 7), 
 B – left and right wheels move simultaneously according to curve (Fig. 7), steering wheel is turned left 

(7 RAD),  
 C – left and right wheels move simultaneously according to curve (Fig. 7), steering wheel is turned right 

(-7 RAD), 
 D – left and right wheels move oppositely according to curves (Fig. 7), steering wheel is turned left 

(7 RAD), 
 E – left and right wheels move oppositely according to curves (Fig. 7), steering wheel is turned right 

(-7 RAD), 
 F – left and right wheels move oppositely according to curves (Fig. 7), steering wheel rotation is defined 

by curve (Fig. 7). 
 

      

      

Fig. 7. Movements of the main parts during the simulations. 
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3.2. Measured outcomes 

Torque of the steering wheel during the defined vertical wheels movement and during the defined steering 
wheel rotation was the recorded quantity. The other values (displacement, velocity, acceleration, force, torque…) 
of the main assembly parts were recorded, too. These outcomes can be used for the next analysis of the steering 
axle. There is presented examples of the axle behavior during the simulation in the Fig. 8.  

 

                       

Fig. 8. Screenshots from the simulations. 

There are presented the simulations outcomes in the graphical form in the next figures (Fig. 9, Fig. 10). 
 

           

Fig. 9. Steering wheel course – simulations A - C. 
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Fig. 10. Steering wheel course – simulations D - F. 

4. Conclusion 

Increasing of the steering wheel torque of the armoured version of the vehicle was expected and it was proven 
by the simulations. Value of the steering wheel torque influences the overall driver energy endurance. Maximal 
torque of the standard vehicle version (TS), Maximal torque of the armoured vehicle version (TA) and Maximal 
absolute difference of the standard and armoured vehicle torques (Dn) of the each simulation were: 

 simulation A: TS = 26,4 Nm, TA = 30,3 Nm and Dn = 10,8 Nm; 
 simulation B: TS = 41,2 Nm, TA = 51,3 Nm and Dn = 10,2 Nm; 
 simulation C: TS = -111,2 Nm, TA = -142,4 Nm and Dn = 31,2 Nm; 
 simulation D: TS = 36,4 Nm, TA = 41,1 Nm and Dn = 4,7 Nm; 
 simulation E: TS = -90,8 Nm, TA = -106,0 Nm and Dn = 15,2 Nm; 
 simulation F: TS = 26,4 Nm, TA = 36,5 Nm and Dn = 13,8 Nm. 

We can express average magnitude of the difference (Dna) and the increasing of the maximal torque 
proportionally (Dn%): 

 simulation A: Dna = 3,7 Nm, Dn% = 14,6 %; 
 simulation B: Dna = 4,5 Nm, Dn% = 24,5 %; 
 simulation C: Dna = 14,5 Nm, Dn% = 28,0 %; 
 simulation D: Dna = 3,9 Nm, Dn% = 13,0 %; 
 simulation E: Dna = 10,6 Nm, Dn% = 16,7 %; 
 simulation F: Dna = 3,9 Nm, Dn% = 38,2 %. 

From the courses of the torque outcomes we can find that: 
 Simulation with the steering wheel turned rightward gained the maximal values of the torque (-111,2 
Nm and -90,8 Nm for standard version of vehicle; -142,4 Nm and -106 Nm for armoured version of the 
vehicle). 
 Turning direction of the steering wheel influences the magnitude of the steering wheel torque. We can 
find that the results of the model with turning steering wheel rightward has 3 times higher values than the 
model with turning the steering wheel leftward.  
 Magnitude of the steering wheel torques depends on the relation of the right and left wheel vertical 
movement direction. Steering wheel torque difference of the model with wheels going vertically 
simultaneously has 2 times higher magnitude than the model with opposing vertical wheels movement. 
 Course of the steering wheel torque is not stable during the simulations with fixed position of the 
steering wheel. Steering mechanism kinematics and construction influences this torque change. We can 
find a wheel rotation around vertical vehicle axle during these simulations, too. Wheel rotation around 
vertical vehicle axle during the fixed steering wheel is presented in the Fig. 11.  
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 Maximal vehicle rotation around the vertical vehicle axle was measured during the Analysis C (left and 
right wheels moved simultaneously, steering wheel was turned right). Dispersion of the standard vehicle 
wheels rotation was measured 0,8° for left wheel and 1,8° for right wheel. Dispersion of the armoured 
vehicle wheels rotation was measured 0,9° for left wheel and 1,8° for right wheel. 

Analysis of the load and mechanism behavior of the steering axle of the medium military truck Tatra T-810 
was the purpose of this paper. Simulating multibody dynamics software was selected for the process of the 
analysis. The analysis were focus on the differences of the load of the basic version of the vehicle and armoured 
modification of the vehicle (armoured cab). The analysis of the steering axle and the other parts can be beneficial 
in process of vehicle modification, because common improvements bring weight increasing and driver stress 
increasing, too. Movement in a heavy terrain under the bad weather conditions is typical activity for the military 
vehicles. Protection improvements without analysis of the vehicle movement and load changes can decrease a 
vehicle applicability.  

The next process of the work will be aimed at development of the rear axles of the vehicle Tatra T-810 (axles 
with leaf springs) and development of the complex vehicle model. Analysis of the complex vehicle movement in 
the defined terrain is the target of the further work. 

 

                           

Fig. 11. Courses of the wheel rotation around vertical vehicle axle. 
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Abstract 

Renovation and retrofitting of old buildings is the best way to decrease their huge energy consumption for heating. Applying 
the insulation to the exterior of the façade is best way of insulating the walls. However, for historical buildings or buildings 
with valuable facades interior insulation remains the only feasible post-insulation technique. Applying interior insulation will 
however significantly modify the hygrothermal performance of the wall: the temperature in the masonry wall will decrease 
and also moisture level will increase. In this paper the distribution of temperature and moisture in a masonry wall with 
interior insulation is analyzed. 
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1. Introduction 

Most residents of Lithuania live in various old apartment buildings that were built before 1993. These 
buildings are cold, uneconomical and use a lot of energy for heating. Reducing the energy consumption of 
buildings has become increasingly imperative because of the combined demands of energy security, rising 
energy costs and the need to reduce the environmental damage of energy consumption. Renovation and 
retrofitting of old buildings is the best way to decrease their energy usage. 

The best way of insulating a wall is to apply the insulation to the exterior of the façade. However, many 
buildings cannot be retrofitted with insulation on the exterior for reasons such as historic preservation, valuable 
natural stone or brick-built façade, which heritage appearance must be preserved. In such cases, the only possible 
alternative is an interior insulation of the wall. For people living in cold apartment buildings but disagreeing in 
their communities about all building renovation it is also a good way to live a bit warmer. 

2. Physical processes of retrofitted wall with interior insulation 

Applying interior insulation will however significantly modify the hygrothermal performance of the wall and, 
as a consequence, may induce a risk on interstitial condensation, frost damage, mould growth and other damage 
patterns. Thermal insulation lowers the temperature level in the masonry. It reduces the amount of inside heat 
that reaches the wall construction. On cold winter days the low temperature zone approaches inner surface of 
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wall and it can lead to frost damage. The temperature in the adjoining walls, floors and ceilings also decreases 
and water condensation can appear on inside surfaces. If there is no eligible interior ventilation and relative 
humidity is often high (>70%) the mould growth is expected which can cause health problems [1]. 

Interior insulation can be applied using vapor tight systems with polystyrene foam panels, mineral wool 
panels or ecowool in wooden frame and capillary active insulation system with polyurethane foam panels. The 
study [1] was performed to analyze the hygrothermal performance of the wall with vapor tight interior insulation 
systems and a capillary active insulation system. It was determined that vapor tight systems tend to be preferable 
for structures that are resistant to frost damage. For buildings sensitive to frost damage or when wooden beam 
ends are present, however, capillary active systems are shifted forward. Vapor tight interior insulation systems 
were found to perform best in respect to the potential energy savings. On the other hand, the larger thermal and 
vapor resistance of the vapor tight systems results in a larger risk on frost damage. The wall retrofitted with 
interior insulation exposed to 22 freeze-thaw cycles at -2 ºC freezing temperature thresholds as compared to 9 
cycles for the uninsulated wall [2]. 

Interior insulation causes the decrease in temperature of the masonry herewith it reduces the drying potential 
of precipitation moisture [3]. In order to protect walls from precipitation moisture a water-repellent impregnation 
or paint coat should be applied to the façade. It is recommended to improve the rain protection of the façade 
some time before installing the interior insulation. While the water content of the uninsulated wall drops within 
less than two years below the practical moisture content for brick walls, it takes more than five years for the 
insulated walls to dry out. Due to the higher vapor diffusion resistance, the walls insulated with polystyrene foam 
dries somewhat more slowly than the wall insulated with mineral wool. 

3. The analysis of distribution of temperature and moisture in masonry wall construction 

The 510 mm mm thick perforated ceramic brick wall of dwelling house (built before 1992) without cavity is 
used to analyze the distribution of temperature and moisture in masonry wall construction. Thermal 
transmittance (U-Value) for this type of wall is Ut = 1,05 W/(m2K) (Rt = 0,95 m2K/W) according to [4]. The 
thermal characteristics of various building constructions are calculated using [5]. According to [5] the maximum 
allowable total thermal resistance of additional interior insulation is limited in order to avoid too high relative 
humidity and excessive condensate at the inside surface. The maximum allowable total thermal resistance Ri.sum 

(m2K/W) of additional thermal interior insulation is listed in Table 1. In addition to this it is emphasized that 
vapor barrier in insulating system should be used. 

Table 1. The maximum allowable total thermal resistance Ri.sum (m2K/W) of additional thermal interior insulation. 

Total thermal resistance Rt (m
2K/W) of uninsulated wall 0,7 0,9 1,2 

The maximum allowable total thermal resistance Ri.sum (m2K/W) 
of additional thermal interior insulation 

1,0 1,5 2,5 

 

Fig. 1. (a) vertical section of the masonry wall with an interior thermal insulation system; (b) horizontal section of the 
masonry wall with an interior thermal insulation system. (1 – existing masonry wall; 2 - thermal insulation (mineral wool 

panels); 3 – flashing between wooden frame and masonry wall; 4 – wooden frame girder; 5 - vapor barrier; 6 - interior wall 
finish). 

Vertical and horizontal sections of the masonry wall with an interior thermal insulation system are shown in 
Fig. 1. The analyzed masonry wall is retrofitted with interior insulation of mineral wool panels in wooden frame 
with water vapor barrier (Polyethylene (PE)). Gypsum boards are used for interior wall finish. Technical 
characteristics of materials used for additional thermal interior insulation are listed in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Technical characteristics of materials used for additional thermal interior insulation. 

Material 
Number 

Material Symbol 
Thermal conductivity 

λi, (W/mK) 
Thermal resistance 

Ri, (m
2K/W) 

1 Mineral wool in wooden frame R1 0,042 * - 

2 PE vapor barrier (t=0,2 mm) R2 - 0,040 

3 Interior wall finish (gypsum boards, t=12,5 mm) R3 0,250 0,050 

*the mean value of thermal conductivity of mineral wool with wooden frame estimated  

Total thermal resistance of analyzed uninsulated masonry wall is Rt = 0,95 m2K/W. In this case the 
maximum allowable total thermal resistance of additional thermal interior insulation will be Ri.sum = 1,67 
m2K/W. This value of Ri.sum is interpolated using data in Table 1. Formula 1 is used to calculate the total thermal 
resistance and Formula 2 is used to calculate the maximum allowable thickness of mineral wool panels in 
wooden frame: 

K/Wm 67,1 2
321,  RRRR sumi   (1) 

m 067,0042,0)05,004,067,1()( 132,111         RRRRd sumi   (2) 

According to the calculated data the thickness of interior insulation is selected – 60 mm thick mineral wool 
panels are used for retrofitting analyzed masonry wall. 

Computer program THERM-7.4 and online program for calculation of U values are used to determine the 
changes of temperature and moisture in analyzed masonry wall with interior insulation. Data used for program 
analysis: outside relative humidity - 80%, outside mean daily temperature -5,1 ºC. The outside relative humidity 
depends on the time of day and ranges from 70% to 90% in Lithuania. The mean daily maximum temperature 
during the heating season (October to April) is -5,1 ºC [5]. The inside temperature of dwelling houses during the 
heating season is +20,0 ºC [5] and inside relative humidity – 50%.   

In contrast to a wall retrofitted with interior insulation, the uninsulated masonry wall is also analyzed (Fig. 
2(a), Fig. 2(b)).  

 

 

Fig. 2. (a) the changes of temperature in uninsulated masonry wall (vertical section); (b) the changes of temperature at the 
junction of uninsulated masonry façade wall and interior wall (horizontal section). 

When the masonry wall is uninsulated the surface temperature at the inside decreases to +16,4 ºC and at the 
junction of façade and interior walls decreases to +15,9 ºC. Temperature decreases gradually through wall 
construction. The relative humidity at the surface is 60%. The distribution of temperature and relative humidity 
can be seen in Fig. 3(a). Mould formation is not expected under these conditions. However, if inside relative 
humidity rises to 70%, the relative humidity at the surface increases at 84%. Then mould grow is expected 
because most kinds of moulds start to grow at relative air humidity of 80% or more. The relative humidity in the 
wall construction reaches 100% (saturation point) and at this point some condensation appears (0,020 kg/m2). 
This amount dries in summer within 3 days (Fig. 3(b)). To avoid mould formation, the surface temperature 
should be increased by additional insulation. 
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Fig. 3. (a) the distribution of temperature and moisture in uninsulated masonry wall when relative air humidity is 50%; (b) 
the distribution of temperature and moisture in uninsulated masonry wall when relative air humidity is 70%. 

(1 - ceramic brick masonry wall). 

When the thermal insulation layer of 60 mm thick mineral wool panels in wooden frame and water vapor 
barrier is added to the interior surface of the façade walls (Fig. 1), it changes the hygrothermal performance of 
these constructions. Temperature decreases unevenly through wall construction (Fig. 4(a), Fig. 4(b)). The low 
temperature zone approaches inner surface of wall and it can lead to frost damage. Temperature decreases to 
+5,0 ºC and vapor condensation appears (0,074 kg/m2) at the interface between the masonry wall and the 
insulation system. This amount of condensation dries in summer within 15 days (Fig. 5(b)). The surface 
temperature at the inside rises to +18,6 ºC and the relative humidity is 60%. Difference between uninsulated wall 
and wall with thermal insulation inside surface temperature is 2,2 ºC. Because of very low temperature (+10,8 
ºC) at the junction of façade and interior walls (Fig. 4(b)) condensation appearance and mould grow is expected 
in this place. This risk can be avoided by adding additional insulation to inside constructions like walls, ceiling 
adjoining to retrofitted façade wall (Fig. 5(a)). 

 
 

     

Fig. 4. (a) the changes of temperature in masonry wall with interior insulation (vertical section); (b) the changes of 
temperature at the junction of masonry façade wall with interior insulation and interior wall (horizontal section). 
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Fig. 5. (a) the changes of temperature at the junction of masonry façade wall with interior insulation and interior wall 
(horizontal section) when additional insulation is added to adjoining wall; (b) the distribution of temperature and moisture in 

masonry wall with interior insulation of 60 mm thick mineral wool, when relative air humidity is 50% (1 - ceramic brick 
masonry wall; 2 – mineral wool panels in wooden frame; 3 – vapor barrier; 4 - interior wall finish). 

 

Conclusions 

The distribution of temperature and moisture in masonry wall construction (510 mm thick perforated ceramic 
brick wall of dwelling house without cavity) is analyzed in this paper. During the heating season when inside 
relative humidity reaches 70% some condensation appears (0,020 kg/m2) in the uninsulated wall and mould 
grow is expected on the inside surface. To avoid mould formation, the surface temperature should be increased 
by additional insulation. If it is not possible to apply exterior insulation to the façade the interior insulation can 
be used. But this must be done in accordance with the conditions. The maximum thickness of mineral wool or 
other thermal insulation panels for interior insulation of analyzed masonry wall is 60 mm. The inside surface 
temperature rises when interior insulation is applied. But some vapor condensation appears (0,074 kg/m2) at the 
interface between the masonry wall and the insulation system that dries in summer within 15 days. To avoid 
water condensate and mould formation at the room corners additional insulation to inside constructions like 
walls, ceiling adjoining to retrofitted façade wall should be added too. 
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Abstract 

In the article a problem of the kinematic discrepancy in multi-axis hydrostatic drive system was presented. Described 
vehicles model, which used to simulation research on ability of compensation discrepancies kinematic. The model was 
created based on the identification research of selected parameters on Unmanned Ground Vehicle, with the 6x6 suspension 
system and hydrostatic driving system. The simulation studies have been conducted on the incompatibility of the kinematic 
vehicle model created multi-axis and the results of simulation. 
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1. Introduction 

Nomenclature 

c structural factors specific to the type of engine design hydrostatic 
Δps pressure drop  
μ dynamic viscosity  
ns speed hydraulic motor  
c structural factors specific to the type of construction of the hydrostatic element 
qs displacement of a hydraulic component  
Qs flow 
 kinematic discrepancy 
  velocity of wheels 
ρ density of the liquid  

 
The tasks requested from the Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGV) during rescue activities and military 

missions put forward high requirements in terms of their mobility and maneuverability. They include, among 
others, the capacity of UGV to move on rough terrain (20-30cm), hills with the inclination angle of 40% (22o), 
low carrying capacity areas=150kPa, overcoming typical field obstacles, i.e.: debris, logs, ditches [1,2]. The 
above requirements are possible by applying a hydrostatic drive system and suspension ensure well distributed of 
pressure wheels on the ground [3]. 
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Compliance with these requirements is all the more important, given the problems of vehicle control system 
teleoperation. These problems are presented in the papers [4,5]. Due to such a requirement propulsion system in 
Unmanned platforms land is one of the most important systems responsible for providing high mobility. For this 
reason, when designing a much attention is paid to the understanding of the phenomena occurring in the 
powertrain driving. Often transferred experience with conventional vehicles [6,7,8,9]. 

Driving with UGVs on very rough terrain or with different values of dynamic radiuses of road wheels, which 
may be caused by uneven load or different value of pressure in tires, results in wheels rotating with different 
rotary speeds (Fig. 1). The phenomenon is known as kinematic discrepancy and it is defined by a degree of 
kinematic discrepancy. The degree of kinematic discrepancy Δ  of a system is the ratio of the result of 
substracting the numbers of wheels rotation ω', ω" performed on a given road section (while rotating without 
slipping), to the number of rotations of the wheel rotating with greater speed [10,11] 

)'','max(

'''


 

    (1) 

Kinematic discrepancy of the drive system may be examined between the wheels located on the same axis or 
between different axes. This study presents the issue of kinematic discrepancy between different axes. 

 

 
 

 Fig. 1. Kinematic discrepancy in six-wheels vehicle: a-drive over obstructions terrain b- different radius of wheels.  

Hydrostatic drive systems are characterized by great kinematic rigidity, which is associated with small 
compressibility of the working agent, i.e. a medium in HDS that ensures power transfer from the pressure 
generator to the receivers, which are the hydraulic motors responsible for the road wheels drive. This feature 
results in the fact that HDS provides a great kinematic accuracy of performed movements, but it is also sensitive 
to the occurring kinematic discrepancies. The accuracy depends mainly on internal leaks resulting from the 
construction features of the used elements and pressure drops on particular elements [12,13,14]. The leaks 
enable, to some extent, the differentiation of rotational speed of wheels necessary for covering the kinematic 
discrepancy - which is defined as kinematic flexibility. On the other hand, the capacity of covering the kinematic 
discrepancy by means of ensuring kinematic flexibility of the system is called kinematic discrepancy 
compensation. 

Thus, the impact of leaks in the system on the capacity of differentiating the speed of wheels, enabling the 
provision of appropriate cooperation of the wheel with the road bed when driving with large values of kinematic 
discrepancy, avoiding the development of the circulating power phenomenon, should be examined. for this 
purpose, a model of the vehicle together with the propulsion system allows you to investigate the effect of 
discrepancies kinematic. 

2. Identification studies 

Identification tests were performed using a multi-axis unmanned ground vehicle (weight 4200 kg) with a 
hydrostatic drive system. The distance between the axes of the wheels is 1 meter. Hydrostatic drive system 
consists of two main displacement pump with variable capacity (3). Each pump supplies the hydrostatic motors 
(gerotor) (1) belonging to a its own side of the vehicle. The system also used Flow dividers (2) to ensure 
consistent rotational speed of the wheels (Fig. 2b). 
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a)  b) 

 
 

Fig. 2. Unmanned Ground Vehicle "Marek": a - view of the vehicle; b - hydrostatic drive system: 1 - hydrostatic motors; 2 - 
flow dividers; 3 - variable displacement pump [15]. 

Research discrepancies kinematic drive system occurring during the overcoming of embankments specified 
beating embankment (fig. 3) with a height h2=80 cm, l1=2m - has been erected without tamping. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Embankment: used in identification tests of kinematic discrepancy. 

Based on the study, we identified the parameters necessary to develop a simulation model of the vehicle. This 
model will be used to investigate the ability of compensation of discrepancies kinematic. Summary of the results 
of the test vehicle and the simulation is shown in Figure 5. Comparative parameters shown in Table 2. 

3. Model simulation model of the vehicle for testing kinematic discrepancy 

The study simulation was prepared simulation model of the vehicle. It consists of a dynamic model of the 
vehicle body and the suspension structure. In addition, using a model susceptible wheel and its impact on the 
ground and model of the hydrostatic drive system (Fig. 1). 

3.1. Dynamic model of the vehicle and the suspension structure 

The geometry of the vehicle model has been developed in the Catia v5 and then imported into the program 
serving MSC Adams multibody simulation. To model the following assumptions: 
 The model is a multi-mass system consisting of rigid bodies by 17 degrees of freedom; 
 The body of which the vehicle consists connected by means constraint ideal (did not include the friction and 

clearances); 
 The stiffness of the suspension springs replaced with constant elastic parameters k1, k2, k3 and damping c1, 

c2, c3; 
 The substrate is non-deformable shape corresponding inequalities field used during testing polygon. 

 
Parameters of model vehicle shown in Table 1, whereas the suspension structure diagram of Figure 4. 
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             Table 1. Masses and parameters of vehicle model 

Mass of vehicle [kg] 3300 

Front 40 

Middle 60 suspension mass [kg] 

rear 40 

Mass of wheel [kg] 20 

Stiffness k1,k2,k3 [N/mm] 900 

Damping c1,c2,c3 [N*s/mm] 90 

 
Model (without wheels) comprises four rigid bodies connected to each other by means of rotational kinematic 

constraint of the longitudinal axis perpendicular to the plane of the drawing, located at points A-L corresponding to 
the pattern of the suspension of the physical object. Model (without wheels) comprises four rigid bodies connected 
to each other by means of rotational kinematic constraint of the longitudinal axis perpendicular to the plane of the 
drawing, located at points A-L corresponding to the pattern of the suspension of the physical object. Points A-F 
show joints mounting the actuators rocker arms suspension, with coefficients of stiffness k1-3 and damping c=1-3. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Model of vehicle. 

In the model of vehicle was applied a flexible wheel model [2] developed in the Institute of Mechanical 
Engineering WAT. Model consists of finite elements forming the circuit of the wheel. Each of elements has a 
conferred stuffiness and damping force related to a wheel rim in directions longitudinal, lateral and radial. Each 
of the elements is given with respect to stiffness and damping of the wheel rim in the longitudinal, lateral and 
radial direction. Developed model allows to calculate the value of the driving force in function of wheel slip and 
engaging positively the wheel relative to the curvature of the ground. 

3.2. Model of hydrostatic drive system 

Simulation studies of circulating power is assumed to use components of the hydrostatic drive system running 
on different characteristics of volumetric efficiency. For this purpose, they assumed the use of motors hydrostatic 
of structures (piston and gerotor) and dividers flow with different accuracies distribution of the working medium 
(a divide gear with an accuracy of dividing a flow of 2% and 5% in nominal conditions of operation, and slide 
divider enabling the division of flow in the range of 20% -50%, or free flow). 

The model of the hydrostatic drive system includes both the characteristics of efficiency (volumetric and 
mechanical) for hydraulic motor and flow divider. It takes into account elements such as design features modeled 
hydraulic components, the properties of the working fluid and the rigidity of the hydraulic lines. Volumetric 
efficiency of the model of the hydraulic motor is determined on the basis of equation[16]: 
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The efficiency of the mechanical-hydraulic model hydraulic motor is determined by the equation: 
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Model flow divider was developed on the basis of data on the accuracy of the distribution of the stream of the 
working medium. The starting point is to balance the pressure drop generated on the flow divider, which is the 
kinematic connection between the lines of the hydraulic system. 

In the balance of this it follows that the individual sections of the divider can work in a hydraulic motor 
(pressure drop), or as a pump (increase in pressure) in a line after the divider. In both states there are leaks 
dependent on the pressure drops, resulting in compensation for discrepancies kinematic. 

Therefore, the divider sections are coupled together in a kinematic way: 
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values of the volumetric efficiency determined from the equation: 
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Developed in this way, the hydraulic system allows to carry out research on the impact of leaks 
different components volumetric efficiencies on the ability to compensate for discrepancies kinematic 

To verify the assumptions made when creating the model of the vehicle and hydrostatic system were 
carried out the verification tests and then comparing the results with results from studies of identification. 
The study consisted in overcoming obstacles in the form of off-road ditch and recording speeds and drive torques 
to the individual running wheels belonging to one side. Summary of the two waveforms in Figure 5. 
 

 

Fig. 5. Wheel speeds and drive torques to the wheels obtained during testing identification and simulation. 
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To assess compliance waveforms obtained during simulation tests with the results of identification used 
indicators: standard deviation, correlation coefficient, mean absolute percentage error. 

Table. 2. Compare the results of identification and simulation 

Parameter to compare 
 

n_k1 n_k2 n_k3 Mom_1 Mom_2 Mom_3 

standard deviation 2,5% 1,9% 2,3% 36,1% 12,6% 5,0% 

correlation coefficient 92% 84% 87% 85% 91% 87% 

mean absolute percentage error 0,21 0,14 0,15 1,44 0,88 0,39 

4. Simulation tests of the power circulating in the hydrostatic drive system 

Research of kinematic discrepancy and circulating power in hydrostatic drive system, included the simulated 
terrain obstacle crossing vehicle and to record the selected parameters (such as the wheel speed, driving torque 
and flow of hydraulic oil). Drive was carried out at a constant speed of the wheels, corresponding to the vehicle 
speed 0.4 m / s. For the simulation, the following components of the transmission: 

 Hydrostatic motors: (A- without leaks, B- hydrostatic piston motors, C- hydrostatic gerotor motor); 
 Flow divider (I- without leaks and II- with a precision distribution of flow 2% and III- 5%, IV-20% V 

50%). 
Simulation tests were performed for all possible combinations of components of the hydraulic system. 
The shape of the obstacles of adopted in the study was developed based on the profiles of the obstacles that 

are on the training ground used for experimental studies of Unmanned Ground Vehicle. 
 

   

 

Fig. 6. Obstacles in simulation tests: elevation, trench, embankment. 

Examples of the results obtained from the simulations overcome obstacles off-road ( type embankment), is 
given in Figure 7 and 8. In this case, the arrangement consisted of a piston motors and gear flow divider (B-II). 
These results represent them: 

 speeds wheels: nk1- front wheels, nk2- middle wheel, nk3- rear wheel; 
 torque of wheels: Mk1- front wheel, Mk2- middle wheel, Mk3- rear wheel; 
 slip of wheels::sk1 front wheel, sk2- middle wheel, sk3- rear wheel. 

 
Due to the fact that the vehicle is moving on uneven terrain, both on the slopes facing up and down, so that 

the wheels of the vehicle at any given moment must drive (if the entrance to the hill) and inhibit (Downhill). 
Therefore, it was necessary to apply condition allowing determine the torque and its direction giving rise to 
circulating power in the system. For this purpose, the average of the determined value of the vehicle driving 
torque. In the case of the driving torque occurring with a different sign compared to the average value of torque, 
the assumed time giving rise to the phenomenon of power circulating in the system. 
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Fig. 7. Results of simulation research simulation for system in configuration B-II. 

Analyzing the simulation charts, we see that the motion begins (t = 2s) and ends (t = 18s). At the time lasting 
between t = 2-3 S followed by acceleration of the vehicle. This results in an increase of the torque to the wheels 
and the increase in wheel slippage relative to the ground. At time t = 3-6s following stabilize the vehicle by 
damping motion. Followed driveway obstacle. In this time velocity of  wheels have the same value as evidence 
of low value discrepancies kinematic. At this time there are no significant differences in the speed and drive 
torque result from the dynamics of acceleration and the rolling resistance of the wheels. 

At t = 6,4s raid front wheel follows an obstacle, resulting in increased resistance to drive vehicle, the 
deviation of the vehicle in a reverse direction and moving the center of gravity toward the rear of the vehicle. 
This causes a momentary dociążenie central and rear wheels, and then unloading the wheel center. At the time 
course of driving torque, this effect appears as an increase in driving torque and wheel slippage and power 
circulating in the drive system of the 500W. Because of their high volumetric efficiency, the system is unable to 
sufficiently compensate for discrepancies kinematic resulting in the occurrence of too low a speed of the front 
wheels. 

At t = 9,6s followed raid front wheel on top of the obstacles to the resulting alignment wheel speeds, and thus 
decrease the drive torques. Then, at t = 10s followed by raid the central wheels on the obstacle. At the moment 
when the wheel is on top of the hill at the time t = 12s is blocked due to the suspension of limitation of the 
actuator stroke suspension system. At time t = 13s followed by downhill wheel center of the obstacles and the 
rapid inclination of the vehicle in the forward direction. This increases laden front wheels. The phenomenon of 
power circulating about the value of 1kW at the center circle. Then, the downhill of the rear wheels and stop the 
vehicle. 

5. Results 

The tables below contain the results of the simulations. Table 1 shows greatest value of the sum of the power at 
the wheels of the vehicle registered at overcoming obstacles. Table 2 shows the power of circulating registered 
overcoming the obstacles 
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Table 3. The maximum value of the sum under the wheels during simulation tests 

  obstacles 

  elevation   trench   embankment 

  A B C   A B C  A B C 

I 1164 1164 776   1320 1100 880  1500 1250 1000

II 1067 921,5 727,5   1210 1045 825  1375 1187,5 937,5

III 970 776 679   1100 880 770  1250 1000 875

IV 485 388 242,5   550 440 275  625 500 312,5th
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V 194 97 97  220 110 110  250 125 125

Table 4. Power values of circulating occurring during the overcoming obstacles 

  obstacles 

  elevation   trench   embankment 

  A B C   A B C   A B C 

I 3104 3395 3104   3520 3850 3520   4000 4375 4000

II 3007 3104 2910   3410 3520 3300   3875 4000 3750

III 2910 3007 2813   3300 3410 3190   3750 3875 3625

IV 2619 2619 2619   2970 2970 2970   3375 3375 3375th
e 
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V 2231 2231 2231  2530 2530 2530  2875 2875 2875

6. Conclusion 

Assessment ability of compensation of kinematic discrepancy is particularly important at the stage of design 
of vehicle propulsion extreme mobility. The reason for this assumption is the possibility of driving significant 
uneven terrain gives rise to a significant kinematic discrepancy and the possibility of significant power in the 
drive system. 

Particularly important is circulating power which adversely affects the efficiency of the entire power train. 
Research has shown that the power circulating in the system can be up to 40% of the power needed to drive 
around obstacles. 

In considered  system the greatest impact on reducing the phenomenon of power circulating was accurate 
distribution of the flow divider. Comparing the change in the distribution of the flow divider at constant 
hydrostatic motor efficiency, a reduction in the power of the circulating 1.5kW to 250W. Not while there was 
such a significant effect to reduce the power of circulating considering the change in hydrostatic motors. 

The analysis results also showed a significant effect of wheel slippage with decrease of volumetric efficiency 
of the components used with the hydraulic system of 0.9 to 1.5. This effect is noticeable in the same manner by 
changing the volumetric efficiency of both hydraulic motors and flow dividers. The adverse effect was recorded 
during the reduction in volumetric efficiency due to hydraulic motors that are caused to decrease speed of the 
vehicle in comparison with the change of volumetric efficiency of flow dividers. This value is a maximum value 
was 12%. 
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Abstract 

We present here our results of designing, testing and researching of capacitive micromachined ultrasound transducers 
(CMUT) as detectors in biosensing. In our work we used two types of CMUT structure, which correspond to two types of 
detection: resonance and Scholte waves. We found that biosensing is more efficient when the interdigital (IDT) CMUT 
structure is used for Scholte waves excitation and receive, since IDT structure enables the real-time biosensing in fluid 
environment CMUT IDTs for 10 MHz operation in water, with 146 µm spaced double fingers were designed and fabricated 
using the surface micromachining technique. Fabricated CMUTs were tested for their resonance in air and for Scholte-type 
wave transmission in alcohol/deionized water solutions. The amplitude and phase velocity of the excited and received 
Scholte waves were measured in a 200 µm height microchannel, capped with a thick layer of soft polymer, which suppressed 
the production of non-informative guided waves. Experimental data were also used to verify the adequacy of the finite 
element model. It was determined that for the analyzed conditions the sensitivity of the measurement channel is expected to 
be no worse than 2 kHz GPa−1 in terms of the Scholte wave and CMUT IDT resonance frequency. This leads to a positive 
conclusion on the feasibility of the new sensor type. Additionally we explored the advantage of the CMUT for liquid mixing 
and pumping. 
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1. Introduction 

With global increase of chronic, neurodegenerative and lifestyle related diseases the need for early diagnosis 
with portable, fast and relatively inexpensive diagnostic systems is becoming the top priority. The most effective 
way to diagnose the mentioned diseases is biomolecular diagnostics. A biosensor is biomolecular diagnostics is 
the main tool of detection. Generally, the biosensor structure consists of two parts – a bioactive surface on which 
biochemical interactions takes place and another part - detector which converts this interaction into electrical 
signals. A number of different molecular diagnostics tools are being developed, but due to the complexity of the 
methods used, analytical chip fabrication costs and the specific requirements of the analyte preparation makes 
most of these tools not suitable for use in out of the laboratory conditions. 

We believe that using CMUT (capacitive micromachined ultrasound transducers) structure can make 
biosensors and molecular diagnostics to be faster, cheaper and generally more accessible. 

2. Resonance frequency measurements in immersion 

The main and straightforward application of CMUT is use of its sensitivity to mass loading of its structures. 
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In our earlier experiments CMUT membranes were modified with bovine leukemia virus (BLV) gp51 protein 
antigen (Ag) and we have studied this protein interaction with gp51-specific antibody (Ab), without real time 
monitoring of sensor resonant frequency in air changes [1]. As for as the most important biochemical reactions 
take place in liquids, real-time sensing requires detector operation in immersion. We have made experiments 
with different density fluids to test the sensor working conditions with liquid analyte. For testing we used: 
isopropanol with the density of 786 kg/m3 and the transformer oil (Neste TRAFO 10X), density 895 kg/m3. 
Results of the real-time immersion resonance measurements are shown in Fig. 1. We can see that the change of 
CMUT immersion resonance frequency due to oil is grater that in case of isopropanol [2].  

 

 

Fig1. Real-time plot of the oscillator output frequency during the drop loading experiment [2] 

When CMUT is immersed into fluid it dissipates a lot of energy into the environment. This loss of energy 
increases measurement noise and significantly reduces sensor sensitivity and accuracy. 

3. Investigation of surface waves generated with CMUT structure 

The best way for CMUT structure to get in contact with liquid is by fabricating a microchannel. Optimization 
of microchannel was done and we found that decreasing its height from 400 um to 50 um CMUT structure 
operation was intact.  

 

Fig. 2 The dependency of informative CMUT parameters over the microchannel height [3] 

Further decreasing of the microchannel hight cause decrease of amplitude and frequency. This is due to 
dynamic interactions between the ultrasound wave reflections inside the microchannel. The data are shown in 
Fig. 2 [3] . 

If CMUT device is used in the resonance detection regime, the quality of vibrations determines the sensitivity 
of the sensor for detecting changes in mechanical biochemical sample properties on the CMUT surface [4]. At 
the same time, while analyzing transient processes in microchannel system we can also detect other types of 
acoustic oscillations, one of which are Scholte waves. They have good application potential for sensing in 
immersion as they propagate at the sensor surface boundary with the liquid [5, 6]. To excite these waves a 
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special interdigital (IDT) electromechanical transducer structure is needed, which can resonate with the 
interfacial wave and and the resonance quality will depend not only from the amount of CMUT structure 
vibration energy, but also from how many finger couples are in the path of the propagating wave [7]. CMUT 
with IDT structures is shown in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4 Photo of two channel CMUT IDT delay lines assembled with microchannel. The capping wall of the 

microchannel is removed for better general representation and (in some cases) easier access to the 
microchannel contents during experimental work [7] 

 
Fig. 5 Finite element model output and verification with experimental data: (a) time plots of the model output obtained at 

receiving points; (b) zoomed-in area of the time plots from 1.2 to 1.8 µs with Scholte wave arrival time indicated; (c) power 
spectra of the model output plotted with corresponding experimental data for comparison [7] 

During finite element analysis it was assumed that the 200µm high PDMS-capped microchannel was filled 
with the liquid with the properties corresponding to IPA (Isopropanol) and two different water solutions in IPA 
with homogeneous volume proportions of 10% and 20%. The output data of transitional analysis of the FEM are 
presented in figures 5(a) and (b). Frequency spectra of the simulated and experimental data are presented for 
comparison in figure 5(c). Very good fit in terms of the resonance frequency can be observed and the sensitivity 
of the measurement channel is expected to be no worse than 2 kHz GPa−1 in terms of the Scholte wave and 
CMUT IDT resonance frequency At this point we are able to conclude that our model for finite element analysis 
is adequate enough to capture the transitional processes in the described measurement channel, related with the 
structural resonance of CMUT IDTs and Scholte waves. 

4. Fluid mixing in microchannel  

When liquid is flowing inside the microchannel with the height of 200 um its flow is laminar, which is a 
serious problems from the use of microchannel for mixing. Since CMUT electromechanical structure in principle 
can be used for fluid mixing, we have researched that possibility by changing the shift in CMUT IDT excitation 
phase. We have conducted the experiment with colored IPA passing it through the microchannel and after 50 
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seconds changing it back to colorless. By analyzing the image fragments with MATLAB we found that phase 
shift significantly changed the dynamics of the fluid mixing. 

  a)           b) 

Fig. 6. a) image of microchannel, b) image of microchannel with colored IPA at its maximum color intensity 

 
Fig. 7. Dashed line shows the fluid mixind dynamics when the phase shift is zero. Light blue line corresponds to the positive 

phase shift, and the dark blue line – to the negative phase shift 

In the fig. 7. we can see that when the phase shift is positive, in the same direction of the auxiliary pumped 
flow, maximum color intensity is reached in 60 seconds. While the phase shift opposes direction of the flow, we 
can see that the maximum intensity of color is reached only after 150 seconds. This shows us the possibillity to 
use the microchannel with CMUT stuctures as a micropump. Also, by changing phase during sensing process, 
one can easily disturb the laminar flow and induce fluid mixing, which will provide better conditions for specific 
interaction of materials. 

Conclusions 

Our experiments show the applicability of CMUT structure for sensing of very low changes of the liquid 
composition. Phase velocity of Scholte wave can be measured with CMUT IDT structure and provide sensitivity 
of 2,9 m/s per 1 % of the water/IPA solution concentration change within the range of 0 – 20 %  concentrations.  

We also determined that real-time reading of the resonance between CMUT IDT structure and the Scholte 
wave is much more informative and have greater sensitivity potential than real-time reading of the CMUT 
membrane resonance in immersion. 

Also we determined that sensing with CMUT structure in microchannel immersion can be further enhanced 
by estabilishing the fluid mixing, which breakes the laminar flow of a liquid and enables better conditions for 
specific interaction between the analyte and sensor structure. 
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Abstract 

The paper presents the results of research strength properties of metal components produced one of the modern methods of 
additive manufacturing, which is the technique of selective melting using a laser beam SLM (Selective Laser Melting). An 
essential part of the strength tests were preceded by designing the additive manufacturing process of samples on the machine 
SLM 125 HL. Dimensions of Samples were adjusted to machine working area and the guidelines contained in the test 
standards. Roughness measurements were made on the metal surfaces after processing. Tensile and fatigue properties were 
determined by means of the Instron 8802 servohydraulic test system using samples prepared by melting 316L austenitic 
stainless steel powder. Fatigue tests were carried out under the conditions of tension (R = 0.1). The test results are shown in 
the Wöhler diagrams. In addition, the study of the influence of heat treatment on the fatigue life of the manufactured parts 
was conducted. 
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1. Introduction 

Since 2010, there is the significant increase in using additive manufacturing techniques (commonly referred 
to as three-dimensional printing) in many areas of the commercial industry. One of the most promising methods 
for additive shaping is a SLM technique involving selective melting metal powder with a high power laser beam 
of high power (100-1000W). SLM technique enables the production of parts with very complex geometries 
without using of additional tools. Most materials used in the preparation of this method are alloys based on iron, 
titanium, aluminum, and nickel [1-3].  

This technique is most common in companies involved in the production: dentures and dental prostheses, 
molds for injection molding machines, individual components or low-volume production of parts with complex 
geometry.  

The process of SLM manufacturing starts by loading specially prepared CAD model into machine software 
and the setup of parameters of the process. After starting the process, special recouter applies a layer of 
powdered metallic material having a thickness of 30 microns. Distributed layer is melted by laser in places 
where is the section of manufacturing element. After that platform with part is lowered by the thickness of the 
layer and it is possible to put next powder layer. The described cycle is repeated until the full manufactured 
component geometry. This process is shown in Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1. Visualization of the SLM manufacturing process [6]. 

A characteristic feature of SLM is an obligation for using support material for hanging structures. This is due 
to the specific nature of the production process, during which the temperature gradient is large (in the working 
chamber, the temperature is about 40 ° C, while the melting point of the for example stainless steel powder is 
above 1400 ° C). It is giving stresses rise which deforms the model during manufacturing process. Furthermore, 
the support structure allow for easier removal of the model of the work platform. Removing the structure is easy 
and can be done using simple and publicly available tools (grinder, cutter, etc.). 

Since November 2014 the SLM manufacturing machine SLM125HL has been launched in the Additive 
Manufacturing Laboratory in the Institute of Machine Building Military University of Technology. The main 
directions pursued by a research team is to analyze the possibilities of improving the performance of components 
made using additive manufacturing. In addition, there is investigations which are consisting on manufacturing 
gossamer and lattice - structured elements to allow reducing the weight of the final product and maintaining high 
strength properties of the parts.  

The article includes the results of mechanical properties research of model elements produced using one of 
the modern additive manufacturing method, which is the technique of selective laser melting (SLM). An 
essential part of the strength tests were preceded by preparing the additive manufacturing process of specimens 
on the machine SLM 125HL. Test parts were adapted to the manufacturing process using that machine. Research 
is based on the literature analysis of material microstructure and surface roughness own specimens measurement. 
Tensile and fatigue properties was determined with using Instron 8802 servohydraulic test system. Specimens 
were made of 316L austenitic stainless steel and they were angled of 60° to the base unit. The results of fatigue 
tests conducted by a factor of asymmetry cycle of R=0.1 is shown in a Wöhler graph. Furthermore, the research 
include the effect of heat treatment on fatigue life prepared specimens. 

2. Material and specimen preparation 

SLM125HL working space and Instron material testing machine parameters required designing appropriate 
dimensions and geometry of the specimens. SLM manufacturing machine offers unlimited possibilities of 
elements configuration: parts arrangement on the working platform, the exposure time, exposure method, 
temperature of the work platform, exposure energy etc. The proper selection of these parameters requires a 
whole series test batch of products studies of a particular size including the additional procedures, such as, for 
example heat treatment or surface treatment. 

2.1. The material and geometry of the specimens 

The geometry of the specimens is based on ASTM E466 96. The dimensions were adjusted to the 
recommended load that can be accomplished using an Instron 8802 servohydraulic test system. The 
recommended minimum force during test cannot be lower than 17kN, so the minimum cross section of the 
specimens was determined from the equation: 

           (1) 
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Symbol explanation:  A0 - speciment minimum cross-section area, 
Fm - minimum tensile strength, 
Rm - 316L steel tensile strength. 

Standard dimensions of specimens based on the equations (1) and ASTM E466 96 are given in Table 1.  

Table.1. Specimens dimensions.  

Measurement 
length [mm] 

Width [mm] 
Thickness 

 [mm] 
Cross- section area 

[mm2] 
Max. lenght 

[mm] 

25 9 3 27 105 

 
Basing on the dimensions listed in Tab.1 the specimen was design in CAD software - CATIA V5R21 (Fig. 2), 

the specimen geometry was saved as STL file.  

Fig.2. Isometric view of the specimen. 

Samples were manufactured from the austenitic stainless steel 316L powder, whose chemical composition is 
given in Table 2. 

   Table.2. The chemical composition of the 316L steel powder.  

C Mn Si P S N Cr Mo Ni 

% weight 

max. 
0,03 

max. 
2,0 

max. 
0,75 

max. 
0,045 

max. 
0,03 

max. 
0,10 

16,0-18,0 2,00-3,00 10,0-14,0 

2.2. Specimens preparation process 

Each element manufactured using SLM technique requires the creation of a support structure which allows 
easy detachment part from the working platform. Supports cannot be too weak. It have to fix element so strongly 
that it does not break away from the surface of the platform. Performing too strong supports makes difficult to 
remove produced part of the working platform. 

2.2.1. Support structure generation 

Support structure was created using Magics 19 software. Apart from the supports there was used pins with a 
diameter of 1 mm, allowing for stronger attachment elements to the working platform.  

Besides generating supports the specimens were angled of 60° to the working platform surface, and it has 
been rotated through an angle of 31o to the vertical axis of the coordinate system (OZ) in order to avoid 
damaging the wiper which distribute the powder. Perpendicular direction of arrangement of the specimens would 
result in the wiper cutting – after cut the wiper the process have to be stopped and the wiper need to be replaced. 
Specimens placement on the working platform is shown in Fig. 3. 
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Specimens 

Fig. 3. Specimens with support structure on the working platform - the image of the program interface Magics 19. 

2.2.2. SLM manufacturing process parameters 

Input files for machine software SLM 125 HL are prepared in the program Magics 19 equipped with a module 
SLM Metal Build Processor it ensures slicing STL models into layers and setting up the manufacturing 
parameters such as exposure power, laser speed, vectors of laser paths configuration etc. 

Exposure energy density, vectors spacing and vectors hatch space, laser speed and layer thickness for a given 
material is determined by the machine manufacturer. These parameters can be changed, of course, but it involves 
a change of the mechanical properties of manufactured parts, which significantly differ from those given by the 
SLM 125 HL machine producer. Laser energy density for 316L stainless steel should be 58 J / mm3, for the 
supports should be about 50 J / mm3. The value of this parameter is determined from the equation:[4] 

� � � � �  (2)�

There is possibility of using two types of exposure stripes and chess. These two configurations are shown in 
Fig.4. 

b 
a 

Fig.4. The layer of powder exposed in a chess (a), and stripes (b) configuration. 

For the purposes of this research specimens were exposured in a linear configuration, and formed in 
combination of parameters: 
 Power irradiation: 178W 
 Laser Speed: 850 mm / s 
 Distance between vectors: 0.12mm 
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 Layer thickness: 0.03mm 
 Minimum layer time: 10 seconds 
 Layer from which began the process: 10 
 Number of exposures of the first layer: 1 
 Temperature of the working platform: 130 ° C 
 Argon pressure in the working chamber: 12mbar 

Approval of the settings will start the file preparation process of slicing models into layers and save the file 
with the extension ".slm". File is exported to the machine software, where after loading it is possibility to set up 
the minimum exposure time, a layer of which the process begins, the number of exposures of the first layer and 
the other process parameters. The minimum layer time is assumed to 10 seconds, in order to prevent too fast start 
of exposuring another layer, which would result in the formation of thermal stresses. Start the process from 10 
layers allowed for better attachment supports and pins to the platform. The use of more than one layer of the 
number of exposures is used when for some reason the process was interrupted and the surface temperature of 
the created model significantly decreased. The temperature of the working platform has an impact on the support 
and pins fixing strength to the platform. The value of 130 ° C is tested and recommended by the machine 
producer. Very patient and careful process preparation and justified introduction of the parameters allowed to 
start the manufacturing process, which resulted in the successful production of specimens shown in Fig. 5 

 

Fig.5. Manufactured specimens on working platform. 

3. Results 

3.1. The microstructure of the material and surface roughness of specimens 

An image of the microstructure was captured using a confocal microscope OLYMPUS OLS4100. The 
resulting image of the microstructure allowed an in-depth analysis of it. 
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b) a) 

Fig.6. The metallographic section of 316L steel of specimen produced using SLM technique - marked pores (p): a) without 
heat treatment, b)with heat treatmen. 

The presence of pores (marked outline in Fig. 6) is unavoidable during manufacture SLM technique. 
However, it can be reduced the amount of up to 1% of the total volume of using isostatic pressing process. The 
porosity of the structure does not differ from the elements produced by casting. 

A characteristic feature of parts produced using additive manufacturing techniques is high elements surface 
roughness. In SLM technique there is a way to reducing surface roughness by interfering with the manufacturing 
process (eg. to change the wavelength of the laser beam). In order to check the roughness of the samples were 
subjected to measurements of the geometric structure of the surface using a confocal microscope OLYMPUS 
OLS4100. The measurement results are shown in Fig. 7. 

 

Fig. 7. Roughness of the surface metal parts made using SLM technology. 

p 

Ra=22,74μm 
Rz= 162,90 μm 

p 
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The surface roughness research allowed the determination of specimens roughness parameters Ra and Rz:  
Ra = 22,74μm and Rz = 162,90 μm. This is a relatively low surface roughness, taking into account the elements 
prepared by conventional techniques, e.g. casting process. Compared to other additive manufacturing methods - 
produced by SLM elements are characterized by relatively low roughness. Obviously surface of the SLM 
technique produced may be subjected to various types of machining. 

3.2. Tensile properties 

Examined steel was fabricated in selective laser melting (SLM) process. A specimen angled to working 
platform of 60o and a linear type of exposuring was tested for static tensile testing using an Instron 8802 
servohydraulic test system. On the base of results of the static tensile test the stress–strain curve was plotted (Fig. 
8). 

 

Fig. 8 Stress–strain c for specimen made of 316L stainless steel.  

The resear ond to the re  of the elements 316L duced by conventional additive 
m cturin e 3).  

It should ble 3 relate t strength properties of ples not subjected to he reatment  
or machined surfa statement include a sheets for steel 316L data companies SLM S ion and 
EOS, and the results of research conducted by the Institute for Rapid Product Development St Gallen (IRPD) 

Table 3. List of the mechanical properties of steel 316L produced using various manufacturing techniques. 

urve 

ch results corresp sults  pro and 
anufa g techniques (Tabl

be noted that in Ta o the sam at t
ce. The s dat , the olut

Material Source Yield strength [MPa] Tensile strength [MPa] 
Elongation 

[%] 

Casted steel [6] 290 558 50 

SLM- Solutions [7] 550 654 35 

SLM 125 HL (MUT) 470 550 19 

EOS [8] 310 620 30 

316L 

IRPD [8] 640 760 30 

 

The results clearly show that elements prepared using the SLM technology are characterized by a similar 
tensile strength and a higher yield strength in comparison to the specimens made from 316L stainless steel which 
were produced using conventional manufacturing techniques. The decrease of elongation is due to lack of any 
thermal or mechanical treatment of the material after the formation of the part. 
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3.3. Fatigue properties 

The fatigue properties were characterized on the basis of the carried out research for the specimens produced 
using SLM technique. The specimens were exposed to variable levels of maximum stress and stable cycle 
asymmetry ratio R = 0,01 (R = min / max). The load was sinusoidal with frequency f = 10 Hz. The results are 
show on the Wöhler fatigue chart (Fig. 9). This graph was prepared for specimens directly after melting process, 
without subsequent heat treatment. Stress values at which the test was carried out fatigue life was determined on 
the basis of the graph prepared in advance static tensile test. 

 

Fig. 9. Wöhlers’ chart of specimens manufactured using SLM technique. 

without heat treatment reached unlimited fatigue life at maximum stress σ = 
t σ = 235 MPa failed after a very similar number of cycles (N = 247 166 cycles and
may indicate the repeatability high-cycled fatigue properties of produced com
arts can be subjected to any heat treatment, thermo-mechanical and chemical treatm
ng parts made using conventional manufacturing techniques. 

The specimen 188 MPa . Two 
sa les tested a  N = 264 480 
cycles), which ponents. SLM- 
manufactured p ent, which is 
us  for machini

 

Fig. 9. Effect of heat treatment on the fatigue life of components manufactured using SLM technique. 

mp
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Metal powders melting using a laser beam is similar micro welding (powder particle size of about 15 
microns). The paper attempts to pre-determine the effect of heat treatment in the form of normalization annealing 
at 950°C on the fatigue life of manufactured components. Applied annealing temperature exceeds approx.50°C 
316L steel austenitizing temperature. The results of the number of cycles of each specimen are shown in the bar 
graph (fig. 9). 
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 almost any shape without the use of complicated and 
ex

In addition to the SLM machine having the necessary software can be relatively quickly (compared to the 
time of delivery of the component from the other end of the country or the world) to perform an essential 
element for the correct operation of the device which is damaged. This fact makes the additive manufacturing 

of an increasingly more important in the wider industry. Found during conducting the research high 

iso ious additional mechanical and thermal treatments can 

tigue life by 30%. 
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Conclusions 

The use of SLM- additive manufacturing technology allows to obtain elements with very similar mechanical 
properties to parts produced by conventional manufacturing techniques. The fundamental factor giving SLM 
technology advantage is the possibility of obtaining

pensive tools. This method of manufacture avoids the high costs of single or low-volume parts with very 
complex geometries.  

technologies 
surface roughness and a significant share of pores in the structure of the material had a negative impact on 
designated fatigue life. However, these problems can be eliminated by machining the surface, which indicate the 
authors of the few works devoted to this subject [8]. The pores in the structure could be reduced using the 

static pressing as in the case of castings. The use of var
affect the properties of the parts produced using SLM technique close to the properties of their counterparts 

bproduced y conventional manufacturing techniques.  
Preliminary own research showed the positive effect of the applied heat treatment on the fatigue life, 

manifesting itself in increasing the sustainability element of the test for a limited fa
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Abstract 

The aim of the paper is to investigate ballistic layered materials selected light alloys under various configuration and 
thickness of the protective plates. The samples layers panel join by explosive bonding made of developed material AA2519 
and Ti6Al4V with the intermediate layer alloy AA1050. 
The paper describes the impact of the bullet impact energy structure of the panel, Al-Ti, depending on the parties shelling and 
thickness of layers. The analysis of samples carried out in accordance with the approved program and methods of 
investigation, according to current standards, including standards STANAG 4569 Level 1. The research program included 
testing on basis materials and layers panels made by an explosive bonding AA2519 and Ti6Al4V plates. The results of the 
research were compared to the standard material used for ballistic shields and base materials. 
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1. Introduction 

Adopted a more practical work included examination of selected mechanical properties of layered composite 
material composed of alloys: Ti6Al4V / AA1050 / AA2519 with the resulting diffusion layer Al3Ti type [1,4,10]. 
It was assumed that such material will be characterized by unique properties that combine the beneficial 
properties of titanium and aluminum alloys (high strength, high plasticity and low specific gravity) and alloys, 
intermetallic matrix Ti-Al (high hardness and stiffness) [2,3,5,13] . The composite layer made of base materials 
in the form of aluminum alloy AA2519 (AlCuMgMn + ZrSc) and the titanium alloy Ti6Al4V. Chemical 
composition and mechanical properties of base materials are provided in Table 1 and Table 2. 

Table 1. Mechanical properties and chemical composition of the Ti6Al4V alloy. 

Mechanical properties Chemical composition (wt %) 

Rp0,2 (MPa) Rm (MPa) A   (%) O V Al Fe H C N Ti 

950 1020 14 <0,20 3,5 5,5 <0,30 <0,0015 <0,08 <0,05 rest 
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Table 2. Mechanical properties and chemical composition of the AA2519 alloy 

Mechanical properties Chemical composition (wt %) 

Rp0,2 (MPa)) Rm  (MPa) A  (%) Si Fe Cu Mg Zn Ti V Zr Sc 

312 335 6,5 0,06 0,08 5,77 0,18 0,01 0,04 0,12 0,2 0,36 

 
Combining explosive was realized at the Department of Technology Energetic "EXPLOMET". Cooperation 

with the plant allowed to undertake research aimed at obtaining and determining the performance of a 
construction material in the form of composite Al-Ti layer with specific properties, which does not have a solid 
material [6-12].  

The density change and different textures base material should have an impact on how to change the energy 
dissipation. The use of materials with significantly different mechanical properties, offers the possibility of 
selecting the type of the form of energy dissipation. A significant impact on them is the ratio of the thickness of 
the materials used, and set the order of the layers panel in relation to fire. The method and energy absorption 
affects not only the rapid deceleration of the projectile, but also on the number of fragments generated. In layered 
materials, there is a risk of delamination of the material sought by external energy. 

 
Nomenclature 

A elongation sample 
Rm  maximum rupture resistance 
Rp0,2 ductility limit 

2. Procedures and subject research 

The concept of research of dynamic (firing) base materials and panels made of composite material developed 
assumed testing sandwich panels made by putting together panels AA2519-Ti6Al4V combined method of 
explosive. Shelling samples followed from the titanium-type missiles M193 rifle cartridge 5,56x45 mm in 
conditions complying with the class I STANAG 4569 (Table 3). The cartridge is in the moment of impact energy 
has 1300-2300 J. 

Table 3. The ammunition used in the test. 

Ammunition used Type of projectile Velocity 

 Indirect missile – 5,56 x 45 mm M 193 937 m/s 

 
Research ballistic base materials and developed sandwich panels was conducted in the following order: 

 The trials ballistic laminate base material in the form of: aluminum alloys AA2519 and titanium 
Ti6Al4V.Test specimens made of aluminum alloy AA2519 have been prepared in the form of the casting. 
Samples of titanium Ti6Al4V were made of titanium rod cold drawn with a diameter of 100 mm. 

  Execution of the distinctive firing a bullet cartridge M193 5,56x45 mm rifle three-layer panel made of 
laminate AA2519-Ti6Al4V of the interlayer alloy AA1050. The distance between the plates was 15 mm. 
Panels are configured with layered laminate with dimensions of 200x120x11 mm (Fig. 1). 

 

Fig. 1. Variant shelling plates from the alloy Ti6Al4V and the distance between the plates of 15 mm. 
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  Firing missiles M193 5,56x45 mm rifle cartridge dual-layer laminate panels of AA2519-Ti6Al4V about the 
distance between the plates of 15 mm. The panels used in the second stage of the research of a laminate layer 
with dimensions of 200x120x10 mm. 

  Missiles firing a rifle cartridge M193 5,56x45 mm six-layered laminate panels of AA2519-Ti6Al4V about 
the distance between the plates of 15 mm. The panels used in the second stage configured studies were 
layered laminate with the dimensions 200x120x6 mm. 

  Shelling multilayer panels to compare the results of research.   Shelling multilayer panels made of alloys 
AA2519 and Ti6Al4V armor steel Armox 500. Comparative material were panels: 6 layer alloy AA2519 with 
dimensions of 200x120x10mm, Ti6Al4V alloy with dimensions of 200x120x10mm and a three-layer panel 
200x120x6mm. 

2.1. Section headings 

Stand for testing ballistic resistance basis materials and developed layers panels shown in Fig. 2. and the 
photographs (Fig. 3. and Fig. 4.). This position used to fire the samples in the laboratory missiles B32 API 
(7,62x54R mm rifle cartridge). 

 

 

Fig. 2. Schematic stand for testing ballistic base materials and developed layers panels:1 - bracket for mounting weapons, 2 -
-throwing device (suitable caliber firearm), 3 - butt, 4 - the test sample mounted in a holder. 

a) b) 

 
 

Fig. 3. a) Stand for testing ballistic resistance basis materials and developed layers panels: 1 - bracket for mounting 
weapons, 2 - throwing device (suitable caliber firearm), 3 - butt b) handle layers panels placed in the butt. 

 

Fig. 4. The weapon mounted in the handle portion of a shooting during ballistic tests. 
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Rifle 5.56 mm model 1944 was placed on the bench in order to ensure that you get hit in the designated area 
of the sample. Before each test checks for proper mounting arms and putting the barrel axis relative to the 
sample. During the shot distance of the muzzle of the sample was 2.5 m. 

3.  Procedures and subject of research 

The results of the samples of aluminum alloy AA2519 are shown in Fig. 5. The cross section area of the 
sample in aluminum alloy AA2519 in the mold. The missile has penetrated the material to a depth of 14 mm on 
the alloy surface around the inlet, formed crater formed by ejection of the material by a projectile. The core 
Remained in the bullet sample. The diameter of the opening at the entry location of the projectile is 5 mm, and a 
depth of 10 mm. The Result test sample made from titanium alloy Ti6Al4V shown in Fig. 6.  no piercing 
projectile formed a recess with a diameter of approx 13 mm. The depth of the fingerprint was 4 mm. 
 

  

Fig. 5. Sample No. 02 - face sample of aluminum alloy AA2519 in the mold 
heat-treated after firing a missile M 193. 

Fig. 6. Sample No. 03 - face sample of titanium alloy 
Ti6Al4V after firing a missile M 193. 

Results of the laminate AA2519-Ti6Al4V consisting of three layers of the laminate with the dimensions 
200x120x10 mm protection (distance between layers of 15 mm) are shown in the photographs (Fig. 7-10). The 
missile was launched from the alloy AA2519. He stopped at the second layer by penetrating it to a depth of 
about 3mm. The hole in the first layer is characterized by irregular shape simillar to the oval. Titanium sections 
within the aperture indicate a change in alignment with respect to the flight path of the projectile upon impact 
Ti6Al4V alloy that is significantly harder than the AA2519 alloy. Firing from the Al alloy increases occurrence 
precession and nutation, which preferably a improves the ballistic resistance of the panel. 

 

  

Fig. 7. Sample No. 6 - surface area the front panel with a shot 
projectile M 193 5,56x45mm from the alloy AA2519. 

Fig.  8. Sample No. 6 - place inlet bullet M 193 
5,56x45mm. 

The missile launched from the titanium alloy stopped on the second layer. The projectile damaged to a depth 
of about 0.5 mm. The inlet opening is characterized by a sharp edge of the recess material. This shows the 
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occurrence of plugging process, which will squeeze the material in the shape of the plug. An alloy layer of 
aluminum has also been pushed, and she had also significantly dissipate energy. 

 
 

Fig. 9. Sample No. 6 - surface area the front panel with a shot 
projectile M 193 5,56x45mm from the alloy Ti6Al4V. 

Fig. 10. Sample No. 6 - place inlet bullet M 193  
5,56x45mm. 

M 193-type missiles firing a rifle cartridge 5,56x45mm six-layered laminate panels of AA2519-Ti6Al4V 
about the distance between the plates of 15 mm. The panels used in the second stage configured studies were 
layered laminate with the dimensions 200x120x6 mm. (Fig. 11 - 3.14). Missile penetrated the panel 2 layers. He 
stopped on the third deforming her spot at a depth of about 2 mm. The resulting crater has an irregular edge. The 
left side has the shape of a circle, while the right shape oval. This demonstrates the buckling projectile position 
relative to its flight path. The effect of changing its orientation is to increase the contact surface of the projectile 
to the panel. This increases the possibilities of dispersion energy panel and reducing the generation of debris. 

 

 
 

Fig. 11. Sample No. 9m - surface area the front panel with a shot 
projectile M 193 5,56x45mm from the alloy AA2519. 

Fig. 12. Sample No. 9 - place inlet bullet M 193 
5,56x45mm. 

For fire from the titanium alloy bullet stopped in August for the third layer. The hole has a sharp edge which 
proves that has been cut, thereby generating the fragments. The energy generated by the projectile focused spot. 
In this process, the following dulling or breaking up the projectile. Energy density is so high that the material is 
not capable of absorbing energy and phenomenon occurs to break the stopper. Produced plug takes over from the 
missile a significant amount of energy thus becoming part of destruction. A positive development is to increase 
the contact area allowing for greater heat dissipation, and greater opportunity to absorb it by the protective panel. 
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Fig. 13. Sample No. 9 - surface area the front panel with a shot 
projectile M 193 5,56x45mm from the alloy Ti6Al4V. 

Fig. 14. Sample No. 9 - place inlet bullet M 193  
5,56x45mm. 

Test results AA2519-Ti6Al4V laminate consisting of two layers of the laminate with dimensions of 
200x120x20 mm are shown in the photographs (Fig. 15-18). For the embodiment in which the panel was fired 
from the aluminum alloy projectile stopped in the first layer. Has pierced only the aluminum alloy. The entrance 
opening has a regular circular shape having a diameter of about 6 mm. The bullet stopped on a combination of 
the two alloys orientation perpendicular to the trajectory. Changing his position was at the moment of impact of 
the bullet titanium alloy. 
 

  

Fig. 15. Sample No. 8 - surface area the front panel with a shot 
projectile M 193 5,56x45mm from the alloy AA2519. 

Fig. 16. Sample No. 8 - place inlet bullet M 193 
5,56x45mm. 

Variant in which the firing was the site of titanium as the first bullet caused damage to a depth of about 2-3 
mm. The recess in the material has an irregular shape. The missile hit a hard titanium alloy and has been 
defragmented. The resulting fragments of deformed bullet hole created. Some of the edges have been broken off 
and discarded or deformed by creating crisp sheets, after which the missile is only slipped. 

  

Fig.17. Sample No. 8 - surface area the front panel with a shot 
projectile M 193 5,56x45mm from the alloy Ti6Al4V. 

Fig. 18. Sample No. 8 - place inlet bullet M 193 
5,56x45mm. 
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The test results of fire panel made of steel armor Armox 500 consisting of six layers of protective shown in 
the Fig. 19-26. The bullet stopped at the first layer which stuck. Seeder caused deformation of the material to a 
depth of about 6 mm. On the outer pane at the impact point of the projectile generated to a plurality of pieces of 
steel originating Armox 500. In the areas of concentration of the impact energy from a plurality of visible break 
of the material 

 

  

Fig. 19. Sample No. 10 - the front face a panel made of stainless 
antitank Armox 500 after shelling a missile M 193 5,56x45mm. 

Fig. 20. Sample No. 10 - place inlet bullet M 193 
5,56x45mm. 

  

Fig. 21. Sample No. 10 - the lateral surface of the tunnel made of 
stainless antitank Armox 500 after shelling a missile M 193 

5,56x45mm. 

Fig. 22. Sample No. 10 - place inlet bullet M 193 
5,56x45mm. 

 
The bullet penetrate the two layers. Material stopped at the third being limited to about 0.5 mm to form a 

cavity having a diameter of about 10 mm. 
 Layers panel have not been bent. At the edge of the hole formed a caldera, providing a significant strength of 

the material. AA2519 alloy underwent pushing allowing better distribution of energy through the material. The 
density of the material does not cause significant blunting or crushing missile, but alters the arrangement of the 
bullet relative to its flight path. 

 

  

Fig. 23. Sample No. 15 - the front face panel made of alloy 
AA2519 after shelling a missile M 193 5,56x45mm. 

Fig. 24. Sample No. 15 - place inlet bullet M 193. 
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The test results firing a panel made of titanium alloy Ti6Al4V consisting of three protective layers (distance 
between layers 15 mm) shown in the Fig. 25-26. 

The bullet penetrated the first layer of material. The second layer was not deformed. The hole has a beveled 
edge, and a circular hole with a smooth side. The second layer has a recess of about 1mm 5mm. This is the result 
of hitting a bullet with a cut stopper. The thickness of 10 mm influenced the panel good stiffness and absorption 
of the energy. 

  

Fig. 25. Sample No. 15 - the front face panel made of alloy 
Ti6Al4V after shelling a missile M 193 5,56x45mm. 

Fig. 26. Sample No. 15 - place inlet bullet M 193. 

The density of aluminum is about 2.0 g/cm3 density of titanium of 4.5 g/cm3 and the density of armor steel 
7.8 g/cm3. The armor steel armox 500 despite the lack of stopping the penetration creates large deformation and 
generated numerous shards that may pose a threat as dangerous as a bullet. The dispersion of fine debris can 
cause, in fact, much more damage than a bullet. Analyzing the impact of the projectile in base materials and 
layered materials the differences are considerable. The projectile striking the AA2519 alloy in the initial state it 
has penetrated to a depth of 8mm. During the shelling of the base material in the form of alloy Ti6Al4V missile 
plunged into 3mm while firing panels made of titanium interface layer has a thickness of 10 mm each bullet 
pierced a total of 11mm. The panel of AA2510 alloy layers having a thickness of 10 mm 23 mm Total raised. 
The panel layer during firing from the alloy AA bullet pierced a total of 13 mm whereas when firing from the 
titanium alloy 11. Shelling Al -t laminate thickness of 20 mm projectile basins to 3 mm and from the aluminum 
to 10 mm. When firing from the Ti and AA2519 material behaved the same way as in the base material firing 
layer 6x6 mm from the Al 18 and from the t 12 firing layered titanium and a laminate from the side of Titanium 
effect is the same - namely, the missile has penetrated after 11 mm laminate firing the titanium side panel 20 mm 
thick aluminum layer increase the rigidity of the material and improve the depreciation of impact of the 
projectile, which is energy dissipation. For 6 mm aluminum layers will not carry out its functions too well, 
because it is pushes to the side and does not slow the bullet. It is worth noting that even for a 10mm projectile 
stop layer on the second layer, that is, broke alloy Titanium 5mm thickness aluminum alloy. The layer 20 
millimeter projectile penetrated only a thickness of about 2-3 mm. 
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Abstract 

Fe6C2 compounds were investigated by using state-of-the-art computational ab-initio methods. The total energy calculations 
for the various structures different from point of view of the symmetry were performed. The most stable geometric structure 
of the particle is obtained. The electronic structure of the most stable particle and its isotropic total susceptibility were 
investigated, too. The results could shed some light the Fe3C particles formed during carbon nanotube production.  
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1. Introduction 

Carbon nanotubes were first discovered in arc discharge from a carbon rod containing transition metal 
catalysts [1,2] Currently, substantial progress has been made to synthesize nanotubes by using other methods 
such as laser-ablation, chemical vapour deposition, pyrolysis and etc. [3-5]. However, these new methods are 
based on metal, or a metal compound catalyst. Among various metals, Fe, Co, and Ni are frequently used. Metal 
or a metal compound can mix with the nanotubes to affect their electronic and magnetic properties. Moreover, 
nanoparticles could be formed during nanotube growth [6]. On the other hand, the fabrication of carbon-
encapsulated magnetic nanoparticles has attracted much attention due to their potential applications in magnetic 
data storage, magnetic toners, drug delivery and magnetic resonance imaging, since the carbon shell provides the 
necessary chemical stability and magnetic isolation for the core magnetic material. 

The effect of interactions between the Fe and C atoms on the magnetic properties of Fe-filled nanotubes by 
comparing with their free-standing wires was studied by Yong-Ju Kang [7]. This study exhibited that the magnetic 
properties of encapsulating Fe nanowires strongly depend on nanowire thickness: the magnetic moments was 
greatly reduced for thicker nanowires due to interactions between the Fe atoms and the C nanotube. Moreover, x-
ray diffraction studies of the C-coated Fe wires showed the presence of both body-centered cubic (bcc) α-Fe and 
face-centered cubic γ-Fe structures together with graphite [8]. T. Mühl et al. measured the coercivity of Fe-filled 
multiwalled carbon nanotubes with temperature for both the parallel and the perpendicular field orientations [9]. 
The results obtained exhibited that the coercivity increased almost linearly with decreasing temperature for both 
field orientation.  Grobert et al. obtain similar results [10]. However, the coercivity values obtained in these two 
studies mentioned were significant different [11]. Moreover, Prados et al. found a considerable change in the 
magnetization at low temperatures, but the results was not proved by experimental measurements performed in 
other laboratories.  

It was noted that the degree of graphitization exhibited by the nanotube walls could be extremely high. Referring to 
results presented, we predicted that the above discrepancies could occur due to presence of the different number and 
size of Fe3C particles that were formed due to interaction of the Fe atoms and carbon nanotubes.  
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The Fe3C compounds are belonged to the most common and important strengthening phases in carbon steels 
and white cast, which plays a critical role during the process of heat treatment (such as aging, tempering, 
annealing etc.) and hot working (such as forging, rolling etc.) in steels. It is known that slight changes in the 
amount and distribution of the carbon content can completely mask any changes due to grain size, stress, and the 
effects of other impurities. The studies of the susceptibilities, of the amorphous carbon films containing Fe3C 
nanograins show an increasing behaviour with temperature until a maximum was reached in both conditions of 
zero field cooling and a field cooling [12]. Moreover, the increasing of susceptibility gradually from low 
temperature to a maximum indicated a no constant size of grains existing in the films. Focusing at the films with 
pure Fe3C grains, the grain increases slightly with decreasing carbon concentration from 85% to 72% and both 
coercivity and saturation magnetization, increase with increasing grain diameters.  

In this paper, we presented the first results obtained aiming to shed some light on the structure and their 
magnetic properties of the Fe3C nanoparticles that could form during production of the carbon nanotubes.   

2. Method of investigation 

The structure of the molecule and its fragments has been studied by the Becke’s three-parameter hybrid 
functional applying the non-local correlation provided by Lee, Yang, and Parr (B3LYP) [13], – a representative 
standard DFT method. The most advantage of the DFT method is a significant increase in computational 
accuracy without the additional increase in computing time [14]. The present DFT method is derived for 
obtaining total energies as the function of the nuclei position and is often the method of choice for reaction 
calculations because the electron correlation energy is accounted, while one of the major significant deficiencies 
of the Hartree-Fock method is ignoring of the electron correlation. However, the correlation energy, as well as 
the total energy of the system investigated, is highly dependent on the basis set used. Thus, our investigation was 
performed with the 6-311G(d) basis set [15,16]. The particles under investigations were created used the most 
stable structures of Fe3C particles obtained by M. V. Ryzhkov [17]. The total number of the symmetrically 
different particles investigated was 24. The structure parameters of the molecules under study were optimized 
with no symmetry constraint. We computed force constants and the resulting vibrational frequencies. The zero-
point energy was included into calculations of the total energy of the particles. Referring to the results obtained, 
the most stable particles were found. The structural changes due to temperature of the most stable particle were 
investigated, too. The suspensibility of the structures obtained was calculated with presence of temperature to 
describe dependence of the magnetic properties of the compounds investigated on the temperature. The Gaussian 
program packages were applied [18]. 

3. Investigation Results 

The view of the most stable Fe6C2 particle is presented in Fig.1, while the detailed description of it takes place 
in Table 1. 

     Fig.1 The view of the most stable Fe6C2 particle obtained. 

Table 1. The coordinates (Å) of the most stable particle obtained. 

Atoms X Y Z 
      Fe                             -0.439933                  0.826385                    0.131352 
      Fe                              1.359317                  0.303097                    2.797758 
      Fe                              1.747895                  0.256331                    0.640606 

                           Fe                              -0.439933                1.583615                     2.278648 
                           Fe                              1.359317                  2.106903                   -0.387758 
                           Fe                              1.747895                  2.153669                    1.769394 
                          C                                0.115549                  2.440696                     0.795672 
                          C                                0.115549                - 0.030696                   1.614328 
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The total energy of the particle with zero point energy is equal to -7657.689 a.u. The total energy of other 
particles, that could be name as one of the most stables, is equal to -7657.674 a.u or -7657.676 a.u., and it is 
more than 0.38 eV higher than those of the most stable particle under investigation. The total energy of other 
particles investigated, but unmentioned is much more higher than 0.38 eV. It is evident that the structure of the 
Fe6C2 particle presented is favourable.  HOMO-LUMO gap is equal to 1.45 eV and indicate that the particle is 
semiconductor. Moreover, the relative large HOMO-LUMO gap indicates high chemical stability of the particle 
under investigation. 

The shape of the most stable particle is irregular, but the particle is symmetric, the point group of which is C2. 
It is interesting, that the particle consist of C atoms that not located as much as possible closer to each other, but 
they are not as far as possible from each other, too. The particles, in which carbon atoms form C-C bond, are 
much more unstable. 

Bond lengths, atom charge and overlap population are listened in Table 2. The overlap population represents the 
number of electrons shared between the pairs of atoms and characterized bonded and non-bonded pairs of atoms. 
The bonded pairs of atoms are presented in Fig.2. The Fe-C bond lengths obtained coincide well with results of the 
investigation of Fe3C compound presented by M.V. Ryzkov et al. [17]. However, distances between Fe-Fe atoms 
obtained by us are significantly smaller than that presented in [17], but coincide well with value of 2.198 A 
measured by L. Fohlmeister et al. [19]. The short Fe-Fe bond exists in a related mixed valence amidinate bridged 
complex and indicates the presence of Fe-Fe multiple bonding. It is of note that the Fe–Fe interaction in this high-
spin complex is ferromagnetic in nature, as opposed to the more common antiferromagnetic interactions seen in 
related dimers, where the Fe–Fe bonds length is equal to 2.515 A.  We would like to pay attention to the fact that 
the short Fe-Fe bonds take place in the Fe6C2 particle under investigation, which the isotropic total susceptibility of 
212.148 calculated reveals the particle to be paramagnetic. It allows us to predict that the Fe-Fe multiple bonding is 
present in the Fe6C2 particle under investigation.  

Table 2. The bond length, condense atom to all electrons and atoms charge of the most stable particle. The 
atoms numbers are presented in Fig. 2. 

Bond Bond length, A Overlap population 
Fe1-C7 1.831 0.196 
Fe1-C8 1.801 0.276 
Fe2-Fe3 2.192 0.080 
Fe2-Fe6 2.152 0.361 
Fe2-C8 1.749 0.170 
Fe3-C5 2.152 0.361 
Fe4-C7 1.801 0.276 
Fe4-C8 1.831 0.196 
Fe5-Fe3 2.152 0.361 
Fe5-Fe6 2.192 0.080 
Fe5-C7 1.749 0.170 

 

 

Fig.2. The bonded pairs of atoms obtained in the most stable Fe6C2 particle under investigation. 

The presence of the Fe-Fe multiple bonding indicates overlap population, too. It is clearly seen from Table 2., 
that values of the overlap population of the shortest Fe-Fe bonds is the largest (0.361), although that of other Fe-
Fe bonds is the smallest (0.080). Referring to the data and the Mulliken charges, we speculate that the oxidation 
states of the Fe atoms of the Fe6C2 particles forming different length and type bonds are different (Table 3).  

Table 3. Mulliken charges obtained. The atom numbers are presented in Fig. 2. 

Atom Fe1 Fe2 Fe3 Fe4 Fe5 Fe6 C7 C8 
Charge 0.50 0.35 0.03 0.50 0.35 0.03 -0.89 -0.89 
 

Moreover, it allows us to consider that, of the metal-based valence electrons in the active space of the particle 
occupied bonding molecular (p-type), anti-bonding (p*-type), and nonbonding (of d and d* character). This 
gives rise to a different overlap population, and yields some unpaired electrons, and, as results, unpaired spin. 
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The magnetic susceptibility calculations of the particle under investigations showed that it is largely independent 
of temperature between 323 and 573 K, remaining at 212.148.  Hence, the electronic structure of the particles in 
the temperature range is not changed, i.e. the multiple Fe-Fe bonds are not destructed, althoug we predict that 
this destruction could occurred at higher temperature or due to Fe interaction with C atoms. Hence, the results of 
the investigation indirectly confirm that ‘the magnetic properties of encapsulating Fe nanowires strongly depend 
on nanowire thickness: the magnetic moment was greatly reduced for thicker nanowires due to interactions 
between the Fe atoms and the C nanotube’.  

Conclusions 

The following results of our investigation were obtained 
 The geometric and electronic structure of the most stable F6C2 particle is obtained; 
 The multiple Fe-Fe bonds are observed; 
 The magnetic susceptibility is evaluated. 

The results of the investigation indirectly confirm that the magnetic properties of encapsulating Fe nanowires 
depend on the interactions between the Fe atoms and the C nanotube that could lead to both the destruction of 
the multiple Fe-Fe bond and formation of new chemical composition particles.  
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Abstract 

A paper presents the investigation of the N-(2,4,6-trinitrophenyl)-1H-1,2,4-triazol-3-amine(HM-I) spectrums – the new 
explosive material. The IR and UV-Vis spectra measurements are presented. These spectra are calculated in various solvent, 
too. The significant difference of the shape of the spectra is obtained, although the common features are also specified. The 
obtained results indicate that HM-I molecule optic properties are solvent dependant. It allows us to conclude that the 
detection of the new hazardous material by spectroscopic method is rather difficult. 
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1. Introduction 

The detection of traces of explosive materials is of utmost importance in the present time because explosive-
based terrorism has grown enormously in recent years. This growing is presented because explosive-based 
weapons are simple, easy deployed, and can cause enormous damage [1]. Several methods, including ion 
mobility spectroscopy, mass spectroscopy, terahertz spectroscopy, infrared spectroscopy, laser-induced 
breakdown spectroscopy, cavity ring down spectroscopy, electrochemical sensors and immunosensors, have 
been implemented [2]. However, all these methods have their limits such as poor, incapable detection, portability 
of instruments, and false alarms due to the inherent lack of selectivity [3,4]. The other major obstacle in the 
identification of explosives is their elevated spectral similarity with those compounds that share an analogous 
elemental composition. The camouflage of explosive devices and the complexity of the composition of 
suspicious objects complicate this identification. Detecting of explosives is a challenging task even due to 
frequent introduction of novel explosive compositions. Therefore, the explosive detecting technologies must be 
specially adapted for the problems of explosives detection. The adaption requires a lot of knowledge on various 
properties of explosive materials. In order to assess the feasibility of explosive-detecting techniques and design 
viable detection systems, molecular properties and spectroscopic signatures of the target molecules are needed. 
The study of the N-(2,4,6-trinitrophenyl)-1H-1,2,4-triazol-3-amine (HM-I) aiming to examine both the stability 
and explosive performances confirms that the material is explosive, non sensitive, with good explosive 
characteristics [5]. The new explosive material is also synthesized. However, there is no evidence how to detect 
the new material. Hence, the spectroscopic properties of HM-I are investigated taking into account the both 
facts: 
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 optical spectroscopy, widely used for measurement of many different species at trace levels or in complex 
backgrounds, is applied as the basis for possible detection systems; 

 for any detection scheme, the essential information required is data on wavelengths and intensities 
corresponding  absorption and/or emission features of the target compounds.  
In this paper, a theoretical method was used to predict both the IR and UV-Vis spectra of HM-I. The 

theoretical results obtained were compared with the experimentally measured data aiming to check the 
theoretical predictions made. Hence, the goal of our studies was to elucidate the possibility to use spectroscopy 
to detected HM-I material.  

2. Method of investigation 

The structure of the molecule and its fragments has been studied by the Becke’s three-parameter hybrid 
functional applying the non-local correlation provided by Lee, Yang, and Parr (B3LYP) [6], – a representative 
standard DFT method. The most advantage of the DFT method is a significant increase in computational 
accuracy without the additional increase in computing time [7]. The present DFT method is derived for obtaining 
total energies as the function of the nuclei position and is often the method of choice for reaction calculations 
because the electron correlation energy is accounted, while one of the major significant deficiencies of the 
Hartree-Fock method is ignoring of the electron correlation. However, the correlation energy, as well as the total 
energy of the system investigated, is highly dependent on the basis set used. Thus, our investigation was 
performed with the cc-pVTZ basis set [8]. The structure parameters of the molecules under study were optimized 
with no symmetry constraint. We computed force constants and the resulting vibrational frequencies.  The force 
constants were determined analytically, too. To describe energetic properties of the compounds investigated, the 
detonation velocity and oxygen balance were calculated. An excited state calculation using the time-dependent 
DFT method was performed, too [9]. The Polarizable Continuum Model (PCM) using the integral equation 
formalism variant was applied to performed simulations in the presence of a solvent by placing the solute in a 
cavity within the solvent reaction field [10]. The Gaussian program packages were applied [11]. 

UV/Vis spectra measurements of N-(2,4,6-trinitrophenyl)-1H-1,2,4-triazol-3-amine were 
spectrophotometrically carried out applying Lambda 25 (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA) UV-VIS 
spectrophotometer using 1.0 cm optical path cells and recording spectra with 0.4 nm accuracies in ethanol 
medium. IR spectra were recorded in KBr disc on a Perkin-Elmer spectrophotometer (FT-IR Spectrum BX II) at 
accuracies 1 cm-1.  

3. Investigation Results 

3.1. IR spectra 

Let us remind, that the spectra of the HM-I molecule is both measured and calculated. The spectrum 
measured is used to compare the experimental and theoretical spectra. The comparison allows us to determine 
precision of the results obtained and to foresee some properties of the molecules that is important performance of 
hazardous materials. The spectra of HM-I take place in Fig. 1 and 2, while more precise description is presented 
in Table 1. 

     
Fig. 1 The calculated spectrum of HM-I                                     Fig.2 The measured spectrum of HM-I 

The comparison of the spectra indicates that the spectrum calculated is slightly shifted to larger wave number 
region. However, the shift is not greater than the potential uncertainties, i.e. the accuracy of the theoretical 
investigation is high enough. It is emphasized, that in both spectra the lines correspond to the N-H and C-H bond 
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stretching are present.  The good agreement between theoretical and experimental results as well as the studies 
of the other author [12] is achieved, too. Hence, the IR spectrum measured or calculated allows one to detect any 
compounds that share the analogous elemental composition of HM-I. 

We would like to pay attention that some of the vibrations, that are not the most intensive (Table 2), are 
related with the intensive stretching of -NO2 and  -NH, joined the benzene ring and the -C2H2N3 group.  

Table 1. The most intensive line of the IR spectra of HM-I molecule. 

Wave length 
measured, cm-1 

Wave length 
calculated, cm-1 

Intensity calculated 
Vibration spectra 

assignment 
1311.82 1324.44 292.7016 ν, N-C 
1344.69 1361.78 596.7952 ν, C-H, N-H 
1527.62 1560.75 508.0189 ν, N-H 
1595.83 1635.63 349.9145 ν, N-H, C-H 
1619.07 1658.91 380.7052 ν, N-H, C-H 

 
The IR spectrum in the various solvents such as water, acetonitrile and ethanol was calculated to foresee the 

solvent influence. The spectra calculated are presented in Tables 2. Referring to results presented, it is possible 
to see that IR spectrum of the molecules under investigations calculated in vacuum changes significantly when 
simulations are performed in the presence of a solvent by placing the solute in a cavity within the solvent 
reaction field. The spectra calculated in the presence of the solvents and vacuum are different due to both the 
intensity of the lines and the number of it. As examples: the intensity of the lines at 1361 cm-1 and 1560 cm-

1increases in solvent, but this intensity is not the largest in comparison with those of the spectra calculated in 
vacuum; the intensity of the wavelength of 1324cm-1 is one of the largest in the presence of solvent, while that in 
the vacuum is the smallest; intensity of 1635 cm-1 and 1658 cm-1 is change slightly. The simplest explanation of 
the phenomena is different attraction of the molecules under study with solvent molecules, formation of 
hydrogen bonds and etc.  

However, referring to results presented in Table 2 it is possible to see that IR spectra of the molecules 
calculated in different solvent are not different significantly. 

Table 2. IR spectra of the HM-I calculated in the presence of a solvent by placing the solute in a cavity within the solvent reaction field. The 
wave length bolded are obtained in the IR spectra calculated in vacuum. 

Acetonitrile Water Ethanol 
Wave 

length. cm-1 
Intensity Wave 

length. cm-1 Intensity 
Wave 

length. cm-1 Intensity 

Vibration 
spectra 

assignment 

1183.06 267.328 1183.69 270.7771 1182.72 256.8517 ν 

1291.98 243.7403   1292 228.2786 ν 

1311.76 723.0984 1311.01 826.4378 1311.87 731.4279 Ν 

1339.39 877.5563 1338.81 957.5727 1339.32 853.0158 ν. Σ 

1347.99 753.2162 1347.23 747.3596 1348.37 735.2247 Ν 

1374.34 232.2083 1372.96 268.3246 1373.17 250.0698 ν. Σ 

1451.37 260.9656   1451.83 250.3838 Ν 

1534.64 597.334 1531.3 736.3055 1535.38 626.9658 Ν 

1542.58 757.1702 1539.71 645.8711 1543.29 696.55 Ν 

1569.64 382.7652 1565.33 409.2672 1570.6 356.9159 ν. Σ 

1592.28 262.2246 1582.35 277.8787 1593.19 265.4388 Ν 

1616.21 511.2168 1612.14 514.8691 1616.51 510.8566 Ν 

1646.03 604.2924 1644.86 604.9508 1646.31 607.4036 Σ 

3284.64 640.7571 3276.84 654.3227 3297.51 619.1577 Ν 

3454.48 401.334 3441.01 447.6203 3457.27 392.651 Ν 

 
In this case, the main difference is absence of the lines of 1292 cm-1 and 1451 cm-1 in the spectrum calculated 

in the presence of water. However, the intensity of these lines in other spectrum calculated taking into account 
solvent is relatively small. It implies, that shape of the spectra of HM-I molecule measured in various solvents 
should be the same. Hence, from first sign, the IR spectrum measured in solvent could be used to detect HM-I. 
However, taking into account the fact that IR spectra of amines are greatly influenced by solvents [13], we 
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speculate that IR spectrum features described should be obtained in the spectra of compounds that share the 
analogous elemental composition of HM-I. It allows us to conclude that identification of the new explosive 
materials by using spectroscopic methods could be rather difficult due to spectra-shape-change in solution.  

3.2. UV-Vis spectra 

The UV-Vis spectra of the materials under study were both measured and calculated, too. The spectrum of 
HM-I was measured only in ethanol solvent due to the low solubility of the molecule, although the spectrum is 
calculated in the presence of different solvents (Figs. 3-5). 

The both measured and calculated spectra indicate presence of the 250.30 nm and 354.50 nm lines, although 
the intensities of the lines are not coincided, i.e. intensity of 250.30 nm calculated is too low in comparison with 
intensity of this line measured. The uncoincidence is not a surprise, because ethanol and water, other solvent of 
this study, are protic solvents having O-H or N-H bonds. The protic solvents can participate in hydrogen 
bonding, which is a powerful intermolecular force. Additionally, these O-H or N-H bonds can serve as a source 
of protons (H+). The phenomena are insufficiently described by PCM model used, although the results obtained 
is enough accurate to foresee the main features of the solution influence to the optic properties of HM-I. 

      

 Fig.3 The UV-Vis spectrum of HM-I calculated  Fig.4 The spectrum of HM-I measured in ethanol. 
 in the presence of ethanol. 

         
 Vacuum Acetonitrile Water 

Fig.5. The UV-Vis spectra of HM-I calculated in vacuum (on the left), acetonitrile (in the middle), and water (on the right). 

As it is evident from Fig. 5, the lines of 250.30 nm and 354.50 nm are present in all spectra calculated in 
different solvents and vacuum, while their intensity is different. It implies, that the shapes of the UV-Vis spectra 
of HM-I calculated in vacuum, acetonitrile and water are different, although one of these spectra calculated in 
water and ethanol are similar. We pay attention, that investigation is performed in the presence of the solvent 
that belong to following groups:  

 polar aprotic (acetonitrile); 
 polar protic (ethanol, water). 

Hence, the difference of the shape is present due to both the solvent and solvent properties. It allows us to 
conclude that the detection of the new hazardous material by UV-Vis spectroscopic method could be rather 
difficult, too. 
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Conclusions 

The following results of our investigation were obtained: 

 The IR and UV-Vis spectra of the new hazardous material are both measurement and calculated in the 
presence of various solvent and vacuum; 

 The general features, i.e. wavelengths and wave numbers that are obtained in all spectra investigated, are 
achieved; 

 The differences of the IR and UV-Vis spectra calculated in various solvents and vacuum are exhibited. 

The above observations allow us to foresee that the detection of the new hazardous material by spectroscopic 
method could be rather difficult.  
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Abstract 

This article includes load spectrum methodology development for agricultural tractor with engine power 38 kW.  
The article presents different ways of determining loads acting on the tractor's transmission from analysis through  
to experimental studies. Based on the analysis of available literature in this area, defining the initial load participation with 
occurs during various agricultural works and transportation used for agricultural tractors. In order to verify the assumptions 
made  
in basis of literature, there have been done fuel consumption measurements during various works execution.  
The measurements analysis show that the tractor consumed the biggest quantity of fuel during ploughing, which means that 
this work generates the greatest load for the power train. 
The rest of this article describes loads methods registration that occurs during ploughing. The resistance ploughs movement 
course was finally determined. It represents the largest share of total tractor load during ploughing. For this purpose test stand 
has been built. It is the plough which leg has been pivotally mounted. The possibility of rotation was blocked after force 
sensor installation, thanks to that forces were recorded between legs and frame of a plough. In the next step numerical model 
in MSC Adams software has been built based on the real geometrical dimensions of the plough. The model was used to 
determine forces value which act on the tractor during ploughing. In the last step the tractor load spectrum has been 
developed which based  
on forces acting on the tractor during ploughing which obtained from simulation. 
 
© 2016 T. Tchórz, L. Śnieżek, K. Grzelak.  
Peer-review under responsibility of the Kaunas University of Technology, Panevėžys Faculty of Technologies and Business  
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1. Introduction 

Measurement and loads analysis of tractor that occur during agricultural works are essential in the design 
stage of the transmission and motor selection for a particular type of tractor. It is therefore necessary to record 
information on the most commonly used gear, speed achieved by the tractor and the driving forces behind the 
work of cultivation and transportation. Research in this area suggests that the greatest load in the power train of 
the tractor exist during such operations as plowing and soil cultivation [1]. 

All of these agricultural works belong to the hard work group, but it is necessary to select a procedure that 
generates the greatest load for tractor’s drive train. One of the parameters determining the tractor load is fuel 
consumption. Fuel is tractor energy source and its consumption determines machine performance the work 
resistance value of cooperating implements that the tractor must overcome. Moreover, fuel consumption during a 
single treatment is affected by many factors such as soil texture, moisture, terrain, tractor type (two or four-
wheel drive), tractor size of a and a method of selecting implements to the tractor (if they are not too large or too 
small ). For the fuel consumption when using the same implement can vary significantly [2]. 
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In order to investigate the initial loads contribution that occur during individual agricultural works performance 
fuel consumption was mesured. The object of the research is tractor Ursus C-360 with engine nominal power of 
38 kW and a carb weight of 2830 kg. The fuel consumption results for each works shown in Fig. 1.  
 

 

Fig. 1. Fuel consumption of the tractor Ursus C-360 which performs various field works 

Based on the measurements it can be explicitly stated that the highest fuel consumption occurs during such 
operations as ploughing and mowing. It is remarkable, however, that when working with the mower tractor's 
transmission does not transfer the total load because the mower is driven by the tractor PTO. Therefore, bar 
corresponding to the fuel consumed during mowing has been marked in yellow. The highest fuel consumption, 
which was observed during the tests occurred during ploughing, when the total torque generated by engine is 
transmitted by the drive system. Bar in the graph corresponds to the fuel used in this case is marked in red. Later 
in the article authors treated loads methods and analysis during the ploughing. 

 
Nomenclature 

FP plough resistance [N] 
RS sensor reaction [N] 
GP plough weight [N] 
GTR tractor rear axle weight [N] 
R soil reactions [N] 
RTL top link reaction [N] 
RLA lift arms reactions [N] 
PX traction effort [N] 
O leg plough axle rotation  
f  rolling resistance coefficient  
m mass of the plough [kg] 
g acceleration of gravity [m/s2] 
k specific resistance of the soil against deformation [N/m2] 
d working depth [m] 
w working width [m] 
ε coefficient, depending of the kind of mouldboard and soil [N s2/m4] 
v ploughing speed [m/s] 
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2. Methods for determining resistance forces during the ploughing 

The main tractor load in the agricultural performance is the cultivation implements resistance work power. 
However, the tractor also subject to such forces as tractor wheels rolling resistance, co-operating machines 
rolling resistance, inclination terrain resulting resistance. The sum of these forces is the strength of resistance for 
the tractor is transmitted through the drive train on the cultivation performance. 

In order to achieve tractor's maximum efficiency its work should be carried out using the maximum drawbar 
power, which is the product of actual speed and traction force [9]. With the increase of drawbar power, wheel 
slip increases due to loss of grip. The result is a reduced possibility of using the maximum engine power what 
causes fuel and time waist. 

2.1. Plough work resistance analytical calculation 

The tractor’s tractive effort value must be greater than the sum of soil cutting resistance occurring while 
ploughing. The sum of soil cutting resistances are a plough work resistance, which value is the result of 
plowshares geometry and mouldboards, soil structure, soil moisture and tractor speed. Knowing these basic 
parameters approximate value of the horizontal component of traction effort which must have a tractor can be 
determined in an analytical way, which will be aggregated with the plough. For this purpose, the following 
formula may be used [3]: 

       (1) 

In order to determine the exact parameters values which appear in equation 1 it is to be performed research 
working plough elements in the soil in the same conditions. The plough resistance value during ploughing 
calculated analytically does not reflect the exact dynamics system. 

While tillage occur temporarily increases the work implements resistance, which cause an overload for the 
engine and transmission. In addition, slip value increased, it may even reach 100%. Therefore, it is essential to 
ensure the power supply and keep the tractor load while working at 60-70% of its maximum load [4]. To ensure 
this condition it is necessary to know the acting loads nature on the tractor transmission during the toughest 
works which include the ploughing. 

2.2. Plough resistance work experimental determination 

Most of the tillage implements could be attached to the tractors rear three-point linkage, where there are two 
lift arms and one top link. While working, the lift arms are stretched while the top link is usually compressed. It 
makes it difficult to measure the total work force the implement on the tractor. One work resistance measuring 
during ploughing is towing the tractor, when attached to a plough, using another tractor [5]. This method 
diagram is shown in Fig. 2, this solution advantage is the easy way to register force occurring in the line 
connecting the tractor towed with the drive. 

 

Fig. 2. Measuring the resistance of work the plough using tractor towed and driving. Labels: 1-test tractor, 2-sensor for 
theoretical speed, 3-sensor for PTO speed, 4-dynamometer, 5-travel speed sensor, 6-link, 7-implement load, 9-GPS, 10-data 

acquisition, 11-computer. 
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The method main disadvantage is work plough total resistance sum measuring and the tractor towed rolling 
resistance one. In order to isolate the resistance which generates plough there have also to be measured the 
tractor towed rolling resistance with raised implement and then calculate work plough resistance using the 
following equation: 

            (2) 

The calculated resistance value FP may not be accurate because the dependence from which it was calculated 
does not include the tractor down force axle, which can occur when working with the mounted implement. 

3. Work plough resistance measurement  

Studies was done on 10.11.2016 in Lublin province in the municipality of Stary Zamość in the field to 
growing an area of 0.36 hectares, which dominates the soil with clay surface. The exact parameters to the 
conditions the test was carried out and the devices information used are shown in Table 1. 

The loads particular nature during ploughing done tractor Ursus C-360 with a total mass of 2830 kg. with 
rear-wheel drive was determined on the basis of the following research. During the study a plough having three 
furrow was used, where the leg pivotally mounted to the frame. The rotation possibility was blocked by the 
mounting force sensors ZEPWN CL-140, with which the forces acting on the leg were recorded. Force sensor 
mounting and the plow frame leg is shown in Fig. 3. 

Table 1. The values of occurring parameters during research. 

Parameter name Value Unit 

Soil moisture 12 % 

Depth of the ploughing 0,25 m 

Driving speed during the ploughing 1,3 m/s 

The average tractor wheel slip 27 % 

Engine power 38 kW 

Load front axle  9 kN 

Load rear axle 19,3 kN 

Own weight of the plough 0,3 kN 

Working width of the plough 0,9 m 

Cutting angle of the plowshare 30 ° 
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Fig. 3. Construction of the measuring plough (a) method of assembly force sensor and the leg to the plough frame. Labels: 1-frame, 2-pivot,  
3-leg of plough, 4-mouldboard, 5-force sensor, 6-surface of soil, (b) simplified system of forces that occur during ploughing. 

Plough working elements are characterized by helical geometry due to the work nature they perform, their job 
is to separate the upper layer of soil and flip it to cover the plants. The plowshares and mouldboards shape 
complexity level make it impossible to clear and precise pressure soil distribution on the working elements 
during tillage. Therefore, first and most important criterion is to consider simplifying the system: tractor - 
machine as a flat forces system. The resultant forces acting on each of the working plough’s elements calculation 
was performed based on the assumption that these forces points are present on the plough bodies in the 
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ploughing middle depth [6]. It is also assumed that the force points are under axes, whereby the vertical 
component does not affect the torque value of relative to the rotation axis. The forces acting on the object of 
research during tillage shown in Fig. 4.  

 

Fig. 4. Distribution of forces acting on the plough and tractor during tillage. 

On the basis of plough and tractor geometry precise measurements, it was built numerical model in the MSC 
Adams, which was introduced force in the form of waveforms of the forces FP1, FP2 and FP3,which was recorded 
during research [10]. Waveforms of these forces shown in Fig.5. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Waveforms horizontal forces acting on the plough bodies. Labels: plough 1-FP1, plough 2-FP2, plough 3- FP3. 

During ploughing the plowshares penetrate the soil causing its cutting and inverting and as a result the plough 
working elements are additionally loaded by vertical component of forces FP1, FP2 and FP3. In order to reflect the 
actual working conditions and determine the force which presses the plough to the ground, the vertical work 
resistances components have also been included in the analytical model. The forces values for tillage implements 
with an angle of plowshare cutting 30 ° is about 40% of the horizontal component values [7]. 

Fig. 6 shows the waveforms forces acting on a tractor during ploughing, which have been obtained from 
simulation. The color blue represents the traction effort that tractor generates during tillage, however red color 
signified the sum of the vertical reaction components which were occurring in the three point linkage. 
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Fig. 5. Waveforms forces acting on a tractor during ploughing. Labels: tractive effort - PX, extra load - Σ RTCY RLCY. 

While analyzing the forces shown in Fig. 6 it can be observed that the greatest force values occur in the time 
interval from 10 to 55 sec. In other time intervals analyzed forces reach much lower value due to plough 
deepening beginning, which lasted for 10 sec. and decrease the driving speed tractor to a halt after 55 sec. 

The average traction effort value during ploughing in the range from 10 to 55 sec. is 7,13 kN, while the 
maximum force value, occurred in the analyzed interval is approx. 9 kN which represents 47% tractor load rear 
axle. This means that the maximum adhesion coefficient value reaches the 0,47, on the assumption that tractor 
has not been additionally loaded during tillage. In order to verify tractor work with a plough impact on the extra 
load rear axle, there was presented vertical components waveform sum reaction occurring in the three point 
linkage tractor (Fig. 6). In the time interval from 10 to 55 sec. the sum average forces resulting extra rear tractor 
load is 1,73 kN while the maximum value exceeds 2 kN which represents about 10% of the total load on the rear 
axle. Increasing the load rear axle may be important for the tractor driveline components durability. This is due 
to the fact that, for high-gear ratio in driveline the tractor is able to generate momentarily drawbar pull by 10% 
higher compared to the maximum drawbar pull that will generate without implement in the same conditions. 

Using local extremes method counting, waveform the traction effort PX in the time interval from 10 to 55 s. 
was developed spectrum tractor load drive system during ploughing [8]. Different load values percentage are 
shown in Fig. 7. The traction effort lowest value of the ranging from 5 to 6 kN occurring when the tractor works 
with plough is 30%. The largest share of 50% determined according to counting local extrema loads method in 
the range of 6,5 to 7,5 kN. Slightly larger load values in the range of 8 to 8,5 kN a group of the share 18%. The 
highest traction effort values that occurred during ploughing are 9 kN, whose participation is not exceed 2%. 
 

 

Fig. 7. Load spectrum driveline of the tractor during ploughing 

Presented load spectrum tractor driveline during ploughing may be used as one of the elements to estimate the 
spectrum loads occurring in total tractor working live. 
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4. Summary 

Load spectrum driveline development is an essential element in the research phase of newly constructed 
power transmission tractors. The method proposed determining in this article the load spectrum based on the 
most energy-intensive agricultural tillage which is ploughing, allows to determine the any tractor load spectrum 
performing this tillage. In order to accomplish this task, it is necessary to enter the geometry parameters and 
mass of the both: tractor and plough. The next work stage is to verify the results obtained from the model 
proposed simulations with tests field results performed by towing the tractor with the plough. 
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Abstract 

Vehicles can be loaded up to the maximum allowable capacity only in the case if the total load center of gravity is in a certain 
area. However, even when the load is less than the maximum weight lifting cargo must be stowed also is in precise places. 
Otherwise, the tonnage of the axle might be too high or the low. If the cargo center of gravity lies within the zone - the so-
called load distribution curve – it can be guaranteed, that the axles areloaded correctly. Using the load distribution curve and 
the cargo distribution scheme, the distance from the front wall might be determine as well as the weight of the load for certain 
the semi-trailer can be detected. In the article the load of semi-trailers is simulated using the doftware „Science Truck body 
builder” that allows to draw the load distribution curve for a three-axle semi-trailer’s model. 
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1. Introduction 

The heavy vehicles – trucks’ – center of gravity is a very important aspect or point for increasing the driving 
performance, vehicle stability on the road as far as braking force distribution. In the case goods are loaded 
outside the specific guidelines, the consequences might be catastrophic. For example, the heavy weight of the 
cargo is loaded into trailers’ end so the towing vehicle drive axle will not have good adhesion to the road and it 
may happen that the powered wheels will not even reach the road base or adhesion will be very poor. If 
excessive weight is placed on the front of the semi-trailer it will result in the overweight on the drive axle, which 
will affect the front axle for trailer. Avoidance of these mistakes might lead to safe operation of the vehicle [1]. 
The load distribution curve of the semi-trailer serves for the optimal determination of the  cargo placement.  

The European manufacturers of semi-trailers present the load distribution curves as a loaders guide (see Fig. 
1 pav.) However, this scheme gives only the approximate orientation to loading a semi-trailer: it allows to find 
out just where the heaviest load must be placed. The graph shows that in the front of the semi-trailer it is 
recommended to load cargo up to 7 tons in weight, in the midle - of even up to 30, and by the end of the truck – 
at least 2-3 tons [2]. 
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Fig.1. Example of load distribution diagram - semi-trailer (Schmitzh Cargobull) [2]. 
 

In the article the loading of different cargo is simulated as well as the load distribution curves for a three-axle 
semi-trailer model are drawn. The investigation is carried out according „Weight and dimensions of heavy 
commercial vehicles as established by  Directive 96/53/EC” [3]. 

2.  Simulation of gravity centre location for a truck and semi-trailer 

The stability and security of the operation of a vehicle depends on the effects of inertia forces. Inertia focuses 
in the point of gravity. The position of the centre of gravity depends of the load  size and positioning on a semi-
trailer. The article presents the simulation of dynamic centre of gravity when, where cargo is pulled back from 
the front of the wall in a meter. The calculation schema of the center of gravity is given in Figure 2. Under 
considerations that firstly, the dimensions of the cargo are 2.4 m x 4.0 m, secondly, the centre of gravity of the 
load is dynamic, which is determined as the intersection of symmetry axis of the rectangular shape cargo; and 
finally the height of the load is always the same – 2 metres. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. Example for determining the gravity center for two axle vehicle and three axled semi-trailer loading: 
dimension of cargo1.5 x 4 m and weight 8 t. 

 
Using the forementioned parametrs the simulation process was started. The weight og the load was 

contantely increased from 8 to 17 t, other parameters of the load were not changed. The total weight of the 
vehicle and the semi-trailer was m = 151, 704 t. At the time of the simulation of the load was moved from the 
front of the semi-trailer’s wall till its end. The change in the centre of gravity curves is presented in Figures 3 and 
4. 

Dynamic center of gravity 

Dynamic center of gravity  
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Fig. 3. The dependence of gravity center of two axle  vehicle 
and three-axle semi-trailer’s front axle (rear wheel drive) on 

cargo (of  8 and 17t  in weight) location. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.4. The dependence of gravity center of three axle vehicle 
and three-axle semi-trailer’s front axle (rear wheel drive) on 

cargo (of  8 and 17t  in weight) location. 

From the charts the pattern, demonstrating the movement of the gravity centre, was determined for both 
simulation models: two axle vehicle and three-axle semi-tariler‘s as well as three axle vehicle and three-axle 
semi-tariler’s. Figure 3. and Figure 4 show that the dynamic displacement of the centre of gravity evenly 
increases and moves towards the end (rear) of the semi-trailer. The model of two axle vehicle and three-axle 
semi-trriler has shown that after move of the cargo (both 8 and 17 in weight) from the front wall at 2.8, the 
dynamic centre of gravity in the trail matches. The dynamic centre of gravity in the trail consisting of three axle 
vehicle and three-axle semi-trailer matches  after movement of the cargo at 2.6 m.  

3. Simulation of axle load  for  a truck and semi-trailer 

Vehicle‘s axle load depends directly on the location of the cargo on a semi-trailer. Modelling performed by 
the authors allowed to detect the variation patterns for load of both rear and  wheel drive axles in dependence on 
the cargo loaction on semi-trailer. The simulation was carried out with two-and three-axle trucks and three axle 
semi-trailerhandling the same cargo characteristics. 

Figure 5 and Figure 10 show the active load of the axles when  the cargo (8 and 17 t) was pushed from the 
front wall of the semi-trailer to rear one. The diagrams allow to determine the position or location  of the cargo at 
which the load of wheel drive axled exceeds the permissible limit – 10 t. 

Figure 5 and Figure 6 also show that  rear axis is not overloaded, that is it does not exceed the permissible 
load 10000 kg and evenly decreases. Figure 7 pav. demonstrates that the load of the wheel drive axle of two 
axled semi-trailer vehicle wll be overloaded – that is wll exceed the persmissible 11500 kg limit – only in the 
case if the cargo of  17 t wll be located pushed from the front semi-trailer‘s wall at 2.6 m. Modelling the same 
dituaction inderthe same conditions for three axled vehicle the results showed that the formentioned problem wll 
never arise - pusdhing the cargo from the front wall of the semi-trailer to its rear, the wheel drive axle wll never 
be overloaded: will never exceed permissible limit of 19000 kg. 

The load of axles in two axle vehicle and semi-trailer (Figure 9) and the load of  axles in three axle 
vehicle semi-trailer (Figure 10) areoverloaded under such conditions: when the loaction of the cargo exeeds is 
7,5 – 9,6 m from the front wall, and the weight of the cargo – 17000 kg. The load increases evenly. 
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Fig.5. The dependence of  two axle vehicle a front axle (rear 
wheel drive) load on cargo (of  8 and 17 t)  location. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.6. The dependence of  three axle vehicle front axle (rear 
wheel drive) load on cargo (of  8 and 17 t)  location. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.7.  The dependence of  two axle vehicle front axle (wheel 
drive) load on cargo (of  8 and 17 t) location. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig.8. The dependence of three axle vehicle front axle (wheel 
drive) load on cargo (of  8 and 17 t) location. 

 
 
Using software „Truckscience“ [4] it was determined what the maximum weight [5], [6] of the cargo 

can be, if its width is 2, 4 m and length changes. 
Pushing the load from the front towards the rear of the semi-trailer, it was found what the greatest 

weight of cargo in any place of the semi-trailer could be within the limits of the permissible axle loads. The 
situationed was simulated using as an example a cargo piece of 1.5 m wide and 1 m high with a length from 1 m 
up to 13, 6 m. The length of the load was increased every 1 m. Under such conditions the maximum permissible 
axle load limits were determined. The schemes of three axeled semi-trailer load were drawn that allow to detect 
the precise position of a cargo of different length. 
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Fig.9 The load of  axles in two axle vehicle semi-trailer 
(cargo of  8 and 17t).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig.10. The load of  axles in three axle vehicle semi-trailer 
(cargo of  8 and 17t). 

 
Figure 11 demonstrates one possible example – a scheme of three axeled semi-trailer‘s  load. 
 

 
Fig. 11.Sheme of 13, 6 m long cargo load on three axle semi-trailer.  

Figure 11 shows the patterns of axle load distribution. The maximum weight is achieved, when the Centre of 
gravity of the load is in the middle of a load, that is makes 50% of the length of the load.  

Conclusions 

1. After completion of the investigation, it was found that the center of gravity of the cargo pushing it from 
the front of the semi-trailer towards the rear scrolls smoothly toward the rear (end). That means that when 
the cargo is loaded at the rear of the semi-trailer, the center of gravity is the most distant from the front 
wall and the rigidity of the semi-trailer is less when the center of gravity is more distant from the driving 
axle. 

2. Axle load of the semi-trailer change smoothly pushing the load from the front wall to the rear one: the load 
of rare and wheel drive axles constantly declines,  and the load of the semi-trailer – constantly grows. 

3. Pushing the 8000kg mass cargo loaded into the truck on a two-axle vehicle with three axle semi-trailer, the 
permissible axle load is not exceeded. However, pushing the cargo at the weight of 17000kg on the two-
axle towing vehicle when its location reaches from 0 to 3 m from the front of the semi-trailer’s wall, the 
wheel drive axle is loaded at 11500 kg and this exceeds the permitted range. 

4. Semi-trailer axles are overloaded when cargo is moved from the front to the rear wall more than 8 m. 
When a cargo weighing 8000kg is loaded into the truck on three axed vehicle with three axle semi-trailer, 
the permissible axle load is not exceeded. However, if the cargo weights 17000kg and is moved towards 
the end of the semi-tariler, the permissible load is reached ath thedistance of 7.5 m. This means that it is 
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advised to transport the heavy freight by three-axled vehicle (because the axles are not overloaded), but it 
must be avoided to move the cargo on the end of the semi-trailer. 

5. Partial and heavy freight must be transported by three-axed vehicles (it optimal) because the wheel driven 
axle can be overloaded .Complete cargo is advised to transport on two-axed vehicles avoiding the 
permissible limit of the total weight. 
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Abstract 

While analyzing the development of partitions in construction, three equal and closely interrelated components are 
distinguished: the ecological, economic and social aspects. Climate change and limited resources encourages to use thermal 
energy in residential accommodation more efficiently. In Lithuania almost 96 % of apartment building were built before the 
year 1993. The consumption of thermal energy in these buildings is about two times higher then in new construction 
apartments. Comparing updated (modernized) buildings also a huge difference in energy consumption is highlited. State, 
considering modernization of residential buildings a priority, encourages the renovation of apartment buildings and provides 
financial aid to investment projects. It is a fact that resources are not infinite, so it is important to continuously look for ways 
to conserve and use them as efficiently as possible. The consumption of thermal energy of a house can influenced by such 
factors: geographical location, climatic conditions and city‘s main fuel for the production of heat. Unfortunately it would be a 
very difficult task to change the geographical location of objects and you can not ‘‘book‘‘ desired weather conditions. In this 
case it is important to focus on other alternatives, which would be possible and realizable, encouraging environmental 
protection, conserving finances and improving people‘s level of comfort. Apartment renovation is one of the means.  
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1. Introduction 

One of the issues of today is still the renovation of apartments. While analyzing renovation through the 
perspective of improvement of energy consumption, you can not separate such aspect as fostering the quality of  
resident‘s living environment.  

The residential sector is the largest final energy consumer and is responsible for 30% of total carbon dioxide 
emissions in Hungary. In order to address the general poor condition of the building stock and resulting 
inefficiency in energy use, from 1990 onwards, the government and local authorities 111 initiated energy 
efficiency support programmes in the residential buildings sector [1]. 

Only about 4% of apartments in Lithuania are classified as consuming the least heat (~9 kWh/m2), i.e. new 
construction or modernized (updated), or having individual heating control and accounting [2]. Thus, the 
remaining approximately 96% of apartments are built according to Construction Technical Standards that were 
valid until 1993 or with large windows, which barely satisfy modern requirements. Their residents have to pay a 
substantial amount in order to keep a comfortable environment in the apartments. Most of the apartments are 
provided with thermal energy through central heating systems. In order to ensure better living conditions in both 
comfort and financial aspects, these systems need to be updated (modernized).  

The EES market potential in the residential sector indicates the presence of an additional annual market 
volume of about 190 M€ in the EU-27 for investments with payback times below 3 years (or of about 1640 M€ 
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for investments with payback times below 8 years). The largest part of this potential comes from EESs related to 
wall and roof insulation and installation of energy efficient boilers in multifamily buildings. Although specific 
barriers in the residential sector still hinder national EES markets development in important ways, positive 
market signals have been registered in Germany, Denmark, France, Flanders (BE), Hungary, Romania and UK 
[3]. 

The government approved the proposal to set up a Public Investment Development Agency in 28 November, 
2012. The European Union and national resources will be used more efficiently and faster for implementation of 
renovation of multi-apartment buildings. At the same time it aims to develop the JESSICA financial model in 
other areas: urban development, environment, sports infrastructure, education, culture, tourism and transport [4]. 

The first stage massive apartment renovation list was published in 2013 in the Ministry of the Environment 
website, in which almost all of Lithuania‘s cities expressed the desire to participate in the program – 840 
apartment buildings from different cities [5].  Following the successful results the major part of  apartments were 
updated (modernized). So it is no wonder that during second stage the number of willing participants, who live 
in houses built in Soviet times, increased more than two times – 1680 homes from 58 municipalities of the 
country have submitted applications to participate in the program [6].  

2.  Heat demand dependence on apartment’s geographical position 

Energy efficiency improvement of the housing sector is usually associated with renovation. Renovation – is 
renewal and modernization of buildings and residential environment, development of new quality. Renovation is 
like a separate part of the reconstruction work, which includes construction and installation work complex, 
which aims to improve the existing buildings physical, mechanical, aesthetic and other performance properties, 
seeking greater energy efficiency [7].  

Specific technical requirements of renovation projects are divided into two main groups of measures: 1) 
building‘s energy efficiency increasing and 2) other building‘s renewal (modernization) measures (Fig. 1) [8]. 
The latter group has two criteria, and the first – is characterized by an abundance of requirements, which is 
closely related to renovation of structures and building systems. However these measures should be applied with 
consideration to object‘s, in this case apartment building, present condition. Therefore the criteria table once 
more proves that apartment buildings mostly affected by complex building structures and heating systems 
renewal (modernization). 

Comparing the following two cities, Palanga and Šiauliai, many respondents who were asked about the 
difference between these cities, responded that the climate and financial standard of living are different. In order 
to rationally evaluate, you can select heating of apartment buildings as the optimum option. Thus while assessing 
these two Lithuania‘s cities, it is understood that in financial terms the city of Palanga is more expensive, 
although smaller than Šiauliai. Examining average heating costs monetary difference is obvious, which shows 
that during winter in Palanga apartment resident will pay more than twice than the one living in the city of 
Šiauliai. 
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Fig. 1. Apartment building renewal (modernization) measures supported by the State. The figure is compiled on the basis of Republic of 
Lithuania Governments resolution "On the apartment building renewal (modernization) program approval" 

One of the factors affecting the prices is main fuel – constantly rising prices of natural gas, whose 
consumption in both Palanga and Šiauliai is more than 50% of all used fuel types (Table 1) [9]. The heating is 
cheapest in those Lithuanian cities where the main fuel for heat production is local biofuels, which is more than 
twice cheaper than gas. In Šiauliai the percentage of biofuel used out of the total used fuel is higher, i.e. 10,17%, 
than in city of Palanga in which only more than 3% use this type of fuel. And the benefit of biofuel is obvious – 
it‘s cheaper than gas.   

Table 1. Heating production sources of Palanga ir Šiauliai cities. 

City Palanga Šiauliai 

Company name UAB „Litesko“ branch 
„Palangos šiluma“ 

UAB 
„Lamberta“ Total UAB „Šiaulių 

energija“ Total 

Number of boilers (units) 10 3 13 8 8 
Installed capacity (MW) 104,41 0,55 104,96 286,95 286,95 

Biofuel 6,38  0 6,38 (3,54%) 50,19 50,19 
(10,17%) 

Natural gas 98,03 0 98,03 
(54,32%) 254,16 254,16 

(51,52%) 

Installed 
capacity by 

fuel type 
(MW) 

Other fuel 76,04 0,55 76,59 
(42,14%) 189 189 (38,31%) 
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Another factor which may lead to higher heating prices of  apartment buildings, are climatic conditions. The 
further from the coastal area, the hotter the summer, however in winter it is vice versa. This is because due to the 
heating effect of the Baltic Sea the temperature at the seaside is higher in comparison to other part of the country, 
in this case – Šiauliai. However a closer examination of the coastal zone, shows that during winter it snows a lot 
more and quite often. Moreover Palanga very often has windy days, as it is geographically located in the coastal 
plain area, sand plains and coastal  pinewoods plains [10]. On average only 8-10 days out of the year are calm, 
which would be brave to say about Šiauliai. Winds are quite strong, their average speed in Palanga is 4,5-5,0 
m/s, dominated by south and southeast winds. About 40-60 days out of the year wind blows at the speed higher 
than 15 m/s. Pattern change of wind parameters is mostly determined by the distance from the sea and coastal 
topography. Due to coastal topography effects the average wind speed blowing from the sea at the height of 100 
meters 20 kilometers from the coast fell by 22% compared with the wind speed at the sea coast. Sometimes 
storms rage at the seaside with hurricane winds. And all of these weather conditions are given special attention 
while designing objects, because Technical Building Regulations show that it is very important to pay attention 
to the calculation of snow and wind load for these precise areas.  

3.  Analysis of energy for heating demean and price dependence on modernization and climatic conditions 

It is a fact that majority of the population lives in old construction, non-insulated and a lot of heat consuming 
apartment building. Heating is the maintenance of positive, higher than outside, inside temperature during the 
cold season. From the room through the walls and natural or forced ventilation heat is transfered to the outside 
air. The compensation of these losses in heating system is called indoor heating. Apartments of such buildings 
always to be served 2-3 times more heat compared to newly constructed or renewed (modernized) residential 
buildings in order to ensure climate conditions regulated by hygienic norms. 

The apartment buildings chosen for assessment, were those that were built according to Construction 
Technical Standards that were valid until 1993 in Palanga and Šiauliai. During the evaluation tables were created 
of not renewed and renewed (modernized) apartment buildings energy energy efficiency. Two apartment 
building were selected, with at least partially similar characteristics in order to rationally evaluate, i.e. three or 
four floor [12, 13] apartments in Palanga of year 1964 and 1965. Meanwhile in Šiauliai city most common five 
floor apartments were chosen, that were built in the year 1970 and 1971 [14]. The main facade of all the 
buildings was directed toward northeast. 

Table 2. Palanga ir Šiauliai cities apartment heat consumption and payment for heating. 

Renewed (modernized) and not renewed (not modernized) apartments 
 Palanga city Šiauliai city 

Renewed (modernized) No Yes No Yes 
Adrress 8 Oškinio st 5 Oškinio st 17 Gegužių st  19 Gegužių st 

Building year (y.) 1964 1965 1970 1971 

Position of the buildings main facade Northeast (NE) O
ve

ra
ll 

in
fo

rm
at

io
n 

Number of floors (f.) 4 3 5 5 

Period January 2015 

Average monthly temperature (°C) 1,0 -0,8 

The average consumption of heating energy (kWh/m²) 26,238 11,981 10,790 6,805 

Average heating cost (Eur/m²) 2,09 0,95 0,58 0,36 
Heating price for residents including VAT (Eur/MWh) 79,55 53,41 

 
Comparing different cities, Palanga and Šiauliai, renovated apartments, it is obvious that the average heating 

energy consumption between different areas differs more than two times (see Table 2). More precisely, energy 
consumption in Palanga is almost 60% higher, possibly due to previously mentioned reason – climatic 
conditions, also characteristic features of buildings are a part of the high consumption. As a result both average 
cost of heating per square meter and the heating price for residents with VAT per megawatt-hour is higher at the 
seaside. All of this can be explained with the earlier mentioned reason, i.e. cities different used fuel types.  
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Fig. 2. 5 Oškinio st, Palanga. From left: not renovated building, apartment during renovation, renewed (modernized) building. 

The exact same assumption can be made while evaluating renewed (modernized) apartments (Table 2). The 
average amount of consumed heating energy is more than 40% higher in Palanga 5 Oškinio st (Fig. 2) in 
comparison with apartment in Šiauliai 19 Gegužių st. However it is obvious that old apartments, that use a 
tremendous amount of heating energy to heat up the apartments need to be renovated, because it reduces even 
percentile difference between cities average consumed amount of heating energy and heating costs per square 
meter, i.e. respectively the difference in average heating costs between Palanga and Šiauliai not renovated 
apartments decreased by almost 30% in comparison to percentile difference of these cities renovated buildings.  

However evaluating separately Šiauliai and Palanga cities apartments of both categories, shows that coastal 
city has achieved higher benefit while renovating apartments, since the average amount of consumed heating 
energy decreased almost 60% from similar not renovated building (Table 2). Moreover the average cost for 
heating is more than two times lower after renovating a building in Palanga, whereas residents of Šiauliai save 
about a third of their income to pay for the average heating cost.  

It is obvious that many praise and welcome the municipality of Palanga, seeing that solely by 2014 January 
data, Palanga was one of the cities showing most initiative on the issue of building renewal (modernization), 
which can not be said about Šiauliai. Moreover during 2015 intensive work was put into coastal city‘s apartment 
renovation and all this successfully continues.  

In the Republic of Lithuania Governmets resolution "On the apartment building renewal (modernization) 
program approval" it is mentioned that the aim of the program is to reduce heating energy consumption in 
apartment buildings, built according to Construction Technical Standards that were valid until 1993, up to the 
year 2020 no less than 20% which is more than 1000 GWh per year [1].  

Conclusions  

Renewal (modernization) – investment in fixed assets, which aims to extend it‘s usefulness and (or) to 
improve qualitative properties, applying and (or) implementing new technologies. Apartment renovation is a way 
to reduce power and heating consumption. The main purpose for buildings renewal (modernization) is to reduce 
energy consumption, but at the same time to restore and improve buildings and it‘s engineering systems physical 
properties. This implementation not only reduces heating costs, but ensures a better indoor microclimate and 
reaches higher comfort level. And all of this affects the issue of surrounding environment. However renovation 
contributes to the change of the landscape according to residential time requirements and taste.  

It is obvious that the weather can influence apartment building heating costs, although the climate does not 
differ distinctly in the country, there can be felt a partial difference, which likely determines a part of the heating 
energy cost in the cities located in the coastal zone. This result was proven by comparison of heating energy 
consumption as well as average heating energy cost per square meter of apartment buildings located in the 
coastal zone and in further located cities.  

It can be argued that it is useful to renovate apartments in city of Palanga, since more of the residents money 
is saved then of those who live in city of Šiauliai. However there must be a possibility to modernize (renew) old 
apartment buildings in all municipalities, what has been carried out so far.  

Apartment residential fund modernization is necessary throughout Lithuania. This is especially true in coastal 
zone, where average whether temperatures during the cold period are higher, but the effect of the wind increases 
heating energy loss by two or more than two times.  
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Abstract 

The article addresses the issues of energy efficiency of public buildings through application of dynamic simulation of the 
building energy demand. The main obje ct of the Research is the influence of the entrance vestibule of the public building on 
the building’s energy demand. By means of the computer programs DesignBuilder and EnergyPlius, the energetic simulation 
has been done in order to determine the energy demand. For the public building, two different simulations of the building 
premises’ layout and changes of their use purposes have been done. We have presented the Research results and conclusions. 
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1. Introduction 

A great part of initial energy consumption is used for creation of a proper indoor climate of the premises. In 
order to increase the efficiency of energy consumption and to motivate using the renewable energy sources, 
various models of energy supply to buildings and assessment of such energy efficient use are created. Various 
simulation means and methods of optimization are applied. 

Although, in the recent years, the efficiency of energy consumption has greatly increased, however, the 
biggest cost-saving opportunities are in the sectors of residential and public buildings. Here, it is possible to save 
approximately 27% to 30% of the current consumption of final energy [1]. The energy consumption of a building 
is important because of this is the most expenditure throughout the entire life of the building. The factors of the 
highest influence upon the building energy consumption include climatic conditions, thermal comfort conditions, 
thermic, air tightness, architectural and structural peculiarities of the building, mode of the building usage, 
features of installed microclimate conditioning and energy supply systems to ensure the microclimate of the 
premises. This means that in order to determine an optimal level of the efficiency of the building energy 
consumption, it is necessary to consider a set of the energy end-use efficiency measures and the measures of 
integration of renewable energy. 

The building is a complex system with many physical phenomena taking place in it. It is the complex system 
closely interconnecting outdoor weather conditions, structural elements, engineering systems of the building and 
people. The dynamic methods of detailed modeling must be used for assessment of all these links. The energy 
performance of the building is determined to a large extent at an early stage of the design, therefore the design 
decisions taken at this stage have a decisive impact on the construction costs and energy consumption of the 
building in the phase of its usage. 
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In 2013, Lithuania adopted a Technical Construction Regulation STR 2.05.01:2013 'Building Energy 
Performance Designing' [2]. The regulation is prepared in accordance with the Directive 2010/31/EU of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of 19 May 2010 on the Energy Performance of Buildings (OJ 2010 L 
153, p. 13). The regulation conforms to the requirements of the Directive 2010/31/EU of 16 January 2012 
delegated by the Commission, which supplements the Directive 2010/31/EU of the European Parliament and of 
the Council on the Energy Performance of Buildings by setting a comparative methodology framework for 
calculating the optimum level in terms of consumption and minimum energy performance requirements for 
buildings and building elements. 

Pursuant to Technical Construction Regulation STR 2.02.02:2004 'Public Buildings' [3], energy saving and 
heat conservation may be regulated by the following five means: 1. determination of requirements for 
construction products applied to protections (their thermal resistance, resistance of water vapours circulation, 
emission of a layer reflecting infrared rays); 2. determination of requirements for protections and Construction 
engineering systems’ equipment characteristics (e.g. heat transmission of walls, roofs, doors and windows, 
impermeability of doors and windows, boilers, ventilators, cooling equipment); 3. determination of requirements 
for specifications of Construction and Construction engineering systems’ use (e.g. specific thermal loss, 
Construction air transmission, air circulation, general efficiency of heating and cooling systems); 4. 
determination of requirements for generated capacity of Construction engineering systems (e.g. annual quantity 
of heating energy necessary for heating and (or) cooling of building premises up to defined temperature, taking 
into consideration indoor heat generation and transmitted quantity of solar energy); 5. determination of 
requirements for energy capacity supplied to Construction energy systems, in order to define characteristics and 
efficiency of such systems’ use (e.g. consumption of heating and (or) cooling energy), taking into consideration 
the peculiarities and price of energy source. 

In order to control the energy consumption by the means provided for in Technical Construction Regulation 
STR 2.02.02:2004 'Public Buildings', the requirements for Construction and its parts are defined. Such 
requirements shall be related to characteristics of construction products, taking into consideration the users’ 
needs: 1. demands for heated rooms and other premises, regarding all necessary comfort requirements under 
winter and summer conditions; 2. determination of demands for indoor air quality; 3. calculation of predicted 
consumption of hot water for domestic needs. 

The entrance vestibule is an unheated room next to the outer door of the building functioning as antechamber 
between the street and heated interior of the building. The entrance vestibule is both a buffer zone before entering 
the heated premises of the building, and architectural solution. Atrium is a space with a ceiling illumination that 
can be designed as two or several stories high. Atrium is architectural and performs the function of the building’s 
entrance vestibule. 

The obligatory construction and equipment of the entrance vestibules in the buildings is provided for only by 
Technical Construction Regulation STR 2.02.01:2004 'Residential Buildings' [4]. The construction of entrance 
vestibules in the building of other purposes is not regulated.   

2. Subject, Aim and Objectives of the Research 

The subject of the Research is the influence of the entrance vestibule of the public building on the building’s 
energy demand. 

The aim of the Research is to perform a complex analysis of the influence of the building entrance vestibule 
on the energy demand of indoor microclimate systems.  

Objectives of the Research: 
1. To create two different models of public buildings and to calculate total energy consumption. 
2. According to the created model of the building, to carry out simulations for different design decisions of 

building entrance. 
3. To process the simulation results and perform the analysis of the influence of the building entrance 

vestibule on total energy demand of the building. 

3. Methodology of the Research 

The building is a complex system with many physical phenomena taking place in it. Structural elements, 
engineering systems and people present in the building are exposed to outdoor weather conditions. In turn, the 
quantity of  heat (cold) accumulated in the building envelopes is dependent on the amount of internal heat 
inflows that occur from the energy supplied to the building by people and engineering systems [5] (Figure 1.). 
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Fig.1. Building like a system. 

Quoting Motuziene V. [5] the figure 2 shows a simplified view of the main processes influencing on the 
parameters indoor air.  

Fig.2. Indoor energy flows. 

So, we have the complex system closely interconnecting outdoor weather conditions, structural elements, 
engineering systems of the building and people. The dynamic methods of detailed simulation must be used for 
assessment of all these links (Figure 2). 

4. Creation of calculation models 

Theoretical models of two buildings were created basing on typical buildings’ layouts and using a program 
DesignBuilder – for the administrative building with designed entrance atrium and for the administrative 
building with designed entrance vestibule (Figure 3). 

The administrative building with atrium, the total area of the building is 900,59 m2. The building has two 
storeys and designed separate office blocks, each having own utility rooms (kitchens, toilet areas). Atrium is a 
space with ceiling illumination that is designed over two storeys and performs a function of the building’s 
entrance vestibule.  

The other model is the administrative building with entrance vestibule, the total area of which is 399,46 m2. 
The building has one storey and designed office blocks that are connected with a common corridor; the workers 
of all offices use a common kitchen and toilet areas. The vestibule is designed in the entrance of the building.   

When creating the computer models the following zones of people activities (occupation) have been 
distinguished: office blocks, common areas, kitchens and toilet areas; the number of people in zones has been 
chosen in accordance with design standards. For simulated buildings, the same protective constructions with 
coefficients of protective heat transmission were chosen in accordance with provisions of Technical Construction 
Regulation STR 2.05.01:2013 'Building Energy Performance Designing' [2] applied to the buildings with class A 
of energy performance (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Data of buildings’ theoretical model. 

Building data Description of building data 

Climatic data The climatic data of Kaunas typical meteorological year have been used for the energy simulation of the 
building and entered into the data base of the international network of meteorology data IWEC (International 
Weather for Energy Calculations) [6].2 

Protective constructions of 
the building 

The protective construction thermal transmittance coefficients U, W/(m2K) are used for energy performance 
class A of the building: exterior walls - 0,15; roofs, dividing walls – 0,11; floors on the ground – 0,16; windows 
– 1,3; doors – 1,4. Standard values of air exchange n50.N (1/h) at the pressure difference of 50 Pa – 1. 

Indoor characteristics of 
the premises 

It is accepted that in winter the designed indoor air temperature of 200C is maintained in the premises where 
people are working, and the air temperature of 120C is maintained outside the working hours. In summer a 
ventilation system maintains the air temperature of 240C, and it is turned off outside the working hours. The 
illumination level of 500 lux is maintained in the premises.  

Parameters of indoor 
climate systems 

A water radiator heating systems is equipped in the building, the heat source – gas boiler having the efficiency 
of 85 per cent. We use a mechanical ventilation system with 0,65 per cent efficiency of heated air return, and 
the consumption of energy used for recuperative heat exchanger’s fan does not exceed 0,75 Wh/m3. Electric 
energy is used for premises cooling, work ratio of a cooling system – 1,8. A system of natural ventilation is 
functioning in utility rooms.  

 

Fig. 3. Geometrical models of the buildings in the program DesignBuilder: a) Model of administrative building with atrium; 
b) Model of administrative building’s storey with entrance vestibule. 

5.  Research 

A computer program EnergyPlus performing integrated simulation has been chosen for the Research. This 
means that elements of the building, the building and its systems have been worked out simultaneously. Thereby, 
the influence of change of one parameter on another parameter has been assessed in every time step in the 
conditioned space. For physically real simulation, all the elements must be interconnected [5]. EnergyPlius 
program has a number of functional elements which are interrelated with contours. 

Fig. 4. Scheme of simultaneous solution EnergyPlus Engineering Referece. 

 

 
2IWEC database used by the program EnergyPlius, Lithuanian territory are only Kaunas meteorological data. Since the Lithuanian territory 
is not high, in the region of large climatic fluctuations are not modeling assumes that the weather data will be suitable for the whole territory 
of Lithuania. 

a b 
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The counters are divided into use and supply parts, and the solution scheme depends on proper combination 
of use and supply parts. When the computer program EnergyPlus simulates the solution by using the method of 
covering with thermal capacity of zone, the information of previous time steps is used to predict the system 
response and update the temperature of the zone at the present time step. 

Upon creation of theoretical model of the selected building with the program Design Builder [7] and 
simulation with the program EnergyPlius [8], we obtained the calculated the annual energy consumption of the 
whole building and per square meter of the useful space of the building. The program presents also the energy 
demand for separate engineering systems – heating, ventilation, cooling, water heating, and other figures and 
graphic data necessary for the analysis (Figure 5). 
 

Fig. 5. Window of EnergyPlus simulation results. 

In the course of the Research we have simulated both buildings and determined the annual energy demand of 
these buildings (Version 1). In order to explore the impact of the interior vestibules designed in the buildings on 
the calculated total energy demand, we have deleted the entrance vestibules in the theoretical models of the 
buildings and the repeated simulation of energy consumption was conducted by the means of the computer 
program EnergyPlus (Version 2). The received results are presented in the part of analysis of simulation results.  

6. Analysis of simulation results 

The program EnergyPlus performed the simulation of the building energy performance at selected time step 
for the period of a year, and the output data were provided in the program DesignBuilder. Processing of the data 
was done with the program Microsoft Excel. The scheme of the calculation and simulation of the selected 
building is showed in the figure 6. 

Fig. 6. Scheme of programs used for analysis. 

Version 1. The administrative building with atrium (Figure 7), the total area is 900,59 m2. Upon the 
simulation with the program EnergyPlius, we have established that the calculated total energy consumption per 
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one square meter of the building's useful area is 117,69 kWh/m2 per year, total energy demand – 105994,47 kW 
per year. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Layout of the first storey of the administrative building with atrium in the program DesignBuilder. 

The administrative building with entrance vestibule (Figure 8), the total area is 399,46 m2. Upon the 
simulation with the program EnergyPlius, we have established that the calculated total energy consumption per 
one square meter of the building's useful area is 96,69 kWh/m2per year, total energy demand – 37939,25 kW per 
year. 

 

Fig. 8. Layout of the first storey of the administrative building with entrance vestibule in the program DesignBuilder. 

The detailed calculated total energy consumption of the buildings is presented in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Input data and results of the analysis of the Version 1. 

Building Total area of 
the building, m2 

Area of the 
entrance 

vestibule, m2 

Annual 
building 
energy 

demand, 
kWh 

Annual energy 
consumption, 

kWh/m2 per year 

Allocation of 
energy 

consumption 

Energy 
consumption, 

kWh 

Heating  8914,69 

Ventilation  26707,92 
Preparation of hot 

water 9.340,55 

Electrical 
equipment 33.559,19 

Administrative 
building with 

atrium 
900,59 49,71 105994,47 117,69 

Illumination  27.472,11 

Heating  14033,54 

Ventilation  30,18 
Preparation of hot 

water 1106,20 

Electrical 
equipment 13117,07 

Administrative 
building  399,46 9,994 37939,25 96,69 

Illumination  9652,27 

 

The obtained simulation data is presented in the example 9. 

 

 

Fig. 9. Simulation data of the buildings with entrance vestibules. 

Version 2. The administrative building (without entrance vestibule), the total area is 836,57 m2. Upon the 
simulation with the program EnergyPlius, we have established that the calculated total energy consumption per 
one square meter of the building's useful area is 116,13 kWh/m2 per year, total energy demand – 97147,40 kW 
per year. 

The administrative building (without entrance vestibule), the total area is 400,22 m2. Upon the simulation 
with the program EnergyPlius, we have established that the calculated total energy consumption per one square 
meter of the building's useful area is 96,09 kWh/m2 per year, total energy demand – 38455,84 kW per year. 

The detailed buildings’ energy consumption is presented in Table 3.  
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Table 3. Input data and results of the analysis of the Version 2. 

Building Total area of 
the building, m2 

Area of the 
entrance 

vestibule, m2 

Annual 
building 
energy 

demand, 
kWh 

Annual energy 
consumption, 

kWh/m2 per year 

Allocation of 
energy 

consumption 

Energy 
consumption, 

kWh 

Heating  9912,44 

Ventilation  20618,78 
Preparation of hot 

water 9.322,17 

Electrical 
equipment 33.207,30 

Administrative 
building (without 

atrium) 
836,57 - 97147,40 116,13 

Illumination  24.086,71 

Heating  14533,96 

Ventilation  34,44 
Preparation of hot 

water 1106,20 

Electrical 
equipment 13117,07 

Administrative 
building (without 

entrance 
vestibule) 

400,22 - 38455,84 96,09 

Illumination  9664,17 

 

The obtained simulation data is presented in the example 10. 

 

 

Fig. 10. Simulation data of the buildings without entrance vestibules. 

The analysis of the results of both Researches shows that the entrance vestibule in the buildings has minor 
impact on the calculated total energy consumption of the buildings.  

When simulating the buildings without entrance vestibules (atrium and vestibule), the calculated total energy 
consumption of the administrative building with atrium decreases in 1,33 per cent, and the calculated total 
energy consumption of the administrative building with entrance vestibule decreases in 0,62 per cent (Figure 11). 
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Fig. 11. Decrease of calculated total energy consumption in the buildings wthout entrance vestibule. 

Upon comparison of detailed energy consumption in accordance with parameter defined for energy 
consumption of engineering systems of the building, we can see that the annual demand of energy consumption 
vary for separate systems (Fig. 12). 

 

   

Fig. 12. Changes of calculated total energy consumption of the building for engineering systems, kWh: a) The administrative 
building with atrium; b) The administrative building with entrance vestibule. 

The presented examples (Figure 13) show the percentage reallocation of energy demand for separate 
engineering systems ensuring the indoor climate of the building.  

 

   
Fig. 13. Changes of calculated total energy consumption of the building in per cent:  

a) The administrative building with atrium b) The administrative building with entrance vestibule. 

a 

a b

b
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Upon generalization of the results of both Researches, we can see that the designing of entrance vestibule 
does not have any significant impact on the building calculated total energy consumption, and the changes of 
energy consumption for engineering systems are determined directly by changes of purposes of premises use and 
demands of separate indoor climate engineering systems installed in such premises and ensuring a proper indoor 
climate of such premises (Figure 14).  

 

   

Fig. 14. Changes of calculated total energy consumption for engineering systems:  
a) The administrative building with atrium; b) The administrative building with entrance vestibule.  

 7. Conclusions 

1. The building is a complex system with many physical phenomena taking place in it. It is the complex 
system closely interconnecting outdoor weather conditions, structural elements, engineering systems of the 
building and people. The dynamic methods of detailed modeling must be used for assessment of all these links. 

2. The energy performance of the building is determined to a large extent at an early stage of the design, 
therefore the design decisions taken at this stage have a decisive impact on the construction costs and energy 
consumption of the building in the phase of its usage. 

3. In the analyzed buildings without entrance vestibule, the annual calculated total energy consumption is 
slightly less (-1,33; -0,62 per cent) if calculating the energy consumption per square meter of the useful space of 
the building. 

4. After deleting the entrance vestibules in the analyzed buildings, the energy demand for heating increased 
averagely in 7,38 per cent, for ventilation – decreased averagely in 5,22 per cent. 

5. The changes of energy consumption for engineering systems depend directly on changes of purposes of 
premises use and demands of separate indoor climate engineering systems installed in such premises and 
ensuring a proper indoor climate of such premises.  
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